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Washington, Feb. 11.
Indications for Portland and VicinityLocal rains, stationary temperature.
Indications for New England to-day are
cloudy weather and local rain, winds gener-

CO.,

31 EXCHANGE STREET,
Edtablulieil iu 1843.

portion by nearly stationary

northern

tem-

perature.
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"insurance.
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LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Portland, Me., Feb. 10, 1886.
| 7 a m 111 am| 3 p m 7 m 111 FM
Barometer 30.526 30 631 30.683 30.760 30.775
29.4
28.8
30.8
31.0
Thenno’r. 28.0
27.6
26.1
22.4
25.0
Dew Point ,21.2
89.2
69.3
78.0
92.8
Humidity. i74.6
NE
NE
NE
K
Wind.IN
12
11
13
%
Velocity... 110
Weather [Fair
Cloudy Cloudy L Rain Cloudy
■■

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
class American and Foreign Co's at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Acoident Insurance.
Tkdkfhone 701.

Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean

daily bar...30.661iMaximum ther- ..34.2
daily ther..29.3 |Miuimum ther....27.4
NE 17
Max.vel.wind
daily d’wpt.24.1
daily hum..80.6 1 Total precip.x
—

x—I nappreciable.

|el7snly

METEOROLOGICAL report.

(Feb. 10, 1886, 10.00 P. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time
at all stations.
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fire and
consequent
property, Insurance, no
what the underwriter’s
price was. looks cheap to the person whose property has been destroyed, uud who was not provided
with proper indemnity.

After

a

a

loss of
mutter

First class business is solicited
and can be placed in this agency
at the lowest rates, consistent with
the hazard involved in the risk
assumed, while anything with a
tinge of moral hazard is not
wanted, and is respectfully declined before presentation.

New London 30.60
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Boston, Mass 30.64
Eastport, Me 30.85
Mt. Wasll’t’n
Portland. Me
Albany, N. V
New York...
Norfolk, Va.

Philadelphia.
Washington..

30.80
30.70
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Atlanta, Gu..
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Savannah,Ga 30.07
New Orleans 29.88
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Cleveland.... 30.24
Detroit. 30.22
Oswego. 33.44
Alpena,Mich 30.20
Chicago, Ills. 29.98
Duluth, Minn 29.99
Marquette... 30.04
Milwaukee. 30.00
St, Louis. Mo 29.89
St.Paul,Minn 29.95
Omaha, Neb. 30.10
Bismarck,Da 30.22
St. Vincent.. 30.19
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Nothing
security felt by those who procure
proper insurance on property liable to loss or damage by lire. Do
not economize by taking the risk
The best
of insuring yourself.
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this agency.
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Lt Cloudy
7 Hazy
Lt Cloudy
12 Hazy
6 Cloudy
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11 Cloudy
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12 Cloudy
10 Cloudy
Lt Cloudy
12 Fair
Lt Clear
Lt Cloudy
6 Clear
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B. A. Kinney,
Private, Signal Corps. U. S. A.,
Temporarily in charge.

Brunswick’s Fashionable Event.
[Special to the Press.]
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SPECIAL NOTICE.
Charitable Mechanic Association,

their BiilldTHEMaiue
contemplate making a change
of Congress ami Casco Bt., that
tlie
in

corner
ing on
will give a store with a floor space of about 3,600
a
with
frontage of 33 feet oil Congress St.,
feet,
and 24 feet on Casco St. Parties desiring to seof those dimensions, are invited to
store
a
cure
examine plan of same at the store of It. li. Swift,
513 Congress St., and for further inNo.
Optician.
formation, apply to either member of the coinimtSPENCER ROGERS,
tea
FRANKLIN M. LAWRENCE,
FRANCIS H. FASSETT,
LEWIS B. SMITH.
GEORGE C. LITTLEFIELD,
WILLIAM H. FENNELL.
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BOOT AND SHOE DEALERS

Organizing

a

National Association in

Boston.
Boston, Feb. 10.—The convention of boot
and shoe dealers, for the purpose of organiz-

this
ing national association, was opened
morning in the Meionaon, and was called
&
to order by C. H. McDermott, of the Boot
Shoe Recorder. J. B. Arnold of Illinois was
made temporary chairman, and Thomas C.
One hunNewcomb of Boston, secretary.
a

dred and forty-five firms were represented.
Mr. Arnold, in accepting the permanent
chairmanship said, that a national association was unprecedented in tiie boot and shoe
trade. There were many evils that could be
corrected by such an organization, that could
not be corrected by local organizations. A
iinniimo:

„ as

■■

uiui

—

v

constitution and by-laws, mid a resolution
retail boot and slice
was adopted that every
the condealer be legible to membership,
vention then adjourned till 2 o’clock.
Death of the Founder of the Order of
Hibernians.
10.—Michael
Feb.
Brockton, Mass.,
Chine, a resident of this city for over thirty

He
years, died last night of heart disease.
was horn in Clare, Ireland, forty-one years
in this country
been
has
and
ago,
since lie was five years old. He was the
founder of the Ancient Order of Hibernians,
and a prominent member of the order. Ho
He
was perhaps the largest man in* town.
leaves a widow and five children. The funeral will probably take place Friday.

XLIXth C03VGRESS—FIRST SESSION.
SENATE.
Washington, Feb. 10.
,i,« giiis' reported favorably from comPlaced on the calendar was one by

mrtteeslm

yMterday^directtag
hel-gcFsaresolutionfoffere!f
the
report
public buildings

the

to

ttee on
the aggregate

TOiiim

to

amount of money recomSenate
session to be
mended by that committee at thisThe resolution
expended by the government.
resolution directing the comWMr**5oaj offeredto take
immediate steps tor the
..Ilitee
library
Jr^lonofSutehr tbenityof Wellington to
a

on

Brunswick, Feb. 10.—The masquerade
ball, for the benefit of the public library, occurred tonight. It was the fashionable event
of the season, 75 couples taking part in the
grand march, which was preceded by an excellent concert from 8 to 9 by Grimmer’s orchestra of Portland.
Supper was served by
G. E. Woodbury in his usual satisfactory
style. The costumes were furnished by the
Essex Costume Company of Boston. Fred
H. Wilson officiated as floor director. The
whole affair was a grand success, mid reflects
much credit upon the following well known
Brunswick citizens, who took an active part
it through: Dr. J. W. Curtis,
Prof. L. A. Lee, F. C. Whitehouse, O. T.
Newcomb, T. H. Riley, G. E. Woodbury, F.
If. Wilson, G. L. Thompson, F. E. Roberts,
Franklin Adams, F. 31. Stevens, F. C. Webb,
Barrett Potter, H. Y. Stackpole, I. P. Bookin

carrying

er and J. P. Winchell.

Senate took up Mr.

the icmsai
U^j^ff,ut*tetp|refusa!

to
of the Treasury for information as Oilea us'to> re
of the Assistant Treasurer at N ew
sliver ctr
ceive shipments oi silver and to issue
of
Mr. Call defended the action
tlficates
the Treasury Department.
tnaH.r went
wpnt
matter
tje
The debate then elosed and

fiierefor?1

*

'a.V%,15,

Senate
on motion of Mr. Edmunds, the
tin*
went into executive session and when at o.zo
floors were reopened it adjourned.
HOUSE.
Mr. Blanchard of Louisiana offered the following:
Resolved, That the House has learned with prothe great and Irreparable
found sorrow of
loss which the country has sustained in the death
and good man—Major General
of a great
Hancock.
Resolved, That this House in common with his
countrymen mourn the death of him who was a
stainless soldier in war and an undaunted defender of the Constitution and of civil liberty in
a stainless man and an inpeace, and at all times
corruptible patriot.
respect and affecResolved, That as a markof of
this hero and patriot
jtioiifor the exalted virtues
thi# House do now adjourn.
of the House be
Resolved, That the Speaker
widow of the honored
directed to transmit to Ibc
and assurances
resolutions
Of these
House hi the
of the heartfelt sympathy of the
alike tiers ana
is
winch
sorrowful bereavement
the country’s.
at 1—10
The resolutions were adopted, and

S*

o’clock the House

adjourned.

The military forces still hold the city of Seattle,
IV. T., and strict martial law is enforced.

The Steamer Broken in Two and Will
Be a Total Loss.

Safe Arrival of Passengers and Crew
at Rockland.
Craphic Story of the Disaster Told
by Those on Board.

Rockland, Feb. 10.—The steamer Cambridge, of the Bangor and Boston line, Capt.
Otis Ingraham, went ashore on “Old Man’s”
ledge, off George’s Island, at 4.45 o'clock this
morning. She immediately heeled to starboard and commenced to fill. The best ol
order was preserved, and in a short time all
the passengers were transferred to boats,
and landed on George’s Island. The cutter
Dallas and several small vessels are at the
scene of the disaster, and the steamer Rock-

land Pioneer is

the way thither. The
is a total loss. The best
of order prevailed and no lives were lost.
Captain Ingraham personally, and in a successful manner, secouded by his officers,
made the transfer of the passengers without
accident to the boats. The ladies went in
the first boat.
on

boat, undoubtedly,

rUBSEIt’S STOBY.
An Associated Tress reporter interviewed
Purser William B. Eaton of the wrecked
steamer Cambridge, who gives the following
narrative:
We left Boston on Tuesday at 0 p. in,, with forty
passengers and one of the largest and most valuable freights ever put ou board. The night was
pleasant and the sea very smooth. The first Intimation I had of trouble was on being awakened
from sleep by the steamer striking heavilv ou the
bottom, bringing up suddenly and then careening
to starboard. This was at 4.46 o’clock Wednesday morning. X hastened from my stateroom, and
tiie first person I met was Captain Ingraham in
the saloon coming from the ladies’ cabin. He said
THE

“get the ladies onto the hurricane deck at once.
We’ve got to take to the boats.” 1 at once did as
ordered, and the passengers all behave splendidly, the ladies especially being calm and cool.
Captain Ingraham personally superintended
transferring the passengers to the boats, which
were brought to the starboard gangway.
Six
ladles and one child went in the first boat and the
other lady In the second. It was light enough to
see to disembark easily.
The sea was still
smooth.
■ no "uui juau,
on wmcn we nan struck, is a
sunken ledge, four miles from George's Island.
Captain Ingraham directed the boats to row to
this island and land the passengers, and 1 was ordered to proceed with the first boat to Port Clyde,
some eight miles distant, for assistance.
Agent
Charles Weeks of Rockland, was in the boat with
me, and five men were rowing. The wind had
been rising from the northeast ami we fared hard.
Should never have made Port Clyde had not the
schooner Abbie J. of Millbridge, sighted us, picked us up and landed us at our destination at 9
o’clock. Being unable to telegraph from here,
I took a team and drove to Rockland, reaching
there at noon.
The steamer Rockland

started at

once

for the

Pioneer, Capt. Sawtelle,

scene

the wreck.

of

When

left the

Cambridge she was careened badly to
starboard, with her amidships highest, and it
looked as if each end was about to drop into the
deep water. From the time of striking till the
seven boats had put
oil, it was less than half an
hour, showing you how coolly and systematically
everybody worked. I saw the revenue cutter
Dallas coming to our assistance as we pushed
we

away.

The passengers and crew who landed at

George’s Island were cared lor at the house of a
fisherman, and a boat load of provisions was sent
them from Port Clyde.
Being busy with my own duties, and leaving so
soon I had no opportunity of learning the cause of
the accident. I only know that atter the steamer
struck everything was done that could be done,
and in the best manner.

The Cambridge was built in 1867. She
the largest and best boat of the Boston
and Bangor Steamship Company.
was

FIRST PITOT

ROGERS’ STORY.

disaster, Capt. William
T. Rogers, first pilot, was in charge. Capt.
Rogers has run this course constantly since
a boy, and for the past twenty-five years in
the employ of this company. He is known
of the most careful, experienced and
trustworthy pilots on the eastern coast, and
no man ranks higher.
He tells this story:
We left Boston at ten minutes of six Tuesday
as one

night,

with an unusually heavy freight. The sea
smooth as a puddle all night. I took the
watcli from the second pilot, Farnsworth, at
about two o’clock, just before we got to Segum.
Tire morning was nut very clear, though not what
would be called thick. We ran on our usual
course, running by time and compass, and when
we struck on “Old Man" ledge, I supposed we
were a mile outside of it at the least calculation.
I was standing at tile pilot house window when
she struck. The steamer did not pitch up, bus
ui.a
uv "'■ i-■
ij. ,■—a—
slid out of 1 i.i,
I at once rang the
steaming about twelve knots.
bell to stop, captain Ingraham was below at the
tune, but was on deck at once. I knew when we
struck just where we were. It was ebb tide, with
two fathoms of water over the ledge amidships as
we lay, and six fathoms under her bow.
I have no theory whatever as to tile cause of
tire disaster. I ran the course ns 1 have done
always, so far as 1 know, using the utmost care,
i have been a pilot on this line of steamers since
......

Alleged

Violation of the rish Laws.

Bath, Feb. 10.—SewallP. 3Iorse,Frederick
P. Banks and Clias. Banks, Jr., of Winnegance on complaint of Fisli Warden Joseph
Nichols of Phipsburg were held to-day for
trial for an alleged violation of the fish laws.
A Prosperous Society.
Damariscotta, Feb. 10.—The Lincoln
Agricultural Society voted to-day unanimously to purchase the Damariscotta driving
park for permanent fair grounds.

Sad Drowning Accident.
Eastport, Feb. 10.—William Brown, married, aged 35, and his unmarried brother
George, age 25, while returning from their
hets in a dorv at Grand Mauan this morning
upset a short distance from the shore and
both were drowned.
Bowdoin Alumni.
Washington, Feb. 10.—The annual dinner of the Washington Association of Bowdoin Alumni took place at Walker’s this

thirty-five

persons sat down
to the table, among them being Hon. Hugh
McCulloch, Hon. L. 1). M. Sweat, Senator
W. T. Frye, Hon. W. W. ltice, Judge W. B.
Snell, Gen. Ellis Spear, Col. J. If. Gilman,
U. S. A., Rev. J. S. Sewall, D. D., John
Marshall Brown, Israel Kimball and Rev.
S. M. Newman. Full reports were made of
the financial condition of the college, its
order, general progress and standing. Let-

evening.

Some

read from Dr. D. Goodwin of
Philadelphia and Hon. Joseph Williamson
ters

were

of Rev. It. B.

of Augusta, Me. The report
Howard about the uew president

(Prof.

Hyde) was received with enthusiasm. The
following officers were elected:

President—Commodore Horatio Briggs, class of

Vice Presidents—Israel Kimball and Judge
Win. B. Snell.
Treasurer—J. N. Whitney.
Corresponding Secretary—Prof. J. W. Cluck-

eiiug.
Recording Secretary—James C. Strout.
10.—The Bowdoin
Feb.
New York,
Alumni Association tonight held its annual
dinner and elected officers as below:
President—E. B. Merrill.

Secretary—Francis

R.

Upton.

Treasurer—Dr. F. H. Dillingham.
AARON SANDERSON.
Death of One of the Oldest Preachers

in the Methodist Conference.

Lewiston, Feb. 10.—Rev. Aaron Sanderson, father of Rev. Roscoe Sanderson, pastor
of the Hammond street Methodist church in
this city, died at his home iu Monmouth yesRev. Mr. Santerday, after a long illness.
derson was born in Waterford, Me., in 1802,
and was nearly 84 years ol age at the time of
h s death. His parents were among the early setttlers of the township in which Waterford is located. They were a hardy, courageous and religious stock from whom the son
Aaron early imbibed his love of religion and
Early in life he embraced the
tlie church.
Methodist faith, and in 1824, wdien barely
to memberpast his majority, was admitted
ship in the Maine Conference. For sixtyin
two vears he lias been a prominent figure
Maine Methodism. Only one member of the
Conference has been as long in the service of
He held many prominent
the church as he.
positions in leading churches, and for twenty years was a presiding elder. He had
countless friends. He was a much esteemed
pastor and a man whom all honored and revered. The funeral will be attended at Monmouth, Thursday forenoon, at 11 o’clock.

total loss.

Steamer Rockland arrived here at G o’clock
with the crew of the steamer and such lugCapt.
gage as -was saved from the wreck.
Ingraham and Chief Engineer Hathom remain by the scene of the wreck over night
so it is impossible to
get the captain’s
statement at this time. The Dallas will pay
the wreck another visit in the morning,
weather permitting.
CONDITION OF THE STEAMER.
The last accounts state that the steamer’s
bow is well under water and the pilot house

sight. The weather is threatening, a
heavy sea rolling, and the wind rising to a
gale, and it is expected the steamer will go
to pieces before morning.
out of

1860, and since a boy have sailed over this
It was 4.55 o’clock when we struck.

course.

A. F.

MESSENGER

CROSBY’S

STATE-

Crosby, American Express

messen-

ger, says:
I woke up at five minutes to five and was looking at my watch when the steamer struck and ran
1
on the rock with a grating noise and stopped.
dressed, and then went to the express room and
got my way hills and valuables. I had a big express freight which was all lost. Then I went aft
where the boats were being lowered and Capt.
Ingraham put me in command ol the fourth boat.
We put put off without excitement, witli ten
people, and rowed to Burnt. Island and then three
of us pulled hack to the steamer. There was no

sign of a panic—everybody was cool and collected.
In twenty minutes from the time of striking we
away. As the steamer settled forward her
freight washed out and floated away. 1 saw the
boats of fishermen from the shores picking up
were

freight.
When the Dallas arrived we got on hoard, then
picked up the passengers at the island and came
to Rockland. The cutter people did everything
for us, gave us hot coffee and food, and Capt. Barr
gave up his stateroom to the ladies. None of us
knew anything aoout the cause of the disaster
and most of us were too busy to ask.

PASSENGER’S EXPERIENCE.
E. Dudley Freeman of Yai mouth,
A

the passengers, said:
We had as smooth and pleasant

of

one

night

as one
could ask. I was asleep in my stateroom when
tlie steamer struck but there was not force
enough in the blow to throw anybody out of their
14

1

a

..4

.....I

took time to dress fully, fearing that there might
be exposure to the cold. I was afraid the steamOn opening
er might slide off into deep water.
my stateroom door saw several ladies hurrying by
in light costumes, bht heard no shouts, screams
1 asked watchman Prince if the
or excitement.
boat would stick where she was, bnt lie did not
know and told v.s to get on the hurricane deck at
once.

The deck bauds seemed to be

of small

use

in

lowering tlie boats and the passengers all helped,
and Capt. A. G. Hunt and Capt. C. IS. Peck of
ltoekland rendered valuable assistance.
Everybody felt nervous, expecting that the steamer
would slide off the ledge, but there was no excitement or evidences of fright or cowardice.
Capt. Ingraham was cool and energetic and personally superintended getting the ladies into tlie
ftrst and second boats. Express Messenger A. F.
Crosby was in command of the boat I was in and
too much cannot be said in praise of his coolness
and efficiency. None of the passengers knew the
IV e were handsomely
cause of the disaster.
treated by tlie Dallas’ people.
THE IIEiiO OF THE KATAIID1N ADVENTURE

Capt. F. C. Homer, the hero of the recent
Katahdin adventure, (a steamer of this same
line) was on hoard the Cambridge as a passenger. He was awakened, as were others,
by the shock, and rendered what assistance
was in his power afterward. He could assign no theory for the accident.
Capt. Homer lias been ordered to Boston
immediately, to bring the steamer Penobscot
on

OF

THE

DISASTER.

No explanation of the accident is attempted. It is reported by the freight handlers
that several tons of nails and iron sled shoes
were stowed on the main deck, beneath the
compass, and the theory is advanced that
this caused a variation in that instrument.
WRECK.
This is the first disaster of this company
in its history. The Cambridge was built in
THEIR FIRST

New York in 18G7. She'was 1100 tons and
the largest and best boat of this line. Her
value is reported at $200,000; insured for
$50,000. The 'freight was estimated at
$150,000 and ivas consigned to parties in
Rockland and towns on the Penobscot hay
the schooner C. M. Gil*
more, which arrived at this port yesterday,
shortly after noon, reports that he left Port
Clyde yesterday morning and seeing the
Cambridge ran out to her. He remained by
the steamer until ten o’clock, and when he
left the cargo was being rapidly washed out,

Captain Teal of

and the water around the ledge was covered
with cases of goods. The steamer also had
on board a large quantity of cabbages, and
Captain Teal said that he could have picked
up
go.

cabbages enough for

a

respectable

car-

The lobster sloop Electric Light of
Friendship, was lying astern of the Cambridge, and Captain Teal thought a portion
of the passengers were put on board of her.
The steamer was broken nearly in two at the
wheel-house, and the entire forward part of
the vessel was under water. A large number of small craft were hovering around the
wrecked steamer when the C. M. Gilmore
left. The wind was then blowing so hard

that the schooner was under a jib and reefed
mainsail.
Captain Holmes of the schooner Franklin
Pierce, which arrived here at about the

Sune time the Gilmore came in, also passed
the Cambridge and went aboard the steamer.
FROM WASHINGTON.

A Flood of Petitions from the

Knights

of Labor.
Reed’s Bill to Prevent the Extinc-

Mr

tion of

[Special

Mackerel.

to the

Pbess.]

Washistgtox, Feb. 10.—Congress is being
flooded just at the present time with petitions from the Knights of Labor assemblies

to the line.

OPPORTUNE ARRIVAL OF CUTTER DALLAS.

The revenue steamer Dallas, Capt. Barr,
left Rockland this morning for Portland,
coming opportunely upon the scene, and in
The
season to render invaluable assistance.
entter arrived here from the scene of the
wreck, at 3 o’clock this afternoon, bringing
the most of the officers and the passengers
The captain and officers of the Dallas did

them are petitions for the organization of a
territorial government in Indian Territory >
and the throwing open to settlement of the
Oklahama lands. An assembly out in Iowa
sent an earnest remonstrance against the
passage of the shipping bill, which is acknowledged by everyone to be one of the
most important measures for the restoration
of our commerce, and most favorable to the

laboring classes, which is uow before Congress. Again an assembly in Maine protests
against the bill which prohibits compulsory
pilotage. In this case a careful investigation
of the subject would have convinced the petitioners that this hill deserved the earnest
support of all laboring classes rather than
their opposition. In Maine there is no such
thing as compulsery pilotage, hut if coasters
fromNew York orNew Jersey came down
there they can find pilots enough if they need
them, and if they do not need them,
their own pibut are competent to do
lotage they do it and that is the end of it.
if a Maine or Massachusetts coaster
goes to any port in New York or New Jersey, although her master or her mate may be
just as competent to take her into her port
of destination as any pilot, she is neverthe-

But,

less compelled to take on hoard a regular pilot which she docs not need, at a cost of from
fifty to one hundred dollars. More than
this, if she is compelled to engage the services of a tug she is compelled not only to
pay for the tug, which has a pilot on hoard,
hut to
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more needed than the fifth wheel to a coach.
This constitutes one of the greatest burdens
now existing against our coasting trade, and
it was to relieve this burden, which ultimately comes out of the poor sailors, the “laborers” of the sea, that the hill was intro-

duced.
These petitions were undoubtedly sent in
without a sufficiently careful investigation
of what their effect, if granted, would be.
Close Time for Mackerel.
A favorable report has been ordered by
the House Committee on ways and means on
Congressman Reed’s hill prohibiting the
landing of mackerel at ports in ttie United
This obStates from March 1st to July 1st.
ject of the bill is to prevent the extinction of
these fish, as that is claimed to he their

spawning time.

Personal.

Frank P. Brown of Portland, and Hon. J.
R. Buck of Orland are spending a few days
here.
No

Hearing

Civen to

Pillsbury

Yester-

day.
Washington, Dec. 10.—Pillsbury was not
given a hearing today as intended, although
he returned from New York for that purpose. He has publicly stated that the Mas.
sachusetts Senators would vote for his confirmation which caused the Republican Senators to withdraw their consent to the hear-

ing today.

It is doubtful now if one is

given

at all.
More Maine Postmasters.

the passengers

The passengers of the wrecked steamer Cambridge desire to express to Commander Barr and
tlie officers and crew of the U. S. revenue cutler
Dallas, their grateful acknowledgements for the
prompt assistance and generous attention received at their bauds.

East Brownfield—S. A. Cole.
Oilbertville—Geo. A. Stevens.
9At Brownfield—R. Einscott, vice Mr. Bean, removed.
At North Falmouth—Miss E. E. Emery.
At Sweden—C. W. Bennett.
At West F'almouth—A. S. Noyes.

THE

PASSENGER LIST.

Following is a list of the Cambridge’s passengers. They arc quartered at tlie Thorn-

dike Hotel, and will he forwarded to their
destination by the company:
C. L. Atwood, Wlnterport.
Melvin Lowoil, Bucksport.
S. VV. Shepard, Denver. Col.
E. L. Prescott, East Watertown, Mass.
George Moullou, Stockton.
M. L. Thorndike. Rockland.
G. L. Campbell, Newport, R. I.
H. W. Ames, Belfast.
Jonn Doherty, Bangor.
L. W. Young, Hancock.
A. B. Robinson, Bucksport.
Win. Hayes, Bangor.
A. G. Hunter. Rockland.

C. E. Peck, Rockland.
Francis Gallagher, Bangor.
Miss Lillian F. Reed, Hampden.
E. D. Freeman, Yarmouth.
Geo. F. Sewall, Rockland.
Parker Robbins, Deer isle.
H. H. Flint, Rockland.
Samuel B. Little, Jewitt City, C< nn.
W. W. Walker, Brooksville.
E. P. Hodgkins, Lincolnville.
S. M. Lalolly, Stockton.

Yesterday.

ed

Appropriate Resolutions

At
At

Of Interest to Bankers.
The committee on banking and currency
lias agreed to report favorably a bill recently passed by the Senate which authorizes the
receiver of any national bank to purchase,
with the consent of the comptroller of the
currency, whenever necessary to protect anil
benefit his trust, any real or personal property pertaining thereto that is to be sold under execution or decree of foreclosure or order of court.
Protest

Against Confirming

a

Col-

lector of Customs.
A protest was laid before the Senate today
in secret session against confirmation of the
collector of customs in Vermont.
It is
signed by people whom the Vermont Senators declared to he worthy of consideration.
The grounds ol their objection are that the
collector lias appointed as deputy to take
charge of the station on the Canada line,
through which several hundred thousand
dollars worth of goods are annually imported, a man who has three times been indicted
for irregularities in connection with the
customs. The protest is said to have given
rise to a short but interesting debate.

The Calais Will Starts Up With New

Cenerals

on

Efforts

Being

to

Wade

Bates Will Trouble.

Capt.

Elected

Commander.
(Special to the Press.)
Skowiiegan, Feb. 10.—The morning session of the nineteenth annual encampment
of the Department of Maine, G. A. R., opened at 11 o'clock in Coburn Hall. The committee on credentials reported 11 Post Department Commanders, 373 Past Post
Commanders and 204 delegates present, a
total of 588 entitled to seats. The report was

accepted.
Commander J. A. Hall then delivered his
followed
was
address and
by Adjt.
General Hill and Quartermaster General
Beal, who presented their reports (abstracts
of which were printed this morning.
HALL’S ADDRESS
was short.
He reviewed the sir cess of the National Encampment at Portland. He paid tribute
to the late Windsor B. Smith, General Grant and
General McClellan. To the latter he was specially complimentary. Commander Hall referred
to the Soldiers' Home at Bath, and said legislation was needed to overcome difficulties in the
way of placing cnildren in the home of good famiHe refers tho sublies and making them heirs
ject to the next Department Commander. He
spoke of the rapid growth of the order and its
good condition generally.
Other reports followed, which we give in
COMMANDER

brief:
INSPECTOR NICKERSON

reported tlifPhe had inspected 140 of the 143
posts during the year. As to the question, “Is

the work of the ritual committed to memory and
properly porformed?” 54 posts answer yes; GO.
Seventy-four posts report
no; and 10, partly.
that the officers and guards are properly an iformea. In 47 the members are uniformed and
equipped. Five hundred and eighty-two muskets
are owned hy the various posts. Many posts have
the use of arms owned by private parties or the
State. In 104 posts the officers are regular in
their attendance. The average attendance of
members throughout the department is about 40
per cent. There are only six posts in which a
laek of interest is reported.
Inspector Nickerson said the post records, as a
not

are

properly kept.

Reports

and taxes have been forwarded, except by six
The muster fee in the various posts range
posts.
trom 81 to $10. Only one post charges the latter
figure. The per capita tax runs from V2Vs cents
tn 4S1

nor runrtor

The inspector is assured that there has been a
marked improvement In the work.
The expense of the inspection has been about
$402.29, or about $2.87Vs per post. Comrade
Nickerson expressed the opinion that the work
can be done for less money.
CHAPLAIN HOWARD'S REPORT.

superb.”That

the country, whose cause was
Resolvod,
so dear to him, and enlisted his full devotion and
will
ever hold his memory preuntiring services,
cious, and rank him among the noblest aud
His work is done; the
worthiest of her sons.
memory of his heroic life remains bright as a star
of glory and an example forever.

A committee was raised to draw up appropriate resolutions on the death of Gen. U. S.
Grant and report this afternoon.
’blip. executive committee of the

10tli

Va.

tional Encampment presented the following
report through the treasurer, Gov. llobie:

JteceipR.
From G. A. It. Posts.*
State of Maine.
Citizens of Portland.
City of Portland.
Rebate on Railroads.
Otlier sources

1,305.00
10,000.00
5,450.75
5,000.00
3.771.42
153.70

Total.*25.689.87
The amount received from the G. A. R.
Posts has been refunded.
read
a
Dr. A. C. Hamlin
gracefully
penned history of the affairs and the committee adjourned nine die.
Afternoon Session.
In the afternoon the following resolutions
were

strikers to prevent the new help from entering the mill. A large party of the strikers
surrounded the corporation house before

daylight. On being refused admission, they
did not attempt to force their way in, but
created all possible disturbance* outside the
house that they could, and the new hands
ran the gauntlet of strikers from the boarding house to the mill But they were escorted
by the president and treasurer of the mill

company, both of whom remained inside all

day.
Every

means except violence were used by
the strikers to intimidate the new help, but
without success. A committee called at the
mill office later in the morning and warned
the managers that serious trouble would ensue if the mill was allowed to run with the
new employes. Both sides are very determined and the prospect of a settlement is

very poor.
The Bates Will Trouble..
Lewiston, Me., Feb. 10.—At a conference
between Mr. Pratt and the District Committee today the following letter was submitted:

Lewiston, Feb. 10,1880.
Mr. Pratt, Agent of the Bates:
Dear sir,—Will you allow the operatives of the
Bates mill to return to their work in a body, with
the exception of Mr. Dalton, pending an investigation of prices and other difficulties?

office,
mitted by Mr. Pratt:

passed:

disour
eminent comrade, the
soldier and statesman. ex-Fresident,
to
his
rest
at
was
Grant,
peacefully gathered
Mt. McGregor, New York, the 23d day of Juiy
of
retile
all
amid
expressions
last,
profouudest
gret and mourning of a grateful people, by the
hands of his sorrowing comrades of the G. A. It.;
therefore,
Resolved, That the Department of Maine, G. A.
R., claims a humble part in the world wide exof sorrow and loss inevitable upon the
of one so prominently distinguished, deservedly honored and so dearly beloved.
Resolved, That we wish to give expression to
the depths of sympathy evoked in our hearts by
the fortitude in suffering, the manliness in the
midst of financial ruin, and the wonderful magnanimity of our departed comrade.
Resolved, That this department give the fullest
expression to its mourning upon a memorial page
sacred to the name of U. s. Grant.
A resolution of respect was also adopted
on the death of Past Commander W. B.
U. S.

Sion

Smith of Portland.
OFFICERS ELECTED.

Officers were elected as follows:
Commander—Capt. Samuel W. Lane, Augusta.
Senior Vice Commander- J. F. Lamb, LiverJunior Vice Commander—Clias. F. Cleveland.
Chaplain—Rev. Q. H. Shinn, Deering.
Medical Director—W. S. Howe, Lewiston.
These officers were installed. It was decided to hold the department meeting next
year in Bath.

L. B. Hill is
sistant Adjutant General.

reappointed

As-

The executive committee of the National
the department
that about $500 will remain after paying all
bills, and the treasurer was instructed to

Eueampment reported
turn

it

Orphan

to

to the Military
Asylum at Bath.
over

and

Naval

NOTES.

Six hundred plates were laid at the camp
lire and numerous toasts were responded to
Col. A. W.
by prominent gentlemen,

Wildes officiating as toastmaster.
Eleven railroad agents are in town advising the veterans how to reach the next national encampment, to be held in San Francisco. The pool rate for Grand Army men
from any point on the Atlantic seaboard,
Portland, Boston or New York to San Francisco and return, is now fixed at $87.50, but
it is thought probable there will be a still
lower rate made. The rates are the same by
all lines.
_

About 3 o'clock yesterdav morning, fire destroyed the house of C. T. Kayner at Jamestown, N.
Y. Kayner anil Ills wife were burned to death.
They were about 60 years of age.

n
Lewiston, Feb. 10.

Kittredge, Chairman of

Messrs. J. IF.
tive Board,

the Execu-

and C. IF. Shaw, Secretary:
Gentlemen.—1 have to acknowledge the receipt
of your communication of the above date as
f°“ Will
allow the operatives of the Bates
mill to return to their work in a body, with the
Mr. Dalton, peuding an mvestigiir
of
exception
tion of prices and other difficulties?”
To which I reply: The only question upon
which there has been any settled difference of

you"

UCLWCCU

..-----

juui

has related to ilie reinstatement of Mr.
Dalton, and I construe your communication as
putting an end to any future consideration of tlie
matter of his return to the employ of this company. If this construction is correct, all other
Company
operatives of the Bates Manufacturing
will be received Monday morning next at tlie
usual hour. Regarding tlie other matters mentioned in your communication, they shall receive
due consideration whea properly brought before
Yours truly,
me.
H. L. Pkatt, Agent,
Labor Assembly were in
of
Tlie Knights
conference this evening, but no definite deuany

cision in the

case was

reached.

Prosperity.
Biddeford, Feb. 10.—The Peppered, Laconia and York Manufacturing Companies
have given notice that their employes’ w ages
Signs

of

will be advanced about 10 per cent, on March
1st. This action is voluntary on the part of

the corporations.
Lawrence, Mass., Feb. 10.—The Atlantic
Cotton Mills, employing about 900 operatives, announce an advance in wages to take
eftect March 1st.

Norristown, Pa., Cemeteryto be the

Resting

Place of the Remains.

New York, Feb. 10.—It is now definitely
stated that Gen. Hancock’s remains will be
buried in the family vault at Norristown,
Pa., on Saturday. Early in the morning of
that day the body will be removed from his
late home on Governor’s Island, and taken to
Trinity church in this city, where a simple
service will be held. The body will be transferred by the government steamer Chester A.
Arthur, and will he escorted by ttie troops
of the garrison at Fort Columbus, increased
by a number of troops from other forts in
this vicinity which were formerly under
Gen. Hancock’s command. Dr. Dix will officiate at the services in the church, which
will consist simply of the reading of the
Episcopal burial service.
After the exercises at the church the body

Jersey City, where it will
special train on tlio Pennsylvania railroad at 11.30 a. m., arriving at
1.45
at
p. m., leaving PhiladelPhiladelphia
phia at 2 o’clock, and reach Norristown au
hour later.
There the casket hearing the
remains will he conveyed to the temb of the

will be taken to
be put aboard a

family in Norristown cemetery.
A small guard of honor, consisting of
troops of the Fifth Artillery, will accompany
the remains from the city, together with
such officers as can be spared from their
There will be
duties at Governor’s Island.
no organized procession, and no arrange-

ments nave been made looking to the presence of any organized bodies as such.
At Philadelphia the Pennsylvania Commanders’ of the Loyal Legion, of which Gen.
Hancock was commander, will join the escort
and proceed to Norristown.
Mrs. Hancock is completely prostrated by
the shock of her husband's death, and is able
to receive only her most intimate friends.
She is attended constantly by Dr. Jane way
and by her niece, Mrs. Lieut. Griffin.
It is her request that the funeral services
will be conducted In the simplest manner
possible, and she has no requested that no
martial music shall he played in the comparatively small funeral procession which
will attend the remains on its journey from
the Battery, up Broadway to Trinity Church.
Maj. Max Keese, who with Col. Henry A.
Weeks and Col. B. F. Onderdonk, organized
yesterday the W. S. Hancock Post, No.
259, Grand Army, called upon the representatives of the family, and tendered tile services of the post as a guard of honor. They
wiil be assigned a prominent place at the
church services. Col. Weeks is a long-time
friend of General Hancock’s and served on
his stall wnen ne was in command oi me division of the Missouri.
It is believed that General Hancock’s
death was hastened by a serious wound
which he received at the battle of Gettys-

burg.

The body remained in the room in which
he died last night. Colonel VV. B. Bean and
Lieutenant A. I). Voddes kept watch during
the night. This morning they were relieved
by two other officers. The process of embalming the remains was begun to-day and
While the
will be finished to-morrow.
General’s face appears lifelike and as if
sleeping, tire body is greatly wasted.
Be Promoted?

Who Will

Washington, Feb. 10.—The death
Maj. Gen. Hancock and the retirement

of
of
Maj. Gen. John Pope, w hich will take effect
vacanwill
cause
two
on the 9th of March,
cies in the grade of General officers, and promotions all along the line. There is already
considerable speculation in regard to the
principal vacancies, The general impression now is that Brig. Gen. Howard and
Brig. Gen. Terry, who are first and second
respectively, in the line of seniority, will be
made Major Generals, but the friends of
Brig. Gens. Crook and Miles feel that their
chances for promotion are equally good.
ALL

An

Attempt

Experience of the Crew
Schooner Douglass Hovey.;

Terrible
the

of

Squelched.

Gloucester, Mass., Feb. 10— Tlie schoonDouglass Hovey, Capt. Wright, from Baltimore for Portland, has arrived at this port.

Capt. Wright reports that he left Baltimore
Jan. 29tli, and had good weather and a
good run until Wednesday7, Feb. 3d. “We
were then within 20 miles of Seguin,” said
-wucnr we euvuimtcieu uenu
me cap'ram,
on

We bore away for Gloucester, and
ran until within about two miles of Thatcher’s Island, when the wind had increased to
a northeast gale with thick snow, so that we
were unable to make the eastern point, and
We had to keep
were obliged to haul off.
the lower sails on in order to go out by Cape
Cod. When about abreast of the Cape, we
lost our flying jib. At this time the Sea was
making a complete break over us. We were
winds.

iced up so badly that in order to shorten sail
we had to cut the halliards and let the sails
We kept sail enough on to take us
over.
out through the south channel. On the night
jf the 4th the wind shifted to the north, still
continuing to blow, witli snow squalls, it
was extremely cold, and the first and second
mates and two of the men were more or less
frost-bitten. On the 5th we shipped a heavy
sea, which washed me from the stage to the
lee scuppers, where I was badly bruised. Ou
tlie 7th, the weather moderated, aud we
made sail for Gloucester, where we arrived
last night.”
_

SEQUEL TO

A SAD STORY.

Young Woman’s Wonderful

A

cape from Suicide and

Es-

Her Subse-

quent Marriage.
Adams, Mass., Feb. 10.—Lottie
a prepossessing girl of 19, has

North

Harrison,

company for a few months
11. Atwood, to whom her foster
mother, Mrs. Charlotte Harrison, objected.
The young man was recently refused admittance to the house, when the girl said she
would kill herself. A pistol was taken Irom
her a week ago, hut she procured another, a

keeping

been
with

E.

Seated
day night repaired to the cemetery.
on her grandfather’s grave, she fired one
shot in the air to try the pistol, and one shot
into the center of her forehead. The ball
did not penotrate the bone of the skull, but
flattened, glanced upward and lodged two
inches over the left eye. She was not rendered unconscious by the shock. She did
not attempt to shoot again, and walked
home, a distance of over a mile. Medical
aid was summoned, and the physician extracted tlie bullet, which was so flattened
that it broke in three pieces. On Tuesday
morning, the mother’s objections having
been removed, the young man was sent for,
and the two lovers were married by Justice
of the Peace Bower.

MORMONS CONVICTED.

MORE

Governor Murray Vetoes the Ball Bill

Again.
Salt Lake City, Feb. 10.—Samuel H. B.
Smith was convicted of unlawful co-habitation in the third district court of Utah yesterday.

Joseph

McMurren

pleaded

not

to the charge of unlawful co-habitation. Ho then took the stand and admitted
his guilt. W. H. Lee did the same.

guilty

Governor Murray to-day again vetoed the
bail bill which had been amended and repassed by the legislature. This bill gave
convicts, except in cases of rape and
murder in the first and second degree, the
right to bail pending an appeal. The governor vetoes the bill on the ground that it
would obstruct and perhaps defect the oper-

against rich men, or men
backed by powerful confederates, and enable them to evade speedy punishment for
ation of the laws

their crimes;
must go to

while a poor

stranger

man a

jail.

A Remarkable Exhibit.

(Special to the Press.)
New York, Feb. 10, 1886.—The annual
meeting of the Equitable Life Assurance

Society of the United

States was held here
The directors re-elected Henry B.
Hyde, president and James W. Alexander,
vice president. The annual statement gave
the following remarkable exhibit:
Assets,

today.

$60,553,387; surplus

4J> reserve of
largest held of any
The outstanding as-

over

$13,862,239; which is the
company in the world.
surance is $357,359,246:

a

new

assurance

in

1885 was $96,011,378; income, $10,590,053. The
amount to policy holders during the year
was

$7,138,089.

No

Danger

of Small
Pox
Canadian Border.

on

Damage

Caused

Riot Estimated at

er

HAPPY

The

the

St. Albans, Vt., Feb. 10.—Surgeon Austin of the marine hospital service returned
today from Frelighsburg, Cowansville and
Sutton, P. Q., where he had been to investigate the recent outbreak of small pox which
had caused some excitement on the border.
He reported that only very few cases exist,
and that these have been carefully isolated,
and he does not fear any further trouble from
this source. He was sent there by the government in response to the earnest request
of our State authorities.

An

by Monday’s
$400,000.

Prevailing
Uneasy
Feeling
Throughout the Metropolis.

London, Feb. 10.—Up to noon today there
had been no renewal of the rioting. A dense
fog prevailed and favored a ccmgrcgatiuii \:t
roughs, small crowds of loafers were asthe street corners. Shortly after
noon it was reported that a mob bad assembled at Deptford and was marching toward
London, sacking houses along the route. A
panic prevailed among the residents of the
portions of the city which the mob traversed,
closed
their establish
and shopkeepers
ments. The police and troops were called

sembled

on

out and put in readiness to prevent the mob
from assuming the proportions of that of
Monday, and from committing similar excesses.

At 3.30 p. m. the mob had reached the

Hop

Exchange in Southwark, nearly five miles
from the starting point of the march. It was
enormously increased by constant accessions
during its pregress north. The destination
of the rioters seemed to be Trafalgar square.
The mob stopped to rest in Southwark, beLondon
tween
bridge and Blackfriar’s
bridge, and in the meantime the police secured possession of all bridges spanning

the Thames and were prepared to resist an
attack. The autborites warned all tradesmen doing business on the Strand, Cockspur
street, Pall Mall and Regent streets, to expect disorder tonight, and to immediately
close their shops and take steps to protect
their property. The West End presented a
funereal appearance.
The mob, on its way towards the Thames,
swung through the New Kent road and
Newington causeway, and stopped at the
mammoth establishment of William Tarn &
Co. This establishment covers the ground
from and including Nos. 165 to 173 Newington causewav, and is devoted to trade in
linen and silt, men’s and women’s clothing,
.1..

_j

1. -..;___

furniture etc. The building

was
ran over

k/.^rlin..

under police
the officers,

but the mob
sacked the stores, and when they retired left
the building badly wrecked.
At 5 p. m. the police were informed that
the mob was composed of |a large number of
roughs who had organized to attack the city
emporiums and banks. Such stores as remained open in the city at that hour had
their windows closed and barred, and were
ready to close their doors at a moment’s
anxious people stood
notice. Groups of
about in the streets discussing the situation.
The newspapers were printing extra editions, and copies were eagerly bought. The
fog was increasing at that hour.
At 6 p. m., the Deptford mob had dispersed. The streets were thronged, but no
conflict with the authorities had occurred.

protection

What the London Papers
The London

Daily Telegraph

Say.

says that the

government intends to prosecute the most

violent of the Socialist speakers who addressed the mob in Trafalgar square.
The Times severely and sensibly censures
the heads of the police department, who, it
says, proved themselves unlit for the position they occupy. It reminds Mr. Childers
that his reputation depends largely upon
the recognition of the fact. The constables,
it adds, did all that was possible in facing
the mob without
help or guidance from

leading officials.
The Standard, this morning, prints the report of an interview with Hyndmann, the
Socialist leader. He denied that bad harvests or over-population were the causes of
the distress prevailing among the working
people; because, he said, similar social

troubles existed in America and France. The
real cause was the fact that the producers
had no control over the amount paid for production. Hyndmann said that he and his assistants would continue to hold labor meetings, and that there would soon be a demonstration of East End tradesmen for the purpose of agitating the subject of compensation. The only law on the subject dates
from the reign of Edward I„ and is difficult

of application.

Notes.

Colonel Henderson, head of the metropolitan police force, has been in conference today with Mr. Childers, the home secretary,
in relation to the riots of Monday and Tuesday.
An uneasy feeling prevails throughout the

metropolis in consequence of theofevents of
Hundreds
genuine
the past two days.
out of employment
workingmen who are
about
Trafalgar
square
have been wandering
this afternoon.
The estimate heretofore made of the losses
inflicted by the mob on Monday appears to
have been much too small. An official estimate places the amount of damages at £tso,000.
Various Socialistic and labor reform societies threaten to have a monster demonstration at Hyde Park next Saturday, to be attended by contingents of laborers from the
country.
Shopkeepers

are closing and barricading
the shops everywhere throughout the city.
The news of the riots has created a sensation in Europe. The Socialists of Paris and
Berlin are jubilant. Meetings are called in
those cities to express admiration for the
London Socialists, and to encourage them to
take further actiou.

The uostly county building at Chicago still continues to crumble, and stdl remains a source ot

danger

to

pedestrians.

not content itself with the old slovenly, shilly-shally policy of half measures, but will at
last grapple with the problem iu its difficulties, farcing every fact, making iwhatever

either of our
thought, in order
end to this state of things, which
has brought so much wrong and sorrow to

sacrifice

our
to put au

Ireland,

he

may

time,

energies,

and so

necessary,

or

our

humiliation and dan-

much

His concluding words,
England.”
“We
spoken amid rounds of cheers, were:
this
may fail;
ministry may fail; but the
ger to

upon which we are about to enter is
the only course by which the problem can be
solved. We may fall; we may fall soon; we
may be a short-lived government; but I hope
X am sure, when I think of the nerve and
honor of tlie leader of the ministry at this
moment, that we shall not be a weak or
wavering government. A line will be fixed
Mr. Gladstone
upon; has been fixed upon.
is not the man to leave it. He is not the
man to take a great work in hand and then
turn, faint of heart, and I think he will find
that some of his lieutenants are as resolute
and as intent as he.”
course

Mr. Foster Sinking Rapidly.
London, Feb. 10—Rt. Ilon.Wm. E. Foster,
ex-Chief Secretary for Ireland, who has for
some time been confined to his room by serious illness, today suifered a relapse, and he
is now

sinking rapidly.
Foreign

Notes.

Bulgaria and Turkey, on the advice of the
powers, will forego their demands of an indemnity from Servia.
A NICE POINT.
The

Validity of a
Party on

Boston

Will Disputed

by

a

Peculiar Crounds.

Chicago, Feb. 10.—The mysterious murder of James L. Wilsou and his wife Clarissa, at Winnetka, 111., in February, 1884,
was brought before the public again yesterday by a bill filed in the Superior Court by
Win. II. Talbot of Boston, Mass., asking for
the partition or sale of the personal estate of
Mrs. Wilson, together with certain town
lots in Fremont, Tazewell county, 111., and
all her real estate in Ilighton, Bristol counMrs. Wilson had devised her
ty, Mass.
property to her husband, but it is charged
that there is no existing evidence proving
that James L. Wilson survived his wife so as
For this reason it is
to take under her will.
claimed that the bequest and legacy lapsed,
and bequeathed
devised
and that the property
to her husband descended to the heirs at law
of the testatrix just as if no will had beeu
Wilson’s
Mrs.
made by her. Talbot
is
nephew. James L. Wilson's will devised his
property to several members of bis family.
All attem-it will be made to ascertain whether Wilson died at the same time or subsequent to his wife’s demise.
THE MENHADEN FISHERIES.

to Start Another Riot in

London

CENTS.

London, Feb. 9.—Mr. Morley’s address to
his constituents last night at Newcastle was
eagerly awaited, as it was expected to show
the temper and policy of the government. It
is so far the most important speech to come
until Mr. Gladstone introduces his Home
Rule resolution into the Commons. It was
He began by an
received with enthusiasm.
appeal to the electors to reflect what a fresh
coercion policy means. “You will instantly
have the whole island honeycombed with se“A secret press will
cret societies,’’ he said.
pour out furtive personalities far more deadly and virulent than any now poured forth.
You will have midnight drillings; you will
be very fortunate if you do not change passive resistance against the collection of taxes
and the payment of rent money that are now
going on lor open resistance. The money
sent for the purposes of the league will then
go to the more execrable purposes of dynamite. At the end of all this is black confusion.
Your last will be worse than yoiir
first. You will be driven then by the force
of the opinion of the whole civilized world
to try that policy of conciliation which we
ask you to try now.
The government will

QUIET.

OCEAN PERILS.

Whereas,

tinguished

truly,

J. W. Kittredge, Chairman,
District Executive Board.
C. W. Shaw, Secretary,
Mr. Pratt and the board debated the question at some length, and by appointment
they again met this afternoon at the mill
when the following reply was sub-

Utmmm

mournful interest attached to the report of
Chaplain Howard, as he dealt chiefly with the observance of Memorial Day.
He reported that
7,900 graves were decorated in Maine on the 3oth
of last May, or 1,084 more graves than ever
day
before. These figures not only are significant of
the rate at which the comrades are going to their
last great encampment, but include many new
found graves,
Eight hundred and forty-eight cemeteries were
visited.
The services were participated in by
5,173 comrades in line or on detached service.
They were escorted by 66 bands, 22 drum corns,
20 military companies, and 35 civic organizations.
The children of 18 Sabbath schools were in the
processions. Orations were delivered under the
auspices of 88 posts.
The cost of the ceremonies was noticeably less
than last year, being $4,183.19, against $5,134.96
for 1884. Of this amount, the sum of $2,835 was
appropriated by cities aud towns, or over 67 per
cent of the whole. Portland gave $300; Lewiston
aud Saco each gave $200. Eight other municipalIn six towns, the citizens
ities gave $100 each.
defrayed tile full cost of the services. The averis
about
$45 per post, or $15 less
age expense
than last year.
The Chaplain gives a complete list of the Memorial Day orations in Maine. Eighty posts held
special memorial services on the Sunday preceding Memorial Day.
The Sons of Veterans do not make the showing
they did last year, only 14 camps being reported;
but the Keliei Corps are in excess, their aid having been specially reported in 21 cases, In some
of which they march In lines.
The smallest number of graves fell to the lot of
an Aroostook county post to decorate—only four.
A strange incident fs reported from tile town of
Cornish. At the request of his friends, the grave
of Dr. 13. F.Buxton, formerly surgeou of the Third
Tills is the only InMaine, was not decorated.
stance of the kind that lias come under our notice.” writes the chaplain.
The rep rt of the Judge Advocate General was
uot of public interest. The Chief Mustering Officer’s report is embodied in Adjutaut General
Hill’s.
Col, Burbank of Saco then presented a
proper resolution on the death of General
McClellan preceding it wirn a biographical
sketch of the military career of the deceased
soldier. This was unanimously adopted
Gov. Robie read the following resolution
on Gen. Hancock’s death:
Whereas, this encampment learns witli profound sorrow of the death of Comrade Winfield
Scott Hancock, desiring to pay its heartfelt tribute of admiration, honor and respect to the great
soldier heart so suddenly stilled forever; therefore, be it
Resolved, That in Hancock’s death, a true
patriot, a soldier among the bravest of the brave,
and a magnetic leader of men. has fallen. To his
comrades of the Army of tile Potomac his noble
form stands conspicuous among the central figures
A chivalrous and inspiring
of that great army.
presence in Hie forefront of battle, a cliieltain
whose voice and bearing carried courage and confidence to the hearts of his men in the most trying and perilous ordeals of war, he was of the
leaders whose soldierly genius and personal
power incline the scale in those delicate and
hazardous turning points of the conflict, when
“victory stands trembling in the balance.” His
comrades on the many bloody fields of the Army
of tile Potomac—and few there were in which
Hancock did not hear a part—may well say of
him as McClellan said at Williamsburg: “Hancock
A

was

Calais, Me., Feb. 2.—About 25 girls arrived in Milltown last night from Eastport
and surrounding towns, and the cotton mill
was started this morning with this small
force, notwithstanding the efforts of the

Yours

be Conduc-

Settle the

Adopted.
Augusta

THREE

FOREICN.

ted in the Simplest Possible
Manner.

Strikers Attempt to Intimidate, but
Without Success.

Crant, McClellan and Hancock

S. W. Lane of

The Funeral Services to

Help-

Last

more.

Washington, Feb. 10.—These postmasters have been appointed for Maine officers
to-day:

everything for the comfort of
who passed this resolution:

Several Additional Reports Present-

general thing,

and river.

—

MENT.

$850: insured for $500.

ledge marked by a can buoy and barely covered by water at low tide, lying two miles
outside George’s Inland and inside Monhegan, about thirty miles from Rockland.
Vessels and steamers bound eastward make
Monhegan light from Seguin, and turning
shape their course northeast by east for
White Head, passing from one to two miles
outside the “Old Man.” This course has
been sailed without accident by steamers
since they have plied Maine waters until
early dawn this morning when the large and
handsome Cambridge of the Boston and
Bangor Steamship Company, from Boston
for Bangor, ran onto this ugly ledge and is a

Opening of the Annual Encampment
Department of Maine.

PRICE

CEN. HANCOCK.

LABOR INTERESTS.

C. A. R.

Miss Addle Coulton, Boston.
LOCALITY OF THE WRECK.
The “Old Man’’ is a small, rough sunken

SURMISING THE CAUSE

Oilass'maM

1886.

Higgins, Glou-

cester.
Mrs. Rachel A. Matthews, AVinterport.
Chas. E. Weeks, Rockland.

was as

EXPRESS

Bangor, Feb. 10.—The store, cooper shop
and store house at Stillwater, belonging to
Mrs. 31 aria F. Lord was burned this morning. Loss $1,000; insured for $600. The
store was occupied by Geo. E. Woodside,
dealer in meats and groceries. Loss on stock

gS^%rjsssrTB*aos
recent

and Boston Line Wrecked.

Fire in Stillwater.

l^^Ta'ndlnrfewbri^^lmtkYpSlan^
'Eustls’
VoVnmtVoTofSliMrdOUdthe
resolution

the Bangor

At the time of the

MAINE.

WTI

Cambridge of

a

ally easterly; slightly colder, followed in the

RINES brother;.
__dlt

Steamer

Frank Richards, Roekport.
Miss Gould. Lawrence.
Annie C. Duncan and Mary E.

LEDGE.

ON “OLD MAN’S”

FT SS.

Protest Against the
Bill Before Congress.
Washington. Feb. 10.—An emphatic protest was made this morning before the Senate fisheries committee against tbe passage
of the bill prohibiting the menhaden fisheries. There appear 1). T. Church of Rhode
Island, president of tlie Menhaden Fisheries
Company, Fish Commissioner Bickford of
New York, Joseph Wharton of Philadelphia, Charles H. Parsons of Gloucester,
Mass., and Ex-Congressman Reeves of New
York. They argue that the menhaden fishery injures no one, does not interfere with
the spawning and catching of food fisli.while
it results in furnishing 810,000,000 worth of
An

Emphatic

Prohibitory

ft-rwHccrn orcxy Tear to this ruuiiti} at $14
a ton, which would in any other way cost $05
Another
will be given.
a ton.

hearing

THE

STATE.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.
Messrs. John W. Blake and E. P. Norton, Jr.,
have built up quite a business on London Hill,
Uallowell, manufacturing glove kid clothing from
skins tunned by themselves by a secret process.
Parties are negotiating for the purchase of tlie
Centennial Ice Company's property in Pittstoii. It
will probably cost about $17.O0G.

The Togus telephone line was in operation for
first time since tlie ice storm, Monday night.
The Belfast line is still defunct and it is doubUid
if repairs are completed on it tor several weeks.
On Bolton Hill. Augusta, 600 feet of wire were
found missing, stolen by some miscreant.

the

KNOX COUNTY.

The State executive committee of the Young
Men’s Christian Association of Maine, have been
notified of the organization ot an association at
Rockland with 05 members, and which raised
$’,0'.i2 for the rental and furnishing of rooms.
They are to engage the services of a General
Secretary. This is the practical outcome of the
revival meetings held there by Hev. Mr. Pratt and
Mr. Birdsali.
One of tlie pupils of the VValdoboro’ Free High
School has been expelled because his parents declined to allow him to study Latin.
Tlie Knox county lime industry situation remains unchanged.
Saturday afternoon. Alonzo L. Saunders, teamster for A. J. Bird & Co.,had a narrow escape from
He was hauling pressed liav,
a terrible death.
and in driving into the barn, judging that there
him to enter on the load, made a
was room for
miscalculation, and was caught by the head and
shnnM.r.

Between

the

liav and

the toD of

tlie

The horses were stopped and backed as
as possible by persons wlio were standing
near, and Saunders, released from his terrible
position, fell senseless to the ground at the heels
of the horses, bleeding at the nose and mouth.
No bones were broken, and fears of internal injuries. which were at first entertained, have since
door.

quickly

proved groundless.

LINCOLN COUNTY.

The Knickerbocker Ice Company at Westport
are building several new Ice houses.
The stockholders of the Cheese Manufacturing
Company at East Jeffersou have voted to sell their
property at auction.
The towns of Boothbay and Newcastle are contending for superiority at spelling matches, ai a
written contest last week at Boothbay the Newcastle scholars misspelled GU words and
the
Boothbay scholars 85. The prize was a handsome silk banner.
OXFORD COUNTY.

Charles Richardson, of the firm of S. Rhli .rdson Si Co., of South Baris, has sold his interest in
the firm and will go into the wholesale hardware
business in Minneapolis, Minn.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY'.

Mr. Nathan T. Swan, the conductor of the Banand Piscataquis passenger train, has been
railroading forty-six years, thirty-five of which he
lias served as a conductor.
The largest week's work In hauling wood ever
done at Katalidin Iron Works was finished Saturday evening. Over 2400 cords were landed at
the works.
Mr. F. II. Small of Bangor has received from
his brother, Capt. Charles A. Small, who is In the
Britisli Army iu ludia. a fine pSutograph of King
Tlieebaw, which was taken in the royal apartgor

ments.

The salmon eggs taken from the Penobscot to
the Fish Commission laboratory in New York
have been successfully hatched.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.
Of the 49 lee teamsters at Robinson's Lane,
Rath who signed a paper not to haul at less than
40 cents a tou. all held to tbeir agreement exceptwo. One of those claims that he receives at the
rate of 40 cents a ton for hauling, he being paid
bv the day. The striking truckmen feel confident
that a large majority of them will hold to their
agreement and that the ice dealer will ultimately
accede to their demands, and pay the price asked.
WALDO COUNTY.

Lucius H. March of Belfast, has been in Washington some days. He wants Dr. Ellingwood retained on the board of examining surgeons at
Beltast, while another faction of the Democracy
The fight Is
are working to get Dr. Kilgore In.
waxing hot.
IN GENERAL.

The sledding

in

the woods which has been

rather poor, is now excellent, ami every concern
is doing a fine business. The prominent operators
say that while the lumber cut, owing io the bar!
"ealher, \v111 mit be as
as was anlicipated,
still It will be much larger than that of last winter.
Maine postal notes : At North Bridgton some
sixty or more persons have signed a petition for
the appointment of
Potter as postmaster.

large

Elbridge

The appointment of J. a. Sturtevant as postmaster at Shirley Mills Is not very satisfactory, as
were on his
only three persons belonging in town
petlttou. The majority of the inhabitants of
to twelve
Byron will have to travel from fourthe
lmles to obtain their mail, because ot
appointThe people
ment of E. A. Knapp as postum-der.
of Bremen are protesting against lire appointment ol tin !r new postmaster because it lnv< Ives
tiie removal of tire post office two miles from its
old location.
All commissioned officers appointed or elected
to
In the Maine militia, will hereafter he required
for homing
pass examinations as to their fitness
I*
commissioned.
office belore being
1? P”}“fi„„
that an order will be issued this week apijoliitiug
members to a permanent examining hoard.
Base Ball.
The uniform of the Brocktons will be tbe

same

Manchester lias applied for admission to tht
New England League.
.,
1 *ed
The western pipers have got HJjjki
when they state that Moitarty, the -eft fieioer of
last year's Indianapolis and Detroit teams, has
signed with the Brocktons. It is not th.it Ah rl
arty at all, hut a left-handed pitcher by tha
name.

.PlUilSS.

THE

THURSDAY MORNING, FEB. 11.
conunun-

We do not read anonymous letters and
writer are
catious. The name and address of the
not necessarily for pubn all cases indispensable,
faith.
lication but as a guarantee of good
return or preserve
We cannot undertake to
communications that are not

used.__

To stick

struggling

or not to stick is the question
for decision in Attorney-General

Garland’s mind.
Wasliingt n Territory is fast arguing
away its chances for admission. Wo want
no anti-Chinese mobs in the Union.
Mr. Tilden has gained twenty pounds during the winter. The Democratic quarrel

with the President has been better than
medicine.

Pitching into the Bell Telephone Company

is one way to defend the Attorney General,
and probably it is as good a way as the circiunstnnces admit of.
Collector Anderson’s promotion of Mr.
Lewis B. Smith to the very responsible place
made vacant by the death of Deputy Collector Moulton is an exceedingly creditable act.
It looks as if the cases of Collectors Pillsbury and Chase were substantially settled
and that neither of these gentlemen would
be cUhlirmed.
If the

growtli

of the order is a sure indica-

tion the Grand Army of Maine was never in
The organizaa more flourishing condition.
tion of 17 posts during 1885 making the grand

total 147 is

a

good showing.

to the credit of the London
workingmen that they refrained from taking
part in the robberies that occurred during
It is

greatly

the riots. The Socialists
oly of that business.

enjoyed

a

dent seems to have the idea that there are
no Democrats in that State outside of the

Boston lias never

Macon Telegraph.
The Democratic party has existed for many
years without Grover Cleveland and can survive the shock of a divorce that would rele-

gate him to the foot of the ladder again.

saying something of the kind
meditated, but giving no particulars.
wrote him

was

The House got very little information out
of Secretary Manning relative to his policy
in regard to silver that it did not have before
it undertook to catechise him. He answered
Min otltrnr mnti’c nunatifilK hv r<»f«!Tinff them

report.

Western paper alleges that the New
England Republican Senators are “jealous
of Western supremacy in the United States
Senate.” Considering that New England
has Frye, and Hale, and Edmunds, and
Hawley, and Hoar the claim of “western
supremacy” is amusing here in the east.
A

certainly

curious performance on
the part of the officers of the Grand Army to
give out their reports for publication before
the meeting of the department. Courtesy
if nothing else, would seem to suggest that
the first information of their contents should
a

be given to the members in convention assembled.
___

The ease with which Mr. Parnell succeeded in convincing Mr. Lynch, who had undertaken to run for Parliament
that he ought he ought not to run, shows
that he has the Nationalist party well in
hand, and that they arc ready to aceeps his

AVERSE

The Seattle affair is probably settled for
the present at least. The presence of United
States troops will prevent any further outbreak. There is little prospect that the ringleaders of the mob will ever be punished.
The Rock Springs rioters, whose crimes
heinous than the Seattle mob’s,
all escaped, because the public sympathized
with the object of their action, if not with
its method. The same ;will probably be the
were more

case

at Seattle.

It would be difficult to conceive of a more
inefficient l«>dy of men Ilia-** the Imnihin yulice proved themselves to be during the recent riot*
They were either afraid of hurting somebody or of getting hurt, perhaps
both, and therefore let the mob work its own
will without let or hindrance. It is fortunate tlie rioters were not
bloodthirsty set,
else there would have been much destruction of life as well as ruin to property.
Mobs are much more effectively handled in
this country.
a

The constitution provides that “Congress
shall assemble at least once in every year,
and such meeting shall be on the first Monday of December, unless by law the.y shall
appoint a different daj.” After trying various other dates the first Monday in December was settled upon early in the history of
the government, and has ever since been
maintained. It was as good as any date that
could be selected at that time. But changes
have been brought about since then. Now
the more general observance of the holiday season combined with the present
facilities for travel makes the early part of
every session begun the first of December almost worthless. The real work of the winter never begins until after the members
have returned from their holiday festivities
and hpcnme nenin fntrlv settled down.
It is
for this reason chiefly that Senator Hoar’s
bill providing for a change in the meeting
time of Congress from December to October
in the odd years, and to November in the
even

tion.

years, embodies an excellent suggesft has Iteen reported favorably from

the committee on. Privileges and Elections,
and will without doubt pass. It will have
the tendency to get more work into less
time. Senator Hoar is himself a hard worker, and would doubtless like to see his associates hard workers as well.
THE PRESIDENT AND THE SENATE
One of the clearest expositions of the
right of the Senate for all information relative to removals and appointments to office
contained on the files of the departments

brief speech which Senator
Sherman made in the Senate on Monday.
Mr. Sherman pointed out that there was a
wide distinction between asking the President to give the reasons for his action and
calling for whatever information on the subject existed in any of the departments. The
former he denied the right of the Senate to
do, but lie contendt^l that to do the latNo dister was clearly within its province.
tinction such as it had been attempted to set
up, between executive information and legisThe Senate, in
lative information, existed.
callihg for information, was not seeking to
control the discretion of the President; it
was simply asking it in order to enlighten its
own.
If the information was of a confidential character it might he true that the Senate ought not to ask for it, but such information as that should not be placed on the
files of tile department, and it was for information contained therein that the Senate
had called for.
Mr. Sherman pointed out that never in the
was

given in

TO TEST CASES.

a

history

of the government had such information been refused before. When he was Sec*
retary of the Treasury papers relating to removals from office had been called for
by the
Senate, and always freely furnished. He
had appeared beiore a Democratic comrnitmittee and not only furnished all the papers

in the
undergoing investigation but answered a» to the whys and wherefores of
his action. In concluding his address Mr.
Sherman warned the Democrats that they
were making a false issue that will return to
plague .the inventor. “X would not,” he
said, “recoguize that any paper in any department of the government is beyond the
reach of this body or the House, but maincase

tain aud uphold to the utmost the power of
the Senate to call for any papers or any information, stopping only a t the bounds of
courtesy which the law of gentlemen imposes upon them not to press an inquiry
where it may impair the dignity aud honor
of another branch of the government; but
short ot that, and only short of that, the
Senate is entitled to all the information contained in those papers.

febt!

Springfield Republican.
The moral effect of rejecting the nomination of District Attorney Dorsneimer, on the
ground that he edits a partisan newspaper,
would have been so good that it is a pity the
New York politician and editor declines to

be made a test case.
THE BELL COMPANY’S ADVANTAGE.
N. Y. World.
The ownership of a rival stock by the Atwas
and is a godsend to the
torney-General
Bell patentees. The Pan-Electric scandal
has been their salvation. They could afford
to grant him a fortune to hold on to his stock
and refuse to get rid of it.
DEMOCRATIC BLISS,

N. Y. World.
Mr. i.. J. Thomas writes to the World to
say that he has held the office of Postmaster
at Eden, Me., for fifty yerrs1 and that he is
We are somean old-fashioned Democrat.
what interested to know how he escaped
Postmaster
as
the
war.
Fifty years
during
at Eden is about as near Paradise as a Democrat ever comes, terrestrially speaking.
PILLSBURY AND CHASE.
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IN PORTLAND AND VICINITY,

Caused

SPRING

being at baud warns

us

that the change of head-gear must be made. We are now ready to sliow the
public a full line of Stiff and Soft Hats of every

The object of sight lias been most carefully selected, with a view' of
obtaining the most picturesque effect, as well as to show the greatest
damage done* We have succeeded in obtaining a large variety, to an
inspection of which you are invited to call at onr studio.

PHOTOGRAPHER,

514 CONGRESS ST.

-

7
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS!

that has been made up.

To-Day a lot of Sheet Music and Musical Instruments
that was slightly damaged in the late lire on Middle Street, by smolxe
Now is the time to buy a Musical Instrument cheap.
and water.
We shall offer

SILK HAT!
Black,

ol

the Broadway Style, has been received by

Oxford Democrat.

us

Don’t Forget tlie Place!

and will be

CHANDLER’S MUSIC STORE,

by

to-day. Customers

us

No extra

find it to their advantage to have their hats made to order.

will

feb8

charge.

Robert F. Somers & Co.

-.A.T-

Somers

-can

he

found with

Morrison & Go’s New Jewelry Store.
Call and register your name for presents to be given away
New and elegant designs in
March 1, free of charge.
Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware, at lowest possible prices

us.

eodtr

febO
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Fine Watches and Jewelry Repaired by Workmen of
Ability and Experience. No Apprentices employed.

MORRISON & CO.,
365
Congress St.,

1886.

FOR.

CHANGE!

A

POBT1ATO.

KSSS^KVE’Sik,.,.
febl

dtf

MU. REED ON THE REMOVAL CONTROVERSY.

Washington Corr. Philadelphia Press.
In a conversation with Representative
Reed, of Maine, that usually clear-headed

MR. GEO. H. YORK, TAILOR.

man

Cube.

Treatment with

Inhaler, $1.

only absolute specific we know of.” Med.
"l be best we have found in a life-time of
suffering.”—Ren. l>r. H'iggin, Boston. “After a
long struggle with Catarrh, the Radical Cure
“The
Times,

W. Monroe, Lewisburg,
Pa. “I have not found a case that it did not relieve at once.”—Andrew Lee, Manchester, Mass.
Potter Drug and Chemical Co., Boston.
has

conquered.”—Bee.

UP, I cannot bear
and nothing I
good.” Back-ache
Uterine
weakness,;
pains. Soreness,
Lameness, Hacking Cougli, Pleurisy
cared
Chest
_and
pains
by that new, original and elegant antidote to pain and inflammation
the Coticura Anti-Pain Plaster. Especially
adapted to ladies by reason of its delicate odor and
gentle medicinal action. At druggists, 25c.; five
for S1.00. Mailed free by Potter Drug and
fel>lM&Tli&w2w
Chemical Co.. Boston.

r

over

month in the vear), In the fertile and healthful highlands of Florida. New town, New England colony at Belle view, Marion Co., Florida.
Five Acres of good Land set to choicest
Fruit and fenced foi $400!
Fire Acres of land so rich as not to require fertilizers, set to fruit and fenced for $GOO to $800.
Similar groves, in five years from the setting, now
yield from 82,000 to $4,000 per annum. Care of
such groves, with fertilizers, $176 per year! Business can never he “overdone,” as Florida has no
competitor, and only a small portion even of this
State is adapted to tills culture.
Mouses Builtfoi- $400 to $1200,
can he rented at a good per cent, on cost! Designs
and specifications furnished free. Good schools,
church, sanitarium and hotels, railroad, stores
and best society, within 48 hours of Boston. Everything guaranteed by responsible parties! Best
place in the world for winter or permanent homes
and for invalids!
Board from $4.50 to $7 per week and upwards.
Now or never if you wish to secure comfortable
homes in the land of perpetual, comfortable sumLands may he bought
mer, at reasonable prices.
on the instalment plan.
Lands from $15 to .$100 per acre. House lots
from $10 to $300 each.
every

The good lands like ours oil which vegetables
can be raised tlie first year are Exceedingly
Scarce in Florida, and are rapidly advancing in
value.
N. E. DEFERENCES WHO HAVE VISITED AND INVESTED IN BELLEVIEW.

Gen. J. L. Chamberlain, Brunswick, Me.
S. II. Mavo. 121 Fulton St., Boston, Mass.
Prof. G. G. Bush, 00 Pleasant St., Dorchester,
Muss.
Rev. L. H. Hallock, 62 Neal St., Portland, Me.
Rev. X. D. Stewart, Dover, N. H., and others.
For pictorial pamphlets, maps and full particu•lars, apply to

W, D, LITTLE & CO.,
31

Exchange St,

Agents,

dec22dtf

REMOVAL.
We liave removed from our
stand under the U. S. Hotel to

former

EASTMAN & CUTTS,
DURANT BLOCK.
d2w&w3m

MR. REUBEN MERRILL, OF BOSTON,
—TEACHER

OF—

ITALIAN AND ENGLISH
—

WILL

BE IN_

SINGING,

Portland, Wednesday and Saturday of each week to
ceive Pupils in Voice Culture, &c.

re-

Mr. Merrill has had the most thorough training
in both instrumental ami vocal music in this country, also three years study ill Europe with Travultzi ot Milan, and Garcia and Shakespeare of
London. Mr. Merrill will receive pupils 440 Cumberland Street.
REFERENCES—Rev. John W. Chiekering, Mrs.
George I,. Andrews, Mr. Herman Kotzschmaj.

jau30

MAINE.

OF

ORGANIZED

dim*

RICHARDSON, HILL & CO.,
Bankers, Boston, mass.

dtf

PULLEN, CROCKER k CO.,
Bankers and Brokers,

Has had thirty-five years’ experience

JTS

I have decided to lower my stock and have
marked my goods at prices that will sell them.
Any one in want off FIRST-CLASS CLOTHOO at the LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES,
will do well to call and examine. I also keep
a large and fine line off

$7,892,511.71

Endowments paid.

3,140,251.96

HATS.

TOTAL PAYMENT
Policy-holders of nearly

to

A

INVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.

SHOWING
millions of
Twenty-one
lars, equal to
HUNDRED THOUSAND
SIXLARS, paid
policy-holders for each
existence.
the

GREEN & GATE MAN, New York,

Middle Street,
208
janlG

DOL-

year of

ITS

THE

HAS THEREFORE A SURPLUS of
8400,000.00 according to the Massachusetts standard, and of $725,200.00 by the New
York standard.

IT

HATTER,

UNION MUTUAL recognizing its mumost liberal company in its

THE
tuality, is the
with its

policy-holders.

chance

eodtf

and

POLICIES ARE

CLAIMS, WITHOUT
IT DISCOUNT, immediately
the proofs
PAYS DEATH

Anson.4s

SHURTLEFF,

ARETAS

194 HUDDLE STREET, Portland.
ianl-dtf
January 1,1884.

IT

on

FIRST MORTGAGE COUPON
—

NEGOTIATED BY

BONDS

—

The Minnesota Loan and Trust Go.

plan

premium

•

Portland.
eodtf

STYLES.
we will

show

on our

counters the

—

FOR SALE BY

WILLIAM

H.

Self-conforming Stiff Hats,
elegant Spring Designs.

SWAN & BARRETT,

Bankers and Brokers
186 MIDDLE STREET.
Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.
INVESTmENT SECURITIES
for Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on

Call or send to any Agency Office for
of its plans.

JAMES

a

circular

AT COST!

SINKINSON,

Our Mikado
agency, is a

Hat, for which we have secured the
Nobby Stylish Hat for Young Gents.

MANAGER FOR MAINE AGENCIES,

Portland, NIaine.

mai'4

SCHOOL S O NC
For

High

School*.

We shall sell Blankets,
Robes and all Winter goods
at cost for a few days.
Don’t buy until you see

eodtf

BOOKS.

Seminaries,

onr

&c.

(60 cts. or $6 per doz.) By L. O. Emerson. A
really admirable collection of good songs.
High School Book of Song.
(76 cts. or $6 per doz.) By E. Leslie. Fine collection of the best Part-Songs, Duets, &c.

HATTER,
197 Middle St.
feb6

No. 83 Preble Street.
Particular attention given

to

Repainting anil
feb4d2w

Varnishing Carriages.

Herbert O.

Briggs,
ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR
—OF—

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS,
No. 93 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
eg'-All business relating to Patents promptly
ana faithfully executed.
jul2dtf
OFFICE

OF

STROUT & HOLMES, COUNSELORS AT LAW,

188 Middle St. .Canal Bank Building.
mutual consent of
dissolved
the month

firm was
by
THIS
the parties with the expiration of
1886.
of

GEORGE

A. A.

eodtf

Counsellor at Law,
NO. 188 MIDDLE STREET,
Portland,

Proprietor.

febleodlm

One Hundred Dollars Reward.
—

Consolidated Electric Light Company offers one hundred dollars reward to anyone
who shall secure the detection and arrest of any
person or persons guilty of maliciously interfering in any way with the lights .poles or wires of
decl2atf
said company

THE

FREE PRIVATE LECTURE TO LADIES.
SUBJECT:

Christian Science and Metaphysics; What is It?
DR. WORTHINC,

from the Massachusetts Metaphysical
Institute, (formerly Botanic Physician,) will give
free private lecture, to ladies only, commencing
at 2.30 p. ill., at Thatcher Font, 111, G. A. R
Hall, Thursday, Feb. II. All are cordially
teblOdSf
iuviteS.

Graduate

WILSON,

SPECIALIST,

Treats complicated Diseases and
those made
chronic by malpractice.
No cure no pay, only for
medicine.
and
Examination
free
Consultation
i rom Da. in. to S p. m.
janlodtf

Dirigo Mineral Water.
Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo water im
u-oves it; is always palatable, refreshing and
leaHliful. Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
f rom the spring. Our improved cans will keen the
> rater cool from 36 to 48 hours; use of t ans free
\ rater per gallon 10 cents.

i

RUNDLETT BROS., Proprietors,
413 Fore Street.
dtf
Je38

eodtf

gALt UP

feb3

DYER,

ISAAC W.

Martha

Washington Society

HOLD THEIR ANNUAL FAIR
—AT—

Reception Room, City Hall, Thursday and
Friday Afternoon* and Evening*, Feb. 11 A 19.
A great variety of useful and fancy articles will
be for sale; also refreshments, confectionery, ice
cream, &c. A pleasing entertainment will be provided for each evening, consisting of vocal and
instrumental music ana readings, notice of wtuen
will be given hereafter.
Supper served on both
evenings from 6 to 8; on Friday dinner will be
served from 12 to 2.
15
gAdmimiou Afternoon* Free; Evening*
cent*; Mupper and Dinner 95 cent* ench.
febDdtd
Refreshments, &c., Solicited.

CONCERT

PEAK FAMILY
—AT—

HIGH STREET VESTRY,
Friday Evening, February 12tli,
lor the benefit of the
OLD MEN’S HOME.
feblOdat
Tickets 25 cents.

CITY HALL,

Saturday

Feb 13.

Evening,

Afternoon &

Presenting

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING.

jan22

the

100 Six Yard Boxes 37 1*2 cents Ruching for 25 cents
“
12 cents Sea Foam Batting
8
“
25
Turkish Towels
12 1-2“
“
“
“
“
20
10
“
25
Hemstitched Handkerchiefs
12 1-2“
“
“
“
Colored Border
20
10
“
White Flannel
25
15
“
62 1-2 cents Merino Underwear
37 1-2
“
iOO Black Satin Rhadames
75
137 1-2 Colored Satin Rhadames
$1.00
BETTER QUALITIES EQUALLY CHEAP.

We shall continue our sale of Fine French Dress floods this week.
75 cent Black Dress Coods for
50
“

75
$1.00
1.25

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

Colored

W'e will sell good goods without any
than they can he bought elsewhere.

active

WANTED—An
ployraent) to begin

man (one
out
on moderate

of cm-

salary and
locality,

work himself up, representing, In hlslown
an old established house. References
AM MANUFACTURING HOUSE. 14

exchanged.

j?.
01,1

W

V

Barclay

febludlawM

37 1-2“
“
50
“
75

humbug or deception

M. DYER & CO.,
J. febS_'

-

cents

of any kind

cheaper

511 Congress St.
»

_utt

UsnciHlim.
HayUll Associauoil.
annual meeting for the choice of officers
TUIE
and such other business as
come before
"ill be held at Union Hall. may
Friday evening,
&
lob. 12th, at 7Vb o'clock.
l.H. CLOYES,
feb2dtd
Secretary.
ii-iviIii

Reigning Operatic

d3m

—

Granite for Building, Cemetery,
and Monumental Purposes,

Office and Works foot of Wilmot St, PORTLAND, ME.
Geo. E. Hawkes,
Melvin J. Hawkes.
Special Attention given to Cemetery Work.
d6m
decl8

Hit Mi

With the following unprecedented cast of
characters:

The Mikado of Japan.Mr. S. H. t'utte
Nankl-Poo, his son, disguised as a
wandering minstrel.Mr. J. A. Osgood
Ko-Ko, Lord High Executioner of
Titiput.Mr. James Gilbert
Poo-Bax, Lord High Everythingelse..Mr. John Ramsey
Pish-Tusli, another “Lord High”.Mr. F. W. Sowle
"Three
Yum-Yum, 1
{Miss Harriette Ernst
Pitti-Sing, J Little Maids J Miss Florence Bate
from
School''
(Miss Mabel StGeorge
Peep-Boo, )
Katislia, elderly, but affectionate,
Adelaide Russell
Helen
.Miss
Maidens,Courtiers. Attendants,etc., by thetborus
Director.
Musical
Richard Lindsay, Jr.,
New and beautiful costumes from V. H. Hill s,
D.
O. Story.
Boston. Japanese Scenery by
Tickets 25 and 85 cts. Matinee. 25 cts., Adults;
Sold at
reserved.
All
tickets
15
cts.
Children
febsdlw
Stockbridge’s Tuesday morning.

GRAND

MifiERAIlE

PORTLAND MECHANIC BLUES
AT

—

HALL,

CITY

TUESDAY EYE™, FEB. 16.
Prof. Grimmer and Orchestra will give a
concert from 8 to 9 o’clock, during which time the
trick horse DOLLY will give an exhibition, to
be followed by the Dancing Elephant, Acrobatic
Monkey, Polo between the Pat and I,ran
Men. and other novelties. Grand March to
led by
commence at » o’clock, and will be
Dolly on roller skates. Costumes Furnished
by Little Aeld; X iekets 30 Cents.
Beserved sears 25 cents extra. For sale by

Stockbridge on and after 11th Inst.
feb6did

Ticket sale, Lester A Allen’s
with
Minstrel
Company,
John L. Sullivan, at City Hall,
Saturday Evening. Feb. SOth.
at
sold
Tickets
Stockbridge’s
this morning. All tickets' reserved
at 50 and 75 cts.
dlw

feb8

PORTLAIVD, ME.

dim

Bijou Skating Parlor,

Federal Street.

•

Evening Admission:
Gents.....16 ccots | SK**es.

Haskell & Jones,

Ladies.10 cents i
Afternoon Admission:

MANUFACTURING CLOTHIERS
—AND—

Ladies.:::

lO cents
cems*
AU

:::.':::.meents}Skates.10 ceBts-

P. S.—Polo and all Other Exhibitions the admission will be 26 cents; Saturday Afternoon Games
10 cents.

Men’s Furnishers at Wholesale and Retail.
FINE TAILORING A SPECIALTY

470 CONGRESS ST
<16ra

novl2

C. H. KNOWLTON. Manager.

declOdtf

GILBERTS

NOTICE.
of tlie

Arm
the

St.,

un-

der the same Arm name. Thanking our friends
for their liberal patronage in the past, wc solicit a
continuance of the same for the future.
SAMUEL FOGG.
GRENVILLE M. DONHAM.
jan29eod2w
Portland, Jan. 28,188C.
under

existing
THEthecopartnership
Arm name of Smith & Wbbott is dissolved

Smith, June 23, 1885. All bills
contracted by and due said Arm will be settled by
G. H. Abbott. The undersigned having purchased
the Interest of the late W. B. Smith, will continue
the business of steam heating, water,
gas piping
and plumbing and repairs under the old Arm name
of Smith & Abbott at old stand 64 and 66 Union
Street.
GEO. H. ABBOTT.
feb2
eod2w

EXTRA,

Wednesday Evening.
SCOTTMHE, FROM 8 TO 9 O’CLOCK.
jams

dtf

DR.

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES,

WILSON,

Will repeat hia papular lecturea. Mubjecti
The Brain Is the Index of every Mental and
Physical Condition. Public examinations will
conclude with the audience examining the skull,
with tlie symbols of accidents suffered in life and
the disease that caused death.
First lecture,
Wednesday, January 20th, at 8 p. m., and every
Wednesday until further notice. Free.
Library Hall, Mechanics, Building. jaul5dtf

PORTLAND THEATRE.
The Management tako pleasure in announcing an
Engagement for three nights only,

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,

Feb. IS, 16. & 17

OF AMERICA’S GREAT ACTOR,

1

W. B.

"dissolution
dissolved.
The

m.

rand is ;this day

JOHN RAND.
EDWARD M. RAND.

Portland, January 30, 1886.

EDWARD M.

RAND,

Counsellor at Law,
93 EXCHANGE
PORTLAND,

special

MAYO,
—

SUPPORTED BY

—

MISS KATHRYN KIDDER,
—AND—

of copartnership.

Firm of j. & e.

febl

MIL

Big

CEORCE LIBBY,

by death of

Success,

„„

BROTHERS,

DEALERS IN

COMPANY,

OPERA

—

Counsellor at Law,

[NOTICE.
heretofore

CONTINUED.

HOTEL.

DR.

the

of

The Ladies

—BY THE—

Maine.
dim

.....

undersigned, surviving partners
of Hoyt, Fogg & Donham, will continue
THE
business at the old stand No. 193 Middle

Our specials for this week are Cream Linen Table Cloths, fringed, sixes from 50
x5G to 00x120. Prices from 07 cents to $1.12 1-2, which is only about half price.

STATES

MEALS ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.

haTter,

LIM HOUSEKEEPING AND SILK GOODS

united

One of the best houses in the city. Room* Furninhed and Unfurnished.

R. W. UNDERWOOD,

HON. WM. E. COULD,
Thursday Eve’g, Feb. 11, at 7.3Do’clock.

Y. HOLMES,

OPPOSITE PREBLE IIOIHE.

STREET, DIRECTLY OPPOSITE HEAD CROSS STREET.
UttfcAS

“od&w2w

Cor. Middle and Plum Sts.

MV READY!

PRACTICAL MAATFACTLRIAG AAR RETAIL HATTER,
fi'lKT

ST. JULIAN HOTEL,

HATS

SOMERS,
253 MIDDLE

Welcome Chorus, by W. S. Tilden.
High School Choir, by Emerson & Tildon.
Laurel Wreath, by W. 0. Perkins, are three
very suocessful High School Song Books. Price,
each, $1 or $9 per doz.
For Common (School*.
Amer’n School Music Readers, Book l
(35 cts,). Book 2 (50 cts.), Book 3 (60 cts.), by
Emerson & Tilden, are increasingly popular in
graded schools.
Song Bells, by L. O. Emerson, and
Colden Robin, by W. 0. Perkins, are two
very popular general collections of genial school
songs. Price of each, 60 cts. or $4.80 per doz.
Any book mailed for retail price.

Particular attention paid to the traveling public.
Room* from $1 lo (*■'( a week. And rooms to
let by the day, week or month, to meet the wants
of all.

LECTURE.
The 6tli lecture in the free course, by Maine
Charitable Mechanic Association, will be given by

HASKELL&JONES,

THE

Public School Hymnal.
(40 cts. or $o.60 per doz.) By Irving Emerson.
Large collection of well chosen hymns and tunes.

Tickets now on
febi)d4t

& Alien’s, at City Hall.
sale at Stockbridge's.

GILBERT

CHASE,

LANCASTER BUILDING,

COE,

Song Reader. Book a.
(60 cts. or $6 per doz.) By Emerson and Brown.
Practical note reader, with good music.

SILK

SPRIG

bargains.

Song Creeting.

feb9

MINSTRELS.

CAROS.

Centennial Block, 93 Exchange St.,

MIKADO I

ALL.

management.

vative

E. Church,
Choir,

Street

Lester

Sign Painter,

and

Carriage

feb8

THE

—

TIei*
Thursday Evening, Feb* II, IS86*
Tickets twenty-flve
Pianist.
man Kotzschmar,
cents. Concert at eight o’clock.
u
Tickets for sale at Stockbridge s, Turner Bros,
and 8. J. Stevens’ drug store, cor. Congress wul
Jan28d2w
North streets.

EMERY, WILL

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

by

ADVANTAGE)! of thi. Company are
AG E,
EXPERIENCE, STRONG FINANCIAL CONDITION. LARGE SURPLUS. EQUITABLE and ATTRACTIVE PLANS, and conser-

AT

Chestnut Street M.

—

Street, Portland.
Below are the names of a few Savings Banks in
who
hold a large amount
New England
of these securities:
Rhode Island Hospital TrustCo., Providence, R. I.
Mechanics’ Savings Bank, Providence, R. I. People’s Savings Bank, Providence, H. I. New Hampshire Savings Bank, Concord, N. H. Keene Savings
Bank, Keene, N.H. Nashua Savings Bank. Nashua,
N. H. Littleton Savings Bank, Littleton, N. H. Littleton National Bank, Littleton, N. H.
d2m*
janl2
I8S middle

largest line

of fine

THEM

and

this company

—

Seven Per Cent Intercut.

—

To-Day

approved

all

CONCERT

GRAND

a

are com-

plete and satisfactory, and without waiting 60, 90,
or any number of days.
POLICIES
plans, and its

.John L. Sullivan with Lester & Allen’s Minstrels.
feb»d4t
Tickets now on sale at Stoekbridge’s.

SUBJECT-“Artisan or Artist.”
PER ORDER OF COMMITTEE.
febl0d2t

Bath.6s & 4s
Maine Central- 7s & 68
P. & O. R. R—6s

Rockland.6s & 4s
No. Pacific Gold..6s

HAWKES

HAS

INCONTESTARLE

After three years for any cause except fraud.

ISSUES

StJLLTVANT

bondsT

office, and Mr. Strout
notice at the same
STROUT,
place.
GEO. F. HOLMES.
1886.
Feb.
Portland, Me.,
1st,

SPRING

misconception.

ITS

Stanley T. Pullen, 1 P(,rtlan(i
onlana’
Frank C. Crocker, |1
X). A. Easton, 1 N
5£01K’
”ew Y
S. H. Nichols. (
decl

in favor of

tion

(Canal Bank Building)

PRESENT ASSETS ARE 86,322,001.67, while its liabilities are only 85,923.576.50.

ITS

LEE, HIGGINSON & CO., Boston.
Quotations constantly displayed.

dol-

plain

AND

—

January,

THE CLOTHIER AND FURNISHER, UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL,

company’s

POLICY CONTRACT is
definite in all its terms, and *o

temperance who
nominating Independent ProhibiCandidates for Mayor and City Officers at our
approaching municipal election. All who believe
in the nomination of officers who can be depended
upon to thoroughly enforce onr Prohibitory Liquor
Per order
Law are cordially invited.
CITY TEM. COM.
feb9d3t
7.30 o’clock, of the friends of

are

PRIVATE WIRE TO

Mr. Holmes will retain this
may be found until further

FARRINGTON,

R.

FRED

4,208,602.74

PRICES.

STORE.

KTBW

0,09&,llw.01

Dividends,.

dealings

BOTTOM

AT

RECORD IS

Death losses paid,

Thursday Evening, Feb. II,
at

By Slate

NO. 33 EXCHANCE STREET.
Members of the New York Stock Exchange.

SAMUEL

STYLE GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS

1848.

IN

a meeting at Hull of the Young
Jim's Christian Associntion,

There will he

Exchange Sin.

('•r. Ali«lrilc ami

-UNT-

OLIVER DITSOJV & CO., Boston.

NO. 4 DURANT BLOCK, 536 & 538 CONGRESS ST„
where wo shall he pleased to see our
friends and patrons.
In addition to our Millinery Goods we
shall keep a choice assortment of Caps
aud
Headdresses, Aprons, Handkerchiefs, Hainburgs, &c.

febe

SPRING

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

Adjusted
NON-FOEFEITUKE INVESTMENT PLAN
and issued

Profitable and Safe Investments.
An orange, lemon, lime, fig and guava grove,
with sugar cane, pineapples, bananas, cotton, tobacco. sweet potatoes and vegetables (a harvest

A

BUSINESS

OVERCOATS AND SUITINGS!

Union Mutual

are ssecial features of
none other.

B-LUmUA.

NO. 4

]8

S.

"I MUST GIVF.
this pain, I aclie all
try does me any

The quotations and the current stock news of
the day will be bulletined at the office of Messrs.
Woodbury & Moulton.

Temperance Rally!

-THE-

Domestic Woolens,! Pantings, Suitings, Overcoatings, &c., &c., always in stock. d2m

[loHlI'.l,

zel, American Pine, Canada
Fir. Marigold, Clover Blossoms. etc., called Sanford’s
Radical Cure, for the immediate relief and permanent cure of every form of
Catarrh, from a simple Cold
in the Head to Loss of Smell,
Taste and Hearing, Cough
and Catarrhal Consumption.
l1
of one bottle Radconsisting
treatment,
Complete
ical Cure, one box Catarrhal Solvent and one Improved Inhaler, in one package, may now be had of
all Druggists for SI .00. Ask for Sanford's Rad-

WINTER CLOTHING!

grades of Foreign and

THE

rp IIE Great Balsamic DisJ. filiation of Witch-Ha-

Complete

All

Y. Star.

CATARRH

ical

I am pleased to inform the public generally, that after a term of years as a cutter,
and for the last five years as cutter for L. C. Young, I have purchased the old stand
I shall offer Special
at Woodfords and shall continue the business as heretofore.
Prices for the next thirty days. I shall endeavor to keep stock up to as full line of
Woolens as can be found in Maine, and can make prices that will be an object for
my city friends to examine.

CIGAR-MAKERS.

The saddest phase of a labor strike in a
great city is the suffering it entails on the
poorer class of w-orkers who do not happen
to belong to a union. The condition of the
tenement house cigar-makers, about 3,000 of
whom have been thrown idle by the recent
lockout, is most deplorable. In many of
these wretched homes, whose tenants at best
are poorly lodged and fed, the outlook is that
of absolute starvation, unless relief is afforded speedilv. Their wages are so small
that even in the busiest seasons the tenement workers are unable to save. They are
now without either money or food, and in
many cases are threatened with eviction for
Till now the Internanon payment of rent.
tional Union has helped some of the most
urgent cases, bnt the union has now enough
to do to keep its own members in food and
clothing. The drain on their surplus fund
has been a heavy one—$10,000 per w eek—and
unless the strike is ended shortly, even the
union men will suffer many hardships.

changes.

Hearing

232 MIDDLE STREET.Thomas J.

Farrington Block, 421 Congress St.
__Ulw

SHveTWare and Jewelry Free!

transportation, a steadily increasing
population, and the increasing wealth of the

N.

Members of new York and Boston Stock Ex-

No.

ties for

THE STRIKING

Exchanges.
Stocks purchased for Cash or carried on margin.
A private wire connects the two offices, and we
are also connected with New York, Philadelphia,
Chicago, Baltimore and Washington by private line.

dtf

Special Sale of Sheet Music!

^ CHANCE FOR SALTING MORE CAPITAL.

said lie occupied a position of delightful
neutrality in the matter, but for all that he
held that the President and Senate together
were constitutionally the appointing power.
The appointment was incomplete without
the action of both these high and learned
functions of our government, and how they
were to he entirely divorced, as the President
now proposed, anil still continue to aet in
unison, was a question w hich lie had not yet
solved. He thought the course for the Senate was clear. The intention is to take up a
number of sample cases and force a direct isThese cases will be anything
sue on them.
but creditable to a reform administration,
and will result in disclosures alike embarrassing to the President and some of the
senators nearest to him.

Branch Office, for the purchase and sale oil cornmission of all Bonds and Stocks dealt in on the Boston, New York Chicago, Philadelphia or Baltimore
a

—

ImfnSe’o

State which enables every citizen to live better than did his forefathers, all aid the market gardener. But more than all, the increasing numbers of summer tourists who
each season come earlier and stay later
brings a market to nearly every village or
country town in the State.

nNroYV ready.

^.UNTID

cry:
Had I but served the law with half the zeal
I served inv party, polities would not m mine ag«
to mine enemies.
Have left

One of the recommendations made by the
professor of agriculture at Orono, in his annual report, was that more attention be given
to horticulture. The advice is timely, as few
things can he of more value to Maine than
good gardens. Want of nearness to a market has in times past deterred many farmers
from spending much time or money on early
vegetables, but this drawback to Maine

the Late Storm !

by

MESSRS. WOODBURY & MOULTON.

jai.ll

Springfield Republican.
Internal Revenue Collector Pillsbura of
Massachusetts and Chase of Maine must go.
They have themselves to blame, and the verWell might Pillsbury
dict is righteous.

The Bangor Whig reports a mining craze
in Oldtown, caused by an Indian appearing
of
upon the streets, bearing a small cube
quartz so rich with gold that pure pieces of
the mineral could be taken from it. No doubt
this furnishes an excellent opportunity for
some enterprising capitalist to salt down his
capital where it will stay salted—in a Maine
gold mine.

correspondents.

REGENT DISASTER TO OUR TREES!
a:flies

AUSTIN.

D.

L.

“Republican rascality.”

OPPOSITE H. H. HAY’S.

ST.,

AT STORE 261 MIDDLE

ANOTHER LABEL.

Washington Republican.
“Democratic reform” is shown by careful
analysis to be absolutely identical with the
preparation that used to be advertised as

for^Galway,

dictation with very little resistance. His
unselfish devotion to the Irish cause has inspired the Irish people with the fullest confidence in him.

Clothing and Furnishing Goods damaged in
middle street tire must be sold in 30 days,

We have established at the offce of our Portland

-OF THE-

_

CITIZENS’

STOCKS.

FINE VIEWS!

WATER!

SMOKE!

FIRE!

REMINDED OF HIS INSIGNIFICANCE.

TIMELY' ADVICE.

Maine Democratic lawyer has
recently informed Senator Hale that the first
information he received
concerning the
count-out came from Mr. Pillslmry, who

It was

recovered from

Aroostook Pioneer.

prominen t

to his annual

yet quite

the loss of the poet Squire. New York has
not yet recovered from his gain.

Phelps family.
A

ACCOUNT.

N. Y. Tribune.

monop-

The Vermont Democracy has another opportunity to assemble on the wharf to see
another Phelps off for England. The Presi-

THE

SQUARING

ajuukmum.

FINANCIAL.

MISCKLLANEOl'S.___

M(SeELI,Af(EOCM

CURRENT COMMENT.

ST.,

MAINE.

HIS

NEW

upNHK

I am pleased to unnonuce to my friends,
and the public generally, that I may be
found with Mr. C. W. Bond, Merchant
Tailor, 228 Middle St., w here It w ill be
my earnest endeavor to please those who
may favor me with their patronage.
Thankful for your favors of the past, I
hope to merit a continuance of the sam
at my new place. Respectfully yours,
WM. M. LEIGHTON,
febsuiw*
Lately with L. C. Young.

COMPANY,

In the Beautiful Play in Five Acts, entitled

NORDECK!
As

presented at 71 Performances in New York,
under the Management of

MB. SHERIDAN CORBYN.
Seats 76 and 60 centsi Gallery 35 cents. Sale
of seats commences Friday, Feb. 12.
feblldtd

18th
tf2w

lOKK

CITY

STOCKBRIDGE,

HALL, WEDNESDAY EVENING, FEB. 17.
Reading by MR.

«E©

W.

I
l«r.”

‘■Old Creole Days’’ and other Novels. Heading
from his own works.
Reserved Seats 75 and 60 cents; Chairs on the
Stage 50 cents. Now on sale at Stockhridge’s.
febfldlw
Half fare on M. C. K. B

I*

New| Jersey Central.. ®2/8

TRESS.

THE

Northwestern...J09 4
Nortn western preferred.inns'/
New York Central..
iXo??
•••

THURSDAY MORNING, FEB. 11.
WIT AND WISDOM.
Tobe Remembered.—That an open mind, an
open hand and an open heart would everywhere
llnd an open door.
That It Is not enough to keep the poor in mind,
mind.
give them something to keep you inthe
housetops
That men often preach from
while the devil is crawling into the basement wlnreal heroes and heroines are those
U°Tliat life’s
burdens bravely and give
tlieir
who bear

scar.

That nature is a rag merchant who works up
every shred into new creations.
sufFor twenty-four years I have been a great
with Inflammatory rheumatism. AtlilophoI have ever found to do
ros is the only medicine
old and wish to tesme any good. I am 70 years
Amos
to the benefits I have received from it,

to

Fort

-

New York

oo
00
*05
Caledonia. B. H.-.
Father ... .

Ontario.29

Carter’s Little Liver Pills are free from all crude
on
and irritating matter. Concentrated medicine
to take; no pain; no
easy
very
small;
very
ly;
_

‘■Excelsior!” exclaimed a young man as lie
watched the girl of his heart pull down the curtell me why you give utterance to ‘Exwindow
celsior?’ What application has that to

^“Prav

they

_

A tablet of it chewed after meals will relieve indigestion.

cakes.
Colgan’s Taffy Tolu sells like hot

younz hopeful

of staying out late at night and
getting up late in the morning.
he con“You never will amount to anything,
icecluded. “unless you turn over a new leaf,
worn.
the
bird
member that the early
“How about the worm, father? Inquired the
rather foolish to get up
young man. “Wasn’t lie

■ponthh evils

caches

solemnly, “that
He

worm

was

on

his

_i

home.”

OXYTf.O.O.o

Iimprl

at

Beaus—Choice small hand picked pea at 1 /0@
New York large hand picked
Vermont hand picked pea at

Apples—Choice Massachusetts Baldwins, 1 60;
fancy Maine baldwins 1 75; No 1 greenings 1 50;
No 2 apples 76c@l 00.
Hay—Choice prime hay, $19 00@$20; fair to
good at $18@$19; choice Eastern pine $16&$18;
Fair to good do at *16®$16; poor do at «13(®SW:
East swale $11@$12. Rye straw, choice, §20 00®
820 oO; oat straw $11@$12 1? ton.
Potatoes—Houlton rose 70®73c ;doHebron 76c;
N II Rose 65c; Me Central at G5c; Burbank seedlings 60®70c; N Y Hebrous 50®55c; do Rose .55
gOOc; do prolifics 60e.

Jersey farmer—Wall, you see
HMi?eHsyseed,ma’am.
woman an
The old
a

man

seldom we
mvself we works bard all day, an’ it’s We cud
giv
get to bed’fore 8 o’clock an'al ter. but I don
t
4 o’clock, ma’am,
at
breakfast
you
an
to
willin
tie
wud
get
think the old woman
slie was paid extry for It.
unless
breakfast
airly

Domestic Markets.

LBy Telegraph.]

Liver
Scott’s Emulsion of Pure Cod
/(« use.in
Oil with Hypophosphites.
of Jacklung troubles. Dr. Hiram Cardorktto,
sonville, Fla., says: “I have prescribed yourEmulsion to a number of patients with lung troubles,
it.”
and they have been greatly benefited by
two
Maiendie, the celebrated scientist, took
while to
dogs, one of which be fed on white flour,
wheat.
entire
of
made
ithe
flour
he
the other
gave
the white
In 40 days the dog who had received
in
flour died of starvation: the other
perfect health, and could have lived indefinitely
food.
other
no
with

rf°>*>ned

Slade’s Epicurean Spices are double the strength
of other brands, they are the best selected spices,
powdered perfectly pure.

COMMERCIAL

MEW YORK. Feb. 10. 1886.—Flour market—
4.Receipts 12,761 bills; exports 3582 bbls and
590 sacks; dull and still tending in buyers favor;
sales 12,500 bbls.
Flour (quotations—No 2 at 2 15@2 85; superhne
Western and State at 2 76®3 20; common to good
extra Western and State at 3 10® 3 50; good to
choice do at 3 60®5 40; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 5 00®5 50; fancy do at
at 5 26®6 4u; common to good extra Ohio at 3 15
®5 26; common to choice extra St Louis at 3 15®
6 40; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 75 a5 10; choice to double extra do at 5 15®
5 50rincluding 1800 bbls city mill extra at 4 90
(0,5 00; 900 bbls line do at 2 16®2 86; 500 bbls
No 2 at
supertine at 2 75®3 20: 009 bbls extra
3 10®3 60; 3400 bbls winter wheat extra at 3 15
3
at
1<>®5 30
@5 4o; 4200 bbls Minnesota extra
Southern hour steady ;coinmon to fair 3 35®3 80;
Flour
steady at
good to choice at 3 85 off 40. Rye
3 2.(03 65. Wheat—Receipts 11,000 bush ; exheld
ports 7912 busli; spot grades are quiet but
stronger; sales 3500 spot; No 1 Red State 9f> Vjc;
No 1 White at 95Vie. Rye about steady. Barley
is dull, torn—spot held higher and fairly active;
receipts 121,200 bush; exports 93,933 hush males
365.000 btisblon spot; low Mixed at 51 Vic. OatVi oVi c higher and more active ; receipts 32,300
bush; sales 69,000 hush ou spot;
bush; exports
No 3 at 37Vic, White do at 39V4 o39Vic; No 2 at
2 White 40V4i&40VaC; Mixed
No
38V4®38;'ic;
Western 37 o38Vio; White do 39@44o: White
State 40®42Vie. Coffee firm at 8%c. Sagar is
1 ovs
weak; refined quiet; C at 5Vi®6V4c; Extra
at
®5 9-16C; White Extra C 56/8o6%c; Yellow A
Standard
A
Off
6
5%c;
4% o6c; Mould A V2c;
6Vi rgranulated at 6Vic; Confectioners A 6% ;cut
loaf and crushed 6%c;Powdered 6%®b% iCuhes
Petroleam—united at 7oVaC.
65/s o6 11-lUc.
Pork steady—mess al 10 25®10 50. Beef quiet
Card 2 « 3 points higher and moderately active;
WesienTsteam spot at 6 3G®6 40, refined at 6 70
for Continent; 7 00®7 05 for S. A. Batter firm;
State at 16®35c; Elgin creamery 35®3bc; Western 12®34c. Cheese is dull; State at 7®10Vic;
—

REVIEW OF PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
FOE THE WEEK ENDING, Feb. 10.
with a
The market for apples is rather weak
At Liverlight demand at about previous prices.
with an easier tone
pool apples are in good receipt
to Europe from
at 8sgll>s: shipment of apples
Portland for tlie week ending February 8th, 2,from
384; for the season 49,759 bbls; shipments
the seaBoston for tlie week, 9168 bbls, and for
bbls; from New York for the week

205,101
9,451 bbls and for tlie

son

season

328,805 bbls; ship-

New
for the season to Europe from Boston,
082,189
York, Montreal, Portland and Ha.ifax,
bbls. Potabbls; for same time last year 636,994
For
tones unchanged, with a declining tendency.
the week and
Eggs prices have ruled easy during
an outwe note a decline of lc, 21c 1? doz being
No
side figure on fresh stock: receipts liberal.
continues quiet
change in cheese and the market
all
it Business for the week has been very quietjin
branches of trade. There is a slight improvement
to expectain the demand for fish, but it is not up
the same. Macktion, while prices remain about
at 820
erel continue firm; sales have been made
Fresh fisli
for No Is and 5 60 for medium 3s.
sold for 5c D
early 111 the week were scarce and
became weak
tb by the cargo, later the market
lb under tlie influence
to 3c
and
ments

I

prices dropped
arof an Increased supply, aud to-day two trips
rived and a further decline was reported, closing
Flour continues quiet with light
at about 2c.
firm feeling on
trading. There is at present a very
of
tlie part of millers, but there is no prospect
with a moderate exany inunedlate improvement,
at
port trade. Pork steady and in moderate request
—

_i
--

previous quowkwuuo.
Sugar has
about y8c t» lb. Beef is unclianged.
for
been quiet at 6% c for granulated and 6%c
Extra C. Timothy seed is strong and 6c higher.
In
Molasses quiet and easier on some grades.
Cordage. Manilla is Vac lower.

Foreign Exports.
Toronto—24,197
LIVERPOOL. Steamship
117o
8

bu
hags
900 do wheat
98 266 do peas
do bacon 186,010
216
oatmeal
lbs
flour 650,800
do cotton 398
do cheese 46,320 do butter 483,000
do oil cake 8
bids apples 112 bags asbestos 460
192
sheep.
328 head cattle

..am.

organs

Shooks anil
lPONCE, PR. Selir Emma—3918
M hlid
78 M shingles 80 truss hoops 17
boards.
ft
(loops 20 flo clapboards 65,266

bead*

Portland Dally Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid.
Descriptions.
160
Canal National Bank.100
Casco Nat. Bank.
v-1™
49
40
Cumberland National Bank.. 100
148
First National Bank........ 75 118
Merchants’ National Bank..
140
National Traders Bank.100 80
Oceaii Insurance Co.100
Portland Company..
60
Portland Gas Company. 50
BONDS.
state of Maine 6s, due 1889.110
Portland City 6s,Municipal variouslOO
R. aid 1907.. .122
F.ortland City 6s, R.various
102
j»g»h pitv (is Mun.
vm-ious.-.lOO
aid
R.
6s’B.
flatb
M"
R.R.
lix
Bangor City 6s, long

and

Asked

®J}

..

city

Leeds & Farming tn It. RIJJJ
Maine Central R.B. 1st
Maine Central B. B. Consol 7s.... 127
Maine Central B. B. Skg Fund
Water Co. 1st mtgGs....103

1^8
51
4
120
1490

1o,r’
6o
111
115
124
107
102

3dmtg6s.109

.»

poston

Railroad

6s.

111

111

190C

•••”"".70bi

.113 Va
Hill Manufacturing Co.
Androscoggin Mills —:■ Co. (,J080
46614
Peppered Manufacturing
Belfast, Me., Nat’I Bank,
Jb'j
^
Alch., Topeka ami Santa Fe Radroau.
Mexican Central R 7s
83
Flint & Pere Marquette Railroad piet.
^■ ■ ■

...

^

8

[g
g()
oqi/„

New York Stock and Money Market.

[By Telegraph.]

NEW YORK, Feb. 10. 1886.—Money on call
continues easy at
per cent. Prime mercantile paper at In ."> per cent. Exchange con till
4 89.
ues quiet at unchanged quotations—4 87 and
Government bonds dull and steady. Railroad
stock
active
and
weak. The
bonds moderately
market was steady alter 2 16 p m and compara
tivelv quiet, and closed firm at quotations.
Tlie transactions at tlie Stock Exchange aggre
gated 490.943 shares.
Tile following are today’s quotations ol Govern
eatnt securities:
KJniled States bonds, 3s.100q«
NewAMis.reg .
[New *y2s, coup.iilv
[New 4s, ...
PacUieGs ...
bids of stocks
The following are today's closing
Chicago & Alton._••••■•.
,.iSS.,
Chicago & Alton preferred
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.J :£A
..n
Erie..
...

Ertejpreferred

do

ISheet. 7Vi@8

Sup.7Vi®8

P;pe.6MJg7Vi
00@5 25

5Vi®6

sq.

Ship...*.4ya@

Pig..5

6

I.enther.
Crackers ©ib..5y2*6
New York—
Coni.
7#
Light........ 22®
Cumberland 4 00@4
Acadia.7 00@7 60 Mid weight. 24@
75
Chestnut.
@5
Heavy.. 2u@
8 00 Slaughter... 34®
Franklin.

@5

Lehigh.

75

Goodd’mgd.

21®

23
25
2b
38
22
10

Am calf. 92@1
Coffee.
Cumber.
Rioib ©....i)% @llVi
South pine,30 00@40 00
18
@21
Coopernp.
jCiear pine—
Hhlid shooks and lidsUppers.$56*865
Mol. city... 1 50@1 75
Select.$46@$65
Fineconimon$35@$42
Sag. city...l 05@110
Sug. s’d silk 70® 75 Spruce.$12®$14
Hemlock.$11@$12
Pine sugar—
Box shooks
@ 45 Clapboards—
Spruce, X...$28@$30
Sugarueading—
in
35
20® 211 Clear.$26@$28
Spruce
2d clear.$22®$26
Pine
20® 21
221 Nol.$16@$18
Hard pine
25! Pfne.$25@$60
Mol.heading
I Shingles—
Hoods—
X cedar... .3 75@4 00
826
New 14 ft
Old
$20@$23 Clear cedar.3 25@3 60
X No 1..... 2 15*2 60
Short do 8 ft
No 1 cedar.1 25*1 75
7 ft
$8
Spruce.1 45®1 65
Pop’r staves $12@$14 Laths—
$2
Spruce rough
Spruce.... 2 10® 2 20
Oak titid
Cime—Cement.
staves
S12 50@814
1 03
i Lime 1? cask..
Cordnge.
14o
ll
Cement...
I
ib
Amer’n p
Matches.
11
I
Russia.
50
Manilla.12V2@13VilStar, 1? gross
Manilla Bolt Rope 14 Vi i Dingo........ 39@ 41
Metals.
I
9
Sisal.
@10
(Copper—
Drugs nail Dyes.
Acid Oxalic.
2®14| 14x48 com. 23@ 24

Java

$10(§$12

Oman.

High Mixed Corn.51@52

lote°19

clear do_5 25*6 50 do bag lots,20 00*24 00
Provisions.
Winter Wheat
Patents.... 5 75@0 001 Pork60
Pi.h.
I Backs ...14 00@14
13 00*13 50
Clear
Cod, p qtl00
Large8hore3 25*3 5oi Mess.....11 60*12
*10 00
Large Banks 00*3 25|Mess Beef. 9 5
10
00*10 50
Small.2 75*3 00| Ex Mess.
Pollock.2 25*3 25] Plate ....10 50*11 00
ExPlate.il 25*11 75
Haddock.1 50*2 00
Hake.1 75^2 26 Lard—
Tubs p p .6Vi*6%c
HerringScaleup bx..l4*18c Tierces.... «V?*b»4<No 1.12*15c
Palls.b%@7%c
Hams p lb. ..OVsSlO c
Mackerei p bbl—
do coveredlOVi@HVs
Shore Is.in UO&21 00
Oil.
Shore 2s. 7 00* 8 00
Mod. 3s. 6 00® 6 001 KerosenePet. 7V4
Ref.
3
Port.
50
Small.‘i 76*
Water White. ...lOVi
....

of stocks are received

Eastern Railroad.
Maine Central R. 7s. 1912..

firead«

Pilot

Lcadi

I

stone1ground.4

it ions

New York and New England Railroad.
Belle Telephone. ..

Portland Wholesale Prices Current
Corrected for the Press to Feb. 11,1886.

low grades.3 25@3 50 Corn, bag lota....54®55
Meal, bag lots. ..53*54
X Spring and
XX Spring..5 00@5 25 Oats, car lots....42*43
Oats, bag lots—43*45
Patent Spring
Wheats .0 00@6 25 Cotton Seed.
car lots.. 23 00*24 00
Mich, straight
do hag... 24 00*25 00
roller .5 25@6 50
S
00*20 00
75*5 00 car

U

[By Telegraph.]

Eastern

__

Superfine and

Stock Market.

The following quoi».

7®9Vi.

Freights dull; Wheat steam 2Vad.
CHICAGO.Feb. 10. 1886.—Flour firm; Southern
Winter Wheat 4 40.A5 85; Wisconsin at 4 0"®
4 65; Michigan at 4 60@4 76; soft Spring Wheat
3 70 a 4 00; Minnesota bakers 3 60i@4 50; patents
4 60 o 5 00; low grades 2 00o3 00; Rye Flour at
3 30 o3 60. Wheat higher ;February 78% ®79%
72c. Corn
No’2“Spriug at 79%®.81%c: No 3atat29y4C.
Rye
higher at 36Vi ®37e. Oats firmer
No 2 at 60c.
quiet; No 2 at 68Vie. Barley is dull;
10.
6
07
at
Lard
1105.
Vi®6
at
Fork stronger
Boxed meats firm—shoulders at 3 96@4 00; short
80.
at
5
clear
short
78*5
5
ribs 45®6 50;
Keceipts—Flour, 15,000 bbls; wheat. 25,000
bush; corn,272,000 busli; oats. 154,000 busli ;rye,
2.000 busli; barley, 72,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 8,000 bbls; wheat, 32,000
bush:(Corn, 86,000 bush; oats, 125,000busli;rye,
3.000 busli; barley, 13,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS. February 10,1886—Flour is quiet;
XXX 3 10@3 25; family at 3 30®3 40; extra at
3 70®3 50; patents at a 10®O 50. Wheat higher;

Flour.

mtgjs.122
}9?
68-1(^
104

>Vnd

Western flat

—.'"laail

Illinois Central.
Lake Shore.
Michigan Central.

aas.
'*

Wound?

Pratt’sAst’l.pbbl. .13
Cranberries—
Maine.3 5o®4 50|l)evoe’s Brilliant..... 13
-5
50*6 50!Llgonia....10-!i
Cape Co<l..
Pea Beans* .-1 76*1 SO I Silver White.JO
*

85ICentennlal... .10-i*
Medium..Raisins.
German nidi 65*1 751
oO
Eves, 1 40*1 651 Muscatel... 2 o0*3
Lay’r3 16*3 37
60@70ILondon
Potatoes
Irish
12V2*13
abiGnduraLay.
il P i!aloes 400*4
-3 75*4 oo| Valencia.7 *10V,
nnmns
I 75*1

Pilibaces
TnrLevs

SS'

Itugar.
....$10*8121
16*17 granulated P lb.6%
..

.wlisifextra c.......6%

..

f,ow'»
Heese.
No.

Spy.}

TaUmaii

gipllted Top—$2Vi@$2Vi
tu;ThnoUiySefd2 20*2^0

SUVs
BJJII27 VerinontCheToe'
N.Y. factory 10 fill*

Swisf 25^1 So;

»§»**
Nol Baldwinsl 60*1 75l
Greenings 1 25*1 5 0 Creamery

^ib

34S25

8@llc Choice..
}S'
Florida.4 00*4 25 Storea
"**•’ oo®21
Messina.3 76*4 001
MAUgers.2 oo*2 50 Eastern extras... -0*21
Evaporated p

ib

Can & Western.. 19*20
Ornugos.
Florida.... .3 60®4 60 Island.Viisai«

yalencia

5 50 @600

Limed..

—EXT—

EXTRA FINE

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FOR

FROM

.New York..Liverpool....Feb 11
.Portland ...LiAerpool....Feb 11
11
City Alexandria..New York..Ilav&VCruz.Feb
13
Aurania.New York. .Liverpool.- Feb
13
Feb
Moravia.New York..Hamburg
13
....Keb
York
Antwerp
Waesland.New
13
Newport.New York Havana.Feb
tab 17
Albano.New York..Kingston,&c Feb
17
Ailsa.New York. .Port Limon
17
Fulda.New York.. Bremen.£eb 1/
-ten
St Laurent.New York..Havre.....
1«
Adriatic.New York..Liverpool....Feb lb
Liverpool.... Feb 1
Polynesian.Portland...
Merrimack.New York. Hav& V Cruz Feb
Rritanie
Peruvian

..

Santiago.New York..Cieufuegos..Feb
Saratoga.New York.,Havana.ESI?
a thos
_New York.. Hayti.1 cp 2o
27

Antilles'■

.New York..Porto Rico ..Feb

11.
MINIATURE ALMANAC-.FEBRUARY

Sunrises.7.46
Sunsets..5.05

Hijgliwater[.
"s9in

gsets,day.:::.m0orn9 w

»t»

news!
PORT OF PORTLAND.
WEDNESDAY, Feb. 10.
Arrived.
to
Soil Lizzie H Patrick, Meyer, Baltimore-coal

ESchChfsMEABai’ch!' Manson, New York-coal to
“scMJora Etta! Fales, New York-coal to Maine
^

New York for Rockland.
BoothSell Geo M Adams, Standish, Boston for
for
Boothbay
C Ballard, Bearse,
Sch Commerce,

hitch goring
"sell Robert G

Dun, Crowell, Wiscasset for Balti-

msch

Cinderella, Nichols, Round Pond.
to L
Sch C M Gilmore, Teal, Rockland—lime

^
Sell

Franklin Pierce, Holmes, Eastport for Glou-

cescli1 Belle Franklen, from

Have, with 11,000

La

fish.
IbSCh
Henrietta, from La Have-45 000 lbs
Sch C P Whitman, La Have—30,0»0 lbs fish.

Cleared.

York—J B
Steamship Franconia, Bennet, New
S Hunt
FR-Geo
Ponce,
Emma, Littlejohn,
& Co.
build
HM Beau, of Camden, has contracted to next
off
for Taunton parties a large sclir, to come
fall. The keel will be 180 ft long.

C<Sch'

never

varies.

Cabin
Passenger accommodations unequalled.
$60 to $80; intermediate, $80; steerage, $20.
General
A.
ALLAN,
H.
&
to
For passage apply
andC. P.
Passenger Agents 80 State St. Boston;
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; 1. P. Mi GOWAN.
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to H. &
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.

A

are

Weights.
Always Correct.

Creaking Hinge

■

■

■

ROSTOV
STEAMERS.

and inflamed by Rheumatism, they cannot be moved without causing the most

Sailing Between Liverpool ami Portland,
via.Moville and Halifax.

_SAILING PATEH:_

BETTER THAN YOU EXPECT!
that we have been disposing
Tlie astonishing Bargains in Overcoats
another
of during the past few weeks are now surpassed by

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla cured me of Gout
and Rheumatism, when nothing else

DOWN

MARK

would. It has eradicated every trace of
disease from my system —R. H. Short,
Manager Hotel Belmont, Lowell, Mass.

Vests, *c.rlTHIS
of ODDS and ENDS in Overcoats,Ulsters, Suits, pmts.
out certain
ANNOUNCEMENT indicates our determination to close
PRICES.
lines oi* goods this month at VERY EOAV

I was, during many months, a sufferer
from chronic Rheumatism. The disease
afflicted me grievously, in spite of all the
remedies I could find, until I commenced
using Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. I took several bottles of this preparation, and was
speedily restored to health. J. Fream,
tt
Independence, Va.

Men’s good $8.00
$5.00 each.

Bargains in Overcoats for boys, ages l
to 11 years, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50,
$5.00, $0.00, $7.00 and $8.00.
Extra good Overcoats for larger boys,
11 to 17 years, at $5.00 $b.00, $7.00

Overcoats at only

—

Men’s good All Wool Scotch Tweed Overcoats, color black, former price $12,
now only $8.00 each.

Ayer’sDr. J.Sarsaparilla,
Lowell, Maas.
C.

Ayer & Co.,
Prepared by
Sold by all Druggists, Price $1; six bottles, $5.

in Boys’ All W ool Suits in both
Bargains
Knee and Long Pants at the lowest

Men’s Heavy. Long, Wool Lined Riding
Ulsters at $6.50, $10 and $15.

feblTT&Sly
iiai/

prices

ever named for

good goods.

WHOLESALE HOUSE.
WE REPLENISH OUR STOCK DAILY FROM OUR
WARM RIDING
HEAVY
AND
Call and examine our OVERCOATS

annm/M

AratpSarth F(?b 9, barque Beatrice Havener,

Curtis, Ghent.

Memoranda.

LARGE STOCK OF LEATHER JACKETS AND VESTS

from
Barque Samuel B Hale, Haven, at Boston River
Rosario, reports flue weather after passing
seventeen
been
Platte Dec 7 up to Hatteras; lias
of NE
days north f Hatteras with a succession
anil W gales and snow storms.
for
York
Cienfuegos,
New
from
Barque Idaho,
before reported at Bermuda in distress, lias been

of (lie Best Quality.

STRICTLY <3 ISLES PRICES.

Smith, at Boston from Salt Pond,
abBrlg°Emma,
reports, Feb 3, took blinding snowstorm lasting
a

Baltimore for
Sen Elliott B Church, Kelley,
Providence, before reported overdue, is now given
from

of brig O B Stillman, at Bermuda,
'^The'huU
auction Feb 3 at £82.

sold by

was

h. before
sold
reported ashore at Cape Porpoise liarbor, was anllie
hull
SoG.
bringing
auction
to-day,—the
by
sails,
running tigchors and chains $95, and tlie
of laths, sold
ging, blocks, &c, at 895. Tlie cargo
wuut-one
at private sale. ,will Uu mostly saved,
half being already landed.
Witch
Water
Spaulding,
Cast me, Fel) 8—Brig
5th
from Boston, parted chains and went ashore
at Goose Falls. Came off without damage
New York, Feb 9-Brig Kodiak, Preble, fiom
Boothbay, which stuck iu the ice oft Whilehouse
Stli, was towed out to-day.
ou
Key West. Feb 9—Tlie salvage and expense
brig Screamer, lately ashore, amounts to $3600.
l-aircliild,
Gen
TayFeb
8—barque
Valparaiso,
lias arrived
lor, from Portland, O, for Queenstown,
here with steering gear disabled.
before
San Francisco, Feb 2—Ship E B Sutton,
reported ashore on Angel Island, has cen floated
who
and was examined 30tli by a board of survey,
no material damage aud she will proceed

Keunebunkport. Feb 10-Sch

Lizzie

reported

'"^“See^fueral

news

columns for other reports

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 2d, ships Gov Robie,
Goodell, Liverpool 112 days; John Mcliouald,

Stover. New York 121 days.
Cld 2d, ship Fannie Tucker, Greeuleaf, Poit
Townsend, to load for Hobson Bay.
Sid 1st, barque El Dorado, Humphrey, Puget

^lJan

2—Chartered, ship Challenger, wheat to
Cork, U K, or Autwerp, at £1 8s.
MOBILE—Ar 9th, sell Isaac Rich, Marshall,
K

JACKSONVILLE—Cld 9th, sell Geo W Jewett,
McKuwn Baltimore.
BRUNSWICK—A1- 1st, sell \V C Greene, Howes
Jacksonville.
CHARLESTON—Sid 8th, brig G F Gerry, Conklin. New York.
NORFOLK—Returned am,
art, for New York.

sen ranine n oicw-

BALTIMORE—Below Oth, barque Kioto, Campbell, from Charleston; sch Nina Tilsen, Acliorn,

9th, steamer Frostburg, Mills, Portland.
NEWCASTLE. DEL—In port 8th, schs Alpert L
Butler, from Philadelphia lor Deinarara; Mary E
Amsden, do for Boston; Nellie Woodbury, for
C
Ar at Delaware Breakwater Oth, barque John J
Marsh, Whittier, from Cardenas.
NEW YORK—Ar 9th, brig Scud, Givan, Demarara; sell Florence & Lilian, Smith, Jacksonville.
Below 9th, barque Samuel E Spring, Rose, from
Gonaives; sch C B Faiue, Hillyard, from Barba-

WOLFES
SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

SCHNAPPS.

As a general beverage ami necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, Ac.,
the Aromatic Sehnapjps is superior to
every other preparation for these purposes. A public trial of over 30 years
duration in every section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe’s SelmiiPP-. its pu.
solicited endorsement by' the medical
faculty and a sale unequalled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists aud (Jroeers.

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & GO.,
STREET,

18 BEAVER
NEW

YORK.
dly

inarlO
_

BONDS
of

Tothehoi.oersoftue
ol tlie City of Bath, Maine, issued in aid
Knox & Lincoln Railroad and due March
tlie

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,
MANUFACTURERS, JOBBERS, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS,

255 Middle

St.,

Portland,

>

HEADnUARTERS AND WHOLESALE ROOMS
re b8

395,397,399.401

& 403 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON.

__

__

PLAIN TALK!
WE, B. A. ATKINSON & CO.,
DOING BUSINESS AT

THE

CORNER PEARL AND MIDDLE STREETS,

Ppf

8' t'

Refunding

Being* of sound mind and in full possession of all
that

we are

our

Leslie. Hagerty, Gonaives.
d°Ar 10th, sch Irving
for Sail Francisco;
St

John, Dales,
Cld 9th, ship
W H Besse, Gibbs, Portland, O; sells 1 D Hodgkins, Thompson. Cayenne; E V Glover, Ingersoll,
St Augustine; Lizzie Carr, Brown, Trinidad.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 9th, sell Flora Condon,
Burgess, Brunswick.
PROVIDENCE—Ar Oth, sch C A White, Tripp,
S L
BDUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sid Oth,forsell
Wood’s

Davis, Kneeland, (from Providence)

from Perth Amboy for Bos1IScii Lizzie B Morse,
Oth. ten miles S Block Island.

ton,

was

_

Parlor Furniture, Chamber Furniture,
CARPETS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

If IT H |
If I I 11 I
■ I I fl

CURES
gia, Sciatica, Weakness of
and Limbs,Lame Joints,

Spine
Sprains. ICidneyComplaiiits,Diphtfierla, Croup, Asthma, Sore
Chest
Throat, and all Lung
Diseases. Its effect is like magic.
and

NO

PREPARATION

ON

EARTH

EQUALS IT.
Thousands say so. Never fails to
give relief, and effects cures where
all other remedies fail
Parties unable to obtain Vital
Oil of their druggist, will receive
it. express paid, by sending 50
cents in stamps to

A I B

II11
« | 1 a
U | Li

for Boston.
Ar 9th, sells

.....

,,

Electric Light, from Damanscotta
for Baltimore; A A Shaw. Wiscasset for Norfolk,
Ar loth, sch Stephen G Hart, Rivers, Savannah
for Portland.
....
ComSailed, sells Lizzie H Patrick, Cora Etta, Lettie
merce, Eli, George Bird, Frank & Willie,
Wells, H L Whitten. Lois V Cliaples, Will B Herrick. and Isaac T Campbell.
EDGARTOWN—In port 7tli. schs Eliza Ann,
Jameson, Hoboken for Rockland; John W Blown
Arey, JSew York for Boston; A die E Snow, Norton, and Addie M Bird. Cushman, New York for
Portland.
Sid 2d, sch Win Rice, Gregory, (from Amboy)
for Rockland.
Sailed Otb, sells Perseverance,
HYANN1S
Willard, from Ambov for Portland; Damon, do for
H
Eells. Camdeu for New York.
J
Portsmouth;
BOSTON—Ar 9th. schs Clias B Church, AnderPinkham, Philadelphia;
B
MV
Chase,
and
son,
Apphia & Amelia, Willard, Amboy. fm
Cienfuegos;
Ar lOtli. barque Lillian. Willey,
brig Emma. Smith, Salt Poud,\VCA; sells ES
T Campbe.l,
Isaac
Galveston;
Newman. Keyes,
Matthews, Baltimore; Mary A Drury, Nickerson,
......

,,

DrJ.H. PORTER & CO., P.0. Box 1757, Boston, Mass.

^CldKlthf
barque Lapland, Carlisle, Montevideo.
SALEM-Ar 9th, sch Mabel Phillips, E arrow,

Baltimore via Boston.
GLOUCESTER-Ar 10th, sch Douglas Hovey,
Wright, Baltimore for Portland.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 9th, sch St Thomas, Otis,
Baltimore.
Below 9tli, schs Grace K Green, Seward, Boothbay for Washington; Delia Hinds, Bonnell, Boston for Calais.
BATH—Ar Oth, sell Ella M Hawes, Pnrmgtoii,
Darien.
,,

..

At Calcutta Jan 5, ships Sami Skolfield, Bishop,
New York; bin tram, Woodside, and ban Joa-

for

°Sld?m*Messiua°ian

OF

ALL

KINDS,

IIT THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
FOR SALK BY

R. STANLEY & SON,
Managersi^for.New

England for the

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRUNG WATER,
FKOIH

1IAKKINOIV.

MAINE

MRS A. 8. POOLE,

METAPHYSICIAN !
—

WILL

BE

AT

—

58 BROWN STREET,
PORTLAND,

EVERY OTHER WEEK FROM JAN’Y 4tli.
_ei'dtf

jan5

BATCHELOR'S CELEBRATE!) HAIR DYE
1 lannlee Reliable!InataataaeouB! No disii-npoiiit taeat, uo ridicv.louo tiers; retriedie«
ii© jil effects of bad
k*:i\ a the hair
d;
“-ft and b o au ti ful
if I at k or Brown. Ex].•’ eatery circular?
nt postpaid in sealed
envelopes, on application, mentioning this
Sold by all drug-

9, barque Charles Stewart,

Ppaper.
gists.

Applied by

eodnrmly

may 16

Spoken.

from Pernambuco lor New York.
Feb 3, off sombrero, sell T W

Dunn.MoFauaud,

from Wood’s Holl for New Orleans
Feb 6, lat 33 24, ion 74 29. seb GouAdelbeit
Allies, from Brunswick for E’all River.
Feb 9, twenty miles off Caye Henlopeu, barque
Jessie Macgregor, from Havana for Boston.

STORAOEJ.
First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
Cottou a ml other merchandise in the
Warehouse reFort land Sugar House.
ceipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of insurance. Apply to
J. S. DOUGLASS, Agent,
lsl4dtf

No.

and

—-

398 Commercial -Slice!.

mm STEAMSHIP COMPANY

Furnishings;

House

General

-ALSO-

LIBRARY FURNITURE,

OFFICE AND

PRICES and
We further assert that we are selling goods just now at WINTER
GENUINE BARGAINS towe firmly believe that we are offering more thoroughly
We are enabled to do
day in our Immense lines than any house in New England.
Benin
this by buying enormous blocks of goods at a time for our three stores.
Manufacturers of
illustrate: We are to-day taking the entire productions of Three
entire production of Oue
Ash, Cherry and W alnut Chamber Suits, and also the
We are also this
Mattresses.
Spring Bed Manufacturer, principally Woven Wire
of
month taking almost the entire production of Three Large Manufacturers
do this iu olLounges, Parlor Suits and all kinds of Upholstered Goods. That we
our
der to save on the price Is as plain as that twice two make four. Considering
and to do this
extensive purchases It is but natural that we wish to move the goods
Room Furniture, Office furwe must and have knocked the prices down on Dining
Boom furniniture, Hall Furniture, Kitchen Furniture, Parlor Furniture, sitting
Cash or on our
ture, Chamber Furniture, and all kinds of House Furnishings for
mouth. We guarSpecial Contract System, a quarter down and balance $o.00 per and we
prepay the
antee all goods to be just as represented in every particular,
follows:
freight to your depot. To makefour terms plain we will sell as

for $10 down, balance $5 per month.
“
5
a
a
u
n
>0

A $40 Chamber Set
A
M

20

A
A

40
30
20
20
20

A
A
A

“

“

Parlor Suit

44

Secretary
Carpet

and Ware
Parlor Stove

Range

44

*;50(4

44

a

44

44

44

44

f5

44

5

$1,000 worth of Furniture, Carpets, Bedding, Stoves and Bauges for $250 down
and $35 per month. Young married people, don’t pay out all you can earn for
hoiinl and lodging when yon could be living in your own home with all the home
comforts thrown in, and apply the profit which has heretofore gone to your lodgYou will
etc.
ing aud boar ing house to the payment of Furniture and Carpels,
We have furnished thousands of
have something to look at at the end of 1886.
life
in
by comhomes In this way, thousands of young men have got a fair start
made happy and have
mencing right, aiid thousands of young people have been
parlor which you ought to fnruish this year,
helped pay for the furnishing of that
thousands of housekeepers have been made happy by buying a new Range in this
Go thou and do likewise.
the money.
way, and have paid for it, and uever missed
-COME RIGHT TO-

E3 L L

3D CD

BUILDING-,

Branch of the Great Nassau Hall Furniture and Carpet Store, 827
YY 1 shiugton Street, Boston, Mass.

NoUHecessary

to Send

Stamp, We

are

Glad to Know You.

B. A. ATKINSON & CO.
All orders
feblo

EVERY

through

Manager.
EVENING.

the mail will receive

[In find after MOVDA1, ©et. 12,
I rains will run u. follow*:

(S8S,

departure©.
For Auburn ami Eewislou, 7.05 a. m., 1.16
ind 5.20 p. m.
Forfnorhnui, 7.20 a.m. and 4. OOp. m.,mixed.
For Oorhuui, Montreal and Chicago,l.dU

prompt attention.

). m.

For

Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From Leu »*ton and Auburn, 8.26 a. IT.*
L2.06, 3.15 and 5.60 p. in.
From C5 or ham, 9.40 a. ni. and 7.00 p. m..
nixed.
From
From

Chicago and Montreal, 12.05 p. in.
Quebec, 12.05 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train an
Parlor cars on day train between Portland an
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE t

35

Exchange St.,

Depot Foot of India Street.

and

TO

—

Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, Mt. Loui*. Omaha, Mngiuaw. Ml. Puiil, Malt Cuke City,
Denver, Man Fraucifico,
and all points in the

t'auada.

Nurtliwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
WM. EDGAB, G. P. A.,
ocl2dtfJ. STEPHENSON. Supt.

Winter Arrangement, in Effect Oct. 12.1885.

Uonnrrtiou* riu Gr.oil Trunk Itnilwny,
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Balls Juuctiou
10.45 a. m., arrives at Buckfield at 11.46 a. in.
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.10 p. m., arrives iu Buckfield at 3.50 aud Canton at 4.25 p. m.
Beturning trains leave Canton at 4.1i> and 9.10
a. m., connecting for Lewiston, Portland aud Bosconnections dally with passenger train at
[°Stage
West Minot for Hebron Academy; at Buckfield for

Simmer. Chase's Mills and Turner; at Canton for Peru, Dixfleld, Mexico aud Bumford Falls;
also for Bretton’s Mills.
I.- L. LINCOLN. Supt.
oct9dtf
West

MALM CISTRAL RAILROAD
On himI after TLLSWA1. Dec. 1st,
1883, I'lutetwerTraius *-<ai «■

G°eTieral Agent

4 P'

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

California,
Japan, China,

To

Sandwich Islands, New Zealand and Australia.

Steamers sail from New York for Asptnwall on
the 1st. 10th and 20th of eaeli month, carrying
above named
passengers and freight for all the

p°steamer of 10th does not connect for
1

San Fran-

'steamers

sail from San Francisco regularly for
NewZealand
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands,
and further
Lists
Passage, Sailing
information, apply to or hddress the General
Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS A CIO.,
115 Slate Street, Cor. Broad St., Boxtou.

al*For Freight,"

1111

feb8

_

Boston! Philadelphia
DIRECT

LIKE.

STEAMSHIP

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY.
,,

iSjk'
/TM fflfc'Sfcv
i A
/IC^-AS

p.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From Pine Street Wharf,
m.

Philadelphia,
Insurance

at 10

a. m.

one-half the rate of

th^Westlrylhe

Penn. R. R., and
Freights for
South Dy connecting lhies, forwarded free of commission.
Boand Trip SIS.
Passage SI0.00.
Meals and Room included.
to
or
apply
For freight
passage
E. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
70 l.ooll Wharf, Boston.
31 (ltf

PORTLANoTm?.

DESERT AND MACHIAS LINE.
Two Trips Per Week-Winter Arrangements tor 1886.

The swift sea-going steamer LONI-FELLOW, Capt. G. A. Hopkins, will leave Portland
Tuesday and Eriday Evening, at I
o’clock, or on arrival of 7 p in. train from Boston
over B. & M. It. R., touching at Rockland, where
connections are made for landings on Penobscot
Bavand River witli Boston & Bangor S. b. Co.;
Oastine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. West and Bar
Harbors, (Mt. Desert,) Mt. Desert Ferry, connectMilling with morning train from Bangor, &c.,
bridge and Jouesport, arriving at Maehiasport
Maleave
RETURNING,
in
the
evening.
early
cliiasport every Monday and Thursday Morning at
4 o’clock, touching as above, connecting at Mt.
Desert Ferry with trains for Boston, &c., and at
Rockland with steamers of Boston & Bangor Line
for Boston, and arriving in Portland at midnight,
(usually connecting with Pullman Express for
Boston and the West. Freight taken at usuu
rates and forwarded with despatch. Tickets and
staterooms on board. For further information appiy to agents at the
every

^'^“^anager,

Railroad Wharf, Portland, Me.

jan8dtf

International
STEAMSHIP CO.,

I

^^

—

FOK

—

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN N. B., HALIFAX, N. S.
—

AND ALL PARTS OF

—

Brnu-wick, Nova Media, Prince Edward- I-land, and Cape Breton.
ARRANI3KMENT.
WINTER
Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State street, every MONDAY and THURSDAY at 5.00 P. M., for EASTPORT and ST.
JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. ig^-Freight received up to 4.00 p. M.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wliarf, foot
J. B. COYLE. JR..
of State street.
nov20dtf
_Gen’l Manager.
To the Honorable Justice ol the
Supreme Judicial Court now
holden at Port and, within and
for the County of Cumberland,

the second Tuesday of Janu-

ary, A.D. 1886.
W. COFFIN' of Freeport in said County of Cumberland husband of Rosilla F. Cofis not known to your libelant
residence
fin, whose
aud cannot be ascertained by reasonable diliand gives this honorable
libels
gence, respectfuly
conrt to be informed that lie was lawfully married
whose maiden name
F.
Coffin,
the
Rosilla
to
said
was Rosilla F. Rogers, at Portland In said County
of Cumberland, on the twenty-second day of December, A. D. 1864; that no children were born
to them; that your libelant since their intermarriage has always behaved himself as a faithful,
true and affectionate husband towards the said
Rosilla F. Coffin, but that the said Rosilla F. Coffin wholly regardless of her marriage covenant
aud duty, and without cause or provocation on
tile part of your libelant, did on the twentieth day
of February. A. D. 1866, utterly desert and abandon your said libelant, and lias never returned to
him. And your libelant further says that he lias
never seen said Rosilla F. Coffin siuce said twentieth day ol February, A. D. 1866, and that although lie lias made diligeut search and inquiry
therefor, her present residence is to him unknown, nor does your said libelant know if the
said Rosilla F. Coffin is living or dead.
Wherefore your said libelant prays right and
the
Justice aud that he may be divorced from said
bonds of matrimony between himself aud the
Rosilla F. Coffin.
GEORGE W. COFFIN.
(Signed.)
Personally appeared the above named George
W. Coffin and made oath that the above libel by
him signed is true.
E. DUDLEY FREEMAN.
Before mo,
Justice of the Peace.

GEDliGE

STATE OF MAINE.
Cumberland ss.
At tile Supreme Judicial Court, begun and held at
Portland, within and for saidCounty of Cumberland, on the second Tuesday of January, Auuo
Domini, 1886.
the foregoing Libel, Ordered, That the
Libelant give notice to the said Rosilla
F. Coffin to appear before the Justices of our
Supreme Judicial Court, to be holden at Portland,
within and for the County of Cumberland, on the
second Tuesday of April next, by publishing an attested copy of said libel, and this order thereon, three weeks successively in the Portlaud Daily Press a newspaper printed in Portland, In said Couuty of Cumberland, the last publication to be thirty days at least before the sitting
of said court, that she may then and there in our
said Court appear and show cause, if any she lias
why the prayer of said libelant should not be

Portland

as

follows:

Bangor, Ellsworth. Ml. Desert Ferry,
Vnuceboro, St. John, Haliiax, nnd the
Proeinees, St. Stephen and Aroostook
County, 1.20 p in., via Lewiston, 1.26 ana
tll.16 I>. m., via Augusta; ami lur Bar Harbor, ami Bangor A Piscntaqois B. R.,
tll.16 p. in., for Nkowhegnn, Belfnsl nnd
Dexter, 1.20, 1.26, tll.16 1). m.; Watrrvllle,
7.10 a. in., 1.20,1.25, tll.15 p. m.; and on Saturdays only at 5.16 p. ni.; for Augusta, Hallowell, Gardiner nnd Brunswick, 7.10 a.
ni„ 1.25, 6.16, tll.16 p. m.; Bnth, 7.10 a. m.,
1.25, 6.15 p. 111., and oil Saturdays only at 11.16
Rockland and Knox nnd Lincoln
K.. 7. 10 a. in., 1.25 p. in.; Auburn nnd
Lewiston at 8.20 a. m., 1.20, 6.00 p. m.; Lewistou via Brunswick, 7.10 a. in., tll.16 p.
m.; Farmington, Monmouth, Wmthrop,
Oiikliind and North Anson, 1.20 p. IU.;

For

^in..

Farmington

and 1.26 p.

via

Brunswick,

7.10

a.

m.

m.

AT CONGRESS ST. STATION

All trains excepting night Pullman trains will stop
for passengers.
night express with
tThiU.15p.rn. train is the runs
every night Sunsleeping car attached and
davs included, but not through to Skowfieganon
and Dexter or
Belfast
or
to
Monday mornings
beyond Bangor, on Sunday mornings. The mornas
follows:
iu
Portland
due
are
Trains
ing trains from Augusta and Bath 8.46 a. m.;
Lewiston, 8.50 a. m.; the day trains from Bangor and all intermediate stations and connectaitering roads at 12.45 and 12.40 p. m.; the
Augusta, Bath.
noou trains from Waterville,
the
5.45
at
night
Lewiston
in.;
and
p.
Rockland
Pullman Express train at 1. 50 a. m.
Limited Tickets, Urst nnd second class, for
nil points in the Provinces on sale nt re...

duced rates.
Experiment not

successful. Steamer will make
last trip Dec. 16tli.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
no30dtf
Portland. November 30. 1885._

BOSTON AND MAINE R.

R.

PASSENGER TRAIN SERVICE,
in effect Sunday, October II, 1885.

WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
For Boston at 6.16,»8.4o a. m.,*12.30,3.30 p. m.
Boston for Portland 8 30a. m., 1.00,3.30 p. m.
Nrnrboro and Piue Point 6,i5, 8.40 It. m.,
3.30, 5.45 p. 111. Old Orchard, Snco, Btddeford and Bcnncbnnk 0.15, 8.40 a. no., in.30,
3.30, 5.45 p. ill. Wells Bench 6.15, 8.40 a.in.,
Do3.30 p. ill. North Berwick, Great Falls,
ver,
Exeter, Haverhill. Lawrence and
m.
8.30
12.30,
p.
8.40
a.
in.,
Lowell, 6.15,
Rochester, Farmington and Alton Bay
and
Manchester
3.30
v.
in.,
8.4o a. 111 12.30,
Concord (via Newmarket Junction) 6.16 a.m..
3.30 p. 111.; via Lawrence, 8.40 a. ill.
•The 8.40 a. m. ami 12.30 p. in. connects with
Rail Lines to points West and South; the 12.30
with Sound Lilies fur New York.
Parlor Cars on trams leaving Portland 8,4o a.
and
m. and 12.30 p. m.. and Boston at 8.30 a. m.

Loop.in.
TRAIN*
tor Boston 1.00, 4.15 p.m.; arrive 5.30,8.45 p.m.

EASTERN DIVISION.
For Boston at 2.00 and 19.00 a. m., 11.00 and
16.00 p. ill.
Returning Leave Boston at 7.30
and 9.00 a.m. and 12.30 and 7.ut> p. m. For
Biddcford at 2.00 and 9.00 a. m.. 1.00 and 6.00
a.
p. in. For Portmuouili and !fewbnryp«H
For
2.00 and 0.00 a. in., 1.00 and 6.00 i>. ni.
Anrcsbury y.OOa.m.and 6.00 p.m. For*nlem
and Li us at 2.00 and 9.o0 a. 111., 1.00 and 6.00
PC L LM AN C A Its on above trains.
pm
tThe 9.00 a. ni. and l.oo u. m. trains connect
with Rail Lines to South and West.
tTlie 6.00 p. m. train connects with night tram
for New York.
Through Tickets to all points South and W«st
tor sale at Portland Depot Ticket Ottlces,
ami at 1’niou Ticket OOlee, 40 Exchange
Ntreet.
^ , FLANDERS, Gen. P. & T. A.

JAS. T. FURBER, Gen’l Manager.
ian5

dtt

BRIDGTON & SACO RIVER R. R.
Oct. 5, 1885.
P. M.
A. M.
8.00
Leave Portland (P. & O. it. K.)
4.46
Junction.10.3n
Bridgton
6.4o
Brldgton. arrive.11.86
Leave Bridgton.
?'??
Portland,

Commencing

—

^6.66

arrive...^

J. A. BENNETT, G. T. A.

dtf

oct5_

Portland and Worcester Line.

Portland & Rochester R. R.
ARRANGEMENT OF
___

TRAINS.

On and after UlMdar, Oct. I‘2»
igg£y passenger Trains will leave

fiS-'vn'-Porllnnd

at

7.30

r.

m.,

nud

1.0® p. n»., arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 p. m. and 7.27 p. m. Returning, leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.06 a. m. and 11.16
a. m., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. m. and 6.45
p. in.
For

CliRlou, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,

Nfanhiia, Lowell, Wiiidliuiu and Eppiug
at 7.30 a. in. aiul 4.05 p. iu.
For ITlnacbCMter, C'oucord, and points North
at 1.415 p. iu.
For RochcMter, Npriugvale, Alfred, Waterboro nud Suco River, 7.30 a. ni., 1.05
Returning,
p. ui. and t mixed) at 6.30 p. iu.
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. m.. 11.20 a.
Portland
at
(mixed)
and
3.40
m.,
arriving
m.,
p.
9.40 a. m.. 1.25 p. m. and 5.45 p. m.
For Oorhnm, Hnccnrnppa, Cumberland
171111m, Wewtbrook and Woodford’* at7.30
a. m., 1.05, 6.20, and mfxed at *6.30 p. m.
The 1.05 p. in. from Portland connects auy«
the
Jnuct. with Hoohiic Tnunel Route for
lor
West, and at (Jniou Depot. Worce»ter,
nlI rail,
New Vorkvia Noi wiib liiae aiid
■£.»•«
AN.
via Springfield, ;Uso with N. Y.

(“Steamer Maryland

Route”)(>1, f h,ly drily “j

and1'lu“
j??,.
XiS!br"if*

Baltimore, Wa.hiogton,
With Bodou A Albany R. *•
Close connection made at
(entralR. lt.,
tion with through trains of Maine
with through
at Grand Trunk Transfer. Portland,

a8' points West and South
trThrolhrTi?ke™to
mTv be ftad of S H Hellen. Ticket Agent, Portland & Rochester Depot

2V Exchange St

8t" a“d

UPON

^Attest:
A

A. A. DENNETT, Clerk.
tnu) copy of tlie Libel and Order of Coiut tuereA. A. DENNETT, Clerk,
Attest:

jail

28_____dlaw3wTh

Clairvoyant and Botanic Fhj»iciau»

Medical Rooms 592 Congress St„

Portland, Me

Dr Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
bv the allopathic and homeopathic physicians. 1
will take their case to treat aud cure them. 1 find
about four-flftiis of the cases given up to die can
lie cured. Examination at a instance by letter,
witli tlieir full name aud place of residence and
Examination at the
one 2-eeut stamp and 82.00.
office 81. and consultation free.
«
R.
in.
it.
Horn--lo
Ill.
4,(lice
nOVlOdtf

L'ltfTfTI I
111 I I li

r loiuun
1
i
„..

S>

ISAAC C. ATKIASOA.
OPEN

OF TINIE.

For NEW YORK.

DR. E. B. REED,

COR. PEARL&MIDDLE STS.,PORTLAND,
Write for Cuts of Ranges and Our Contract System

CHANGE

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
1 ier
and Saturdays at 6 p. in. Returning, leave
and
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays

on

ex-

pert s at BATCH ELOR’S Wig Factory,30
East 10th St., N.Y city.

~

Jan 28, lat 3010 N, Ion 72 20, brig J C Noyes,

—

ESTABLISHED JS31.
Bost iu the world.

ship Mt Washington,Cox,

aUllcpiwFeb 8. ship Oakland, Watts, from
Zanzibar for New'York.
Ar at Troon Feb 6. barque byra, Pettmgill, fill
St John, NB. via Dublin.
M
Sid fm Cardiff Feb 8. ship Alex McNeil, Davis,
(from London) for Hong Kong.
Passed I over Feb 7th, ship Conqueror, Frost,
from Hamburg for New York.
Olf Addaii Dec 28, barque bea Gull, Thompson,
Pramnram.
bid fm Rio Janeiro Jan 19, barque Geo Tieat,
do.
Treat, for Barbadoes; bt Cloud, Barstow,
Ar at bantos Dec 28th, sell Isaiah K btetson,
Trask, New York.
PerAt Nassau, NP, Jan 29. bfig Chas Dennis,
toi
ry, from Galvestou for Wilmington, Del, disg
examination.

Importers,

PORTLAND, ME.

NO. 410 FORE ST.,

,,

Foreien Ports.

^At Riidque'pec"29,'

WINES and LIQUORS

,,

—

,,,,

IKFOBTED

Also Ganeral

Stoves, Ranges, Mattresses, Feather Beils,

the

spoken

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 8th, schs Luella A
Snow. Snow, Rockland lor New York; Peter II
Crowell, Crowell, Boothbay fordo; JonaBourne,
Thompson, Salem for do.
Also ar 8tli, barque Vesuvius, Davis, Pensacola

*

Rheumatism, Neural-

_Foot

New

Ar

DR. PORTER’S I The Most Wonderful Family Remedy
known.

..

faculties* make the asseition

-ON-

feblOdtmarl

ygd

|

STEAMERS.

Kmr> of Hnwagr:
Cabin.860 and $80 Return. $60 and $160
I nte rmcdiate$30
Return $00
Return at lowest rates
Steerage.S20
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCE & CO..
of India Street.
dec8dtf

the

Pioneers of Low Prices in Maine

Citvof
Uty 01 Bath

and intermediate

Bartlett

ARRIVALS.
10.40 n. ui., tiom Bartlett and
way stations.
5.eW p. Ui., from Iwnntou, Burlington an
all points on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Sftvt.
October 3,1886.
oc3atf

yog,!.
Rnmford Falls and Rurkfield Railroad
“g
26th February.

I Montreal ~jl3th February.

January-

3MCIEL,

1,

Notice is hereby given that tlie City of Batli will
retire all of the bonds of tlie aforesaid issue on the
first day of March, 1886.
Tlie March coupon will he paid at the office of
the City Treasurer only; ana every coupon must
be presented with the bond to which it belongs,
or the coupon will not be paid.
The bonds will be redeemed in casli at their
face value or exchanged for a long Municipal four
per cent bond at par, at the option of tlie holder.
Interest at six per cent will cease on all bonds
of said issue on March 1, 1886.
Tlie express charges on bonds sent for exchange
will lie borne by tlie City Treasurer.
JAS. W. WAKEFIELD.

Me.

’\WJ±JFL'E1i, Manager.

~%7V. O.

1801:—

FRITZ H. TWITCHELL,
L. W. HOUGHTON,
J. H. KIMBALL,
THOS. W. HYDE,
Bath, Feb. 3,1886.

Toronto

l

Avonmonth

—

fnninnwt

|

STEAMERS.

Liverpool

23d

Rheumatism,

for

—

Oregon
4th February
BKISTOI, SERVICE:
Eor AT.nmo.ih Pock (Direct)._

after being troubled with it for years. In
this, and all other diseases arising from
impure blood, there is no remedy with
which I am acquainted, that affords such
R. H.
relief as Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.
Lawrence, M. D., Baltimore, Md.

lines.
f.oo p. ui.,
stations.

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATES

line.

dominion

30th January..

which baffled the efforts of the
most experienced physicians. Were it
necessary, I could give the names of
many individuals who have been cured
by taking this medicine. In my case it
has worked wonders, relieving rue of

a/fi

^f'cQYLE,

Freight

cases

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
WoosAr at Buenos Ayres Jan G, brig Laliaina,

1

Tence

eo<ltf

febG

FROM

three days, and the vessel was blown off 100
miles. Feb 1, had a gale from NW, with Hurricane force, lasting two hours.
....
Sell May Munroe, before reported lost at sea,
sailed from New York Jan G bound to Barbadoes,
and was dismasted in the hurricane which occur
209
red a few days later. The vessel registered
1884.
tons, was built in 18GG and rebuilt in
for
Portland,
put
Sell S G Hart, from Savannah
Br
into Vineyard-kaven 10th with the crew of
sclir Narcissus, from Baltimore for New Yolk,
abandoned off Barnegat.
Sell Ella M Hawes. Burington, from Darien for
m a dan
Bath, with hard pine, came to anchor
Kenserous position near the Upper Sugar Loaf,
was asuebec river, 9th iiist, in thick vapor, and
s
Huunewell
from
sisted out by Life Station crew

alternately leave FRANKLIN
WHARF
Portland, *t7 o'clock p.m.. and INDIA
m. (Sundays excepted.)
Bostonat6 o’clock p. line
secure a comfortable
Passengers by this
and inconvennight’s rest and avoiu the expense
night.
of« ving in Boston late atvia
the varfcus
York,
New
to
Through Tickets
for sale.
Railroad and Sound Lines
taken as
Jn„ Manager.

LIVERPOOL ROYAL MAIL SERVICE.

237 Middle Street.

excruciating pains. Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
by its action on the blood, relieves this
condition, and restores the joints to good
working order.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla has effected, in our
city, many most remarkable cures, in

CITY
TREMONT and FOREST WHARF,

will

1885-6-WINTER ARRANGEMENTS-1885*6

MERRY, THE HATTER,

Is dry and turns hard, until oil is applied,
after which it moves easily. When the
joints, or hinges, of the body are stiffened

Commencing Monday, Oct. 5, 1885,

until further notice Passenger Trains will
Leave Portland as follows: 9.0© a. m., for
Fabynun, Bethlehem, Lilll*IOB' liHnca*John»tcr, Vl ootUvillp, Montpelier,
bury, Newport, Burlington, Snanton,
Ogdensburg, and all points on connecting

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

the first-class steamers

T
$3.50.
WOLF ROBES
PLUSH LINED WOLF ROBES $5.00.

mar7__dly

Tlie Relief Lightship No 39 has been replaced
ou Pollock Rip Station.

tC

Merry’s Hats

A

4

Ia_

Circassian._

_».«

in.

FALL AND

„„

Our Feathea*

marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeuess. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in caiu).
Royal Baking Powder Co., 16C Wall St., N.Y.
This Powder

March

FARE $1.00

Superior Coatings. Soaaietliing Aew.

Pure*

Absolutely

rep.

Peruvian.
Polynesian.
Caspian.

nov2S_

HATS!

POWDER

TISJ?8D^iV*
4

Sakmatian.

SPRING

peas
@6s lid ;corn, mixed Western, new 4s ivfeu; mess
5s 5d.
Provisions, &c.—Pork,prime Eastern
29s mi
at 51s: bacon at 80s for short clear and
long clear; ctieese 49s for American; lard, pnme
Western at 32s 3a; tallow 26s for American.

_r

Lady (looking for country hoard)—Iliketha
much. Will we be
appearance of ,1hc place very
able to get an early breakfast every morning, Mr.

FINANCIAL AND

ofnnb

1 76 © bush; choice
do 1 oval 60; small
1

The Secret Art of Beauty lies not in cosa
metics, hut is only in pure blood and healthy percan be obformance of the vital functions, which
tained by using Burdock Blood Bitters.

wav,

»,«ih

4..

OUR SPECIALTIES

Jan. 14
21
28
Feb. 11
25

steady

l"g

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON Feb. 10 1886.—The following are today’s quotations ot Provistons, &c.:
Pork—Long cut 13 00@13 25; short cuts 13 00
13 60;baeks 13 26®13 60; light backs 12 50;lean
ends 12 75®13 00; pork tongues at *13@13 26;
9 16
prime mess at 812 00@12 50; extra prime at
®$10 00; mess, old, at 10 76@11 00; do new at
812 00; Western prime mess pork 10 75® 11 76.
Lard at 8%@6%c ^ tb m tierces ;7@7y*c in 10lb pails ;7%@7%c.in 6-lb pails; 7%(&7%c in 3-tb
pans.
Hams 9%®l0c
ib, according to size and
cure; small 10@10%c.|
Dressed hogs, city, oy8c $> lb; country at 5V2c;
Western 5%c: live hogs 4%c.
Butter—Northern creamery, good to choice, 27@
28 ;common to good 20®25c; New York fall made
tiairv 20®22c; Vermont do 20@22c; selections 22
®24c; fair to good at 15(®20c; winter made dairies 15® 18c, as to quality; extra Western fresh
made creamerv 33®34c; good to choice 2o®30c;
Western ladle packed, fresh, 17@20c; do fair to
good at 8® 11c; strictly imitation creamery, extra,
25@28c. Jobbing prices range l@2c higher than
these quotations.
Cheese—Northern extra at 10@10V2e: lower
grades according to quality; Western at 9%@10.
Job lots V2c higher.
Eggs—Neal by nominal 25@26c; Eastern extras
23%c; Southern choice extras 22@22%e: New
York and Vermont 23@23%c; Western fresh 22;

THURSDAY,

is
LIVERPOOL. Feb. 10,1880.-Cottoni market;
sams
dull; uplands 4 15-16d; Orleans at 5> l-16d;
naies.
1000
and
8.000 bales; speculation
export
LIVERPOOL. Feb. 10, 1886.—Winter .Wheat
6s 11 (1^78
steady at 6s 1 ld«7s Id; spring wheat
bs Ja
Id; California average Os 6d@6s8d; club at

Horn Silver. 3|fc0
Bodie.

and Ogdensburg R. R.
ALLAInL line.188C. Portland WINTER
ARRANGEMENT.

Winter Arrangements.
Liverpool and Porllnml Hervice.
From Portland
From Liverpool! qtfaMER
STEAMii.it.
| via Halifax.
via Halifax. I

__

1«

Quicksilver.
do preferred.•.
Homestakc.I.*i

_

son,” replied the old man
S°“Afy hadn’t
been to bed at all.

Stocks.

____

1885.

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON. Feb. 10, 1886.—Consols 100%.
Feb.
LONDON,
10,1886.—H. S. 4Vis, 115.
LONDON, Feb. 10, 1886.—[Beerbohm’s report
to Chamber of CommereceJ Cargoes off the eoasr,
wheat quiet but steady
Cargoes on tne passage
and for shipment, wheat steady; corn firm, ai
but
Liverpool, spot wheat weaker; corn is quiet

6 00

a new theHe believes it is
islands like
of
floating
the
sinking
bv
urbduced
lakes and rivers,
those which now occur on many
Nile.
and which are conspicuous on the Upper
which
These islands are composed chiefly of turf, fossilthe water, becomes
swallowed
up
by
being
ized at the bottom.

father had been lecturing

Mining

[By Telegraph.]

propounded

are

147

NEW YORK, Fel> 10, 1886.—The following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Colorado Coal.23 75

M. Ludovlc Breton has
coal.
ory of the formation of

CI“Are theV not the shades of night, and

34%

.

Wayne..

in,”

backache, rheuAll cases of weak or lame back,
wearing one of
matism, &c„ will find relief by
Belladonna Backache
Carter’s Smart Weed and
Plasters. Price 25 cents.

way

pref.104

Long Island. «6%
Central Pacific lsts.116
Denver 6i R. Gx. lsts.lie
Kansas lsts. Den div.114
Oregon Nav. lsts.112%
Lehigh & Wilkesbarre.109%

myteush.’

A

pref.103%

Erie 2ds

...

the dealer

™

Lake Erie & West. 13
Manhattan Elevated.l*b%
Metropolitan El.
Union Pacific stock
g*%
Central Pacific. 42%
Hannibal & St. Jo.
do Dref erred.
Canton.,.
Central Iowa.

furnished
Young artist (to friend who recenly her
hoy, I
bachelor’s apartments)—“Cnarlle, dear
admire your taste. I see you have a little tiling
of mine there.”
Friend-“Hid you paint that?”
it s from
Artist—‘Yes ; I’m proud to say that fair
quesBy the way, Charlie, ifVs a

falling 'fast ?”

pref.-6»%

do

1st

world

not

,£*[%

do

gent'emaj'S'Kl

purging.

pref... „i/4

Houston & Texas. 32
Kansas & Texas.
Missouri Pacific.l}3
Mobile & ..
Morris & Essex.I3t>
Northern Pacific. *7%

Union Pacific 1st
.llg
do Land Grants .*ou
do Sinking Funds.12*
St Louis & San Frau. 23%
do pref. 46%

by
At a recent lecture delivered in Pbiladelpliia
it.takes
a prominent scientist, the
n
to
tor
matter
a prodigious amount of vegetable
a laver of coal; fcat the present growth of,
an
of
one-eighth
would make a layer oniy
million years
inch thick, and that it would take a
to form a coal bed 100 feet thick.

*te**iss
threw-the picture

3%

U. S. Express.

Gilbert, Fair Haven, Ct.

no

preferred. iY/4
Del. & Hud. Canal.inis/
Del., Lack. & West.“i (f
1st

Wells. Fargo Express. ify..
Louisville Hi .. 41 %
St Paul & Omaha. 40%

tily

griping;

Canada Southern.
Chesapeake & Ohio.

Oregon sNav. 77%
Richmond & Danville.
Adams Express.
American Express.

ferer

Vegctine will give you strength and vitality
withstand the cold of a New England winter.

oo

Line.rjIY
V?,,

do

helping hand to those around them.
That hasty words often rankle In the wound
which injury gives, and that soft words assuage
it; forgiving cures and forgetting takes away the

man,

do pref.
Boston Air
Burlington & Cedar Rapids.

E. Tenn., V. & ..

a

own

St. Paul . 93%
St. Paul preferred.
Union Pacific. "g_,
Western Union Telegraph. Gf'4
Alton & Terre Haute. ,,,,

No 2 Red at 9014c. Corn higher; No 2 Mixed at
34>4@34V4C. Oats firm; No 2 Mixed at 28VSs(g
28%c. Lard 5 90S5 95.
Receipts—Flour. 2.000 bbls;'. wheat, 14.000 bu,
corn. 42,000 bush; oats, 25,000 bush; rye, ,ouu
bush barley, 2,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour,6,000 bbls; wheat 10.000bu,
com, so.ooo'bush; oats 4,000 bush ;rye, 0,000 bu,
*
barley, 10,000 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, Feb. 10,1886,-Cotton easy;
middling 8 9-loc.
MOBILE, Feb. 10, T880.—Cotton is easy ; middlijg 8%c.
SAVANNAH, Feb. 10, 1880.-Cotton is quiet;
middling 8 9-16c.
CHARLESTON, Feb. 10, 1886.—Cotton quiet;
middling 8% c.
MEMPHIS, Feb. 10,1880.—Cotton quiet; middling 8%c.

RAII.KOADM.

WTEANIEBIS.

MINCE ULAN EO US.

MI8CELLANEOCI.

Cored without the

u««

of Ibe

•»“»*«■•
WILLIAM KEE1) (M.
d Harvard, 18J2.) and ROBERT
IM. REED (M. D., Harvard. 1876.)
| Evan-

llou-e. 175 Trcmonl
sit., Uo-ion, treat FIMTUI. %,
PILE8 and A I.E DIMEAMEM
OF THE RECTUM without
Keferfrom business.
send for pamphlet.
given.
Office Hours—11 a. m. to 4 p. m.

lift I'U'tdetention

i IF 11 li V'lenee
11 1 Fill
A

aLaJUM|(except Sundays).

febl2

sodly

WHAT IS DYSPEPSIA?
the many

Among

of Dyspepsia

op

symptoms

indigestion,

the most prominent are: Variable appetite; faint, gnawing
feeling at pit of the stomach,
with unsatisfied craving for

food; heartburn, feeling of

weight and wind

in the stom-

ach, bad breath, bad taste in
the mouth, low spirits, general
prostration, headache, and
constipation. There is no form
of disease more prevalent than
Dyspepsia, and none so pecul-

high-living and rappeople.
and tobacco produce

iar to the

id-eating American
Alcohol

Dyspepsia; also, bad air, etc.
BURDOCK BLOOD
worst
BITTERS, will cure the

bowels
case, by regulating the
and toning up the digestive

organs.

Sold everywhere.

THE]

PERSONAL.

PEESB.

Mr. John E. Dow is confined to his home

11.
THURSDAY MORNING, FEB.

vith illness.

Major Dickey of Fort Kent is a guest at
he Perry House.
Hon. E. K. O’Brien of Thomaston is in
own, at the Falmouth Hotel.
Rev. Dr. Small and Rev. A. T. Dunn of
;his city attended the dedication of the new
Baptist church in South Paris yesterday.
Col. Lynch of this city visited Biddeford
ind inspected the Biddeford Light Infantry

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

*eVv

to-bav.

advebt*«m*™
amusements.

Portland Theatre—Nordeck
Stockbridge Course—City Jlall.
SEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Surab Silks—Mtllett & Little.
M. C. M. Association.
Owen, Moore & Co.—Special Sales.
Wanted—Boy.
Fireman's Fund Insurance Company.
For Sale—Bears.
Four Special Bargains—Bines Brothers.
Sleighs—Z. Thompson, Jr.
Holyoke Mutual Fire Insurance Co.

Mr. George P. Phenix of this city, a member of the senior class of Colby University,
will be assistant teacher at Hebron Academy

the presont term.
IV. R. Smith, Chicago; A. A. Plaisted and
family, Waterville; E. Stanford, Sussex,
England: F. L. Deming, St. Louis; L. L.
Crawford, New York; A. G. Walton, Boston ; F. H. Twitchell, Bath, were at the Falmouth Hotel last night.
Mr. George H. Strout, son of Charles B.
Strout, deputy surveyor of this port, was
yesterday awarded the Herald gold medal in
the'Chauncy street school of Boston. This
is quite a distinguished honor for a Portland
boy as the school is one of high rank.

WINSLOWS
lUotken..—MBS.
SOOTHING SYRUP should always beused when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep by
relieving the child from pain, and the little cherub
awakes as “bright as a button.” It is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the
the
gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates
bowels, and is the best known remedy for diarrhoea. whether arising from teething or other
causes
Twenty-five cents a bottle.
Advice

to

SM&W&wly

Junto

Senator G. W. Plunkitt, of New Y’ork, was
a sufferer for six years from dumb ague and fever.
He was completely cured by taking live BranOne or two
dretli Pills every night for a week.
taken every night are perfectly safe for old or
FebSd&wlw
young, male or female.

Old citizens will remember

State

the Cunard steamer Aurania. They are on
a business trip and will visit the cities of
Manchester and Nottingham, the centre of
lace manufacturing, and also will go to Paris
and Berlin returning to Portland about the

DISTRICT COURT.

Wednesday—United States by indictment vs.
Daniel Friel. For exercising and carrying on the
business and trade of a retail liquor dealer withVerout paving the special tax required by law.
dict guilty. Sentenced to pay a fine of $100 and
commissioner
and before the
costs
before the
court, and 30 days imprisonment in Portland jail.
Geo. E. Bird for government.
Thomas L. Talbot for Daniel Friel.

first of

BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Wednesday—James Owen, intoxication; sec-

ond offence; 90 days in the county jail.
Edwin M. Shaw and Mary J. Shaw, search

and
seizure; Mary discharged; Edwin fined $100 and
costs; appealed.
Jerry O’Sliey, search and seizure: fined $100
and costs; appealed.
John Howley, search and seizure; $100 and
costs and six mouths In county jalj; appealed.

lector Anderson had supposed that in case
of any accident happening to himself, or his
absence from the city, that the deputy collector could fulfill the duties of the office.
When he ascertained this was not so and
that the vacancy created by Mr. Moulton’s
leath must be immediately filled in order to

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

prevent grave disarrangement of the affairs

The “Stag Club” have given Veterinary
Surgeon Maxwell a gold-headed eane.

government, ne proceeded to nil tne
position in a manner that will commend itself
:o all acquainted with its important duties,
ind, in accordance with the principles of
n me

Mr. YV. E. Gould will lecture on “Artisan
and Artist,” in the free Mechanics course

this evening.
The Samaritan Association will meet this
afternoon with Mrs. Frank Lovcitt, No. 1G

[■ivil service reform,by the promotion of Deputy Collector Smith. This promotion of Mr.
Smith’s is all the more llattering as it supplements tlie high compliment paid to him
by Hon. T.B. Reed in Congress in the matter
of the claims of Geo. S. Hunt & Co., and
Phinney & Jackson.
Mr. Smith was first appointed to a position
in the customs service by lion. Jedediah
Jewett, April 1,1861, as a weigher and gaugIn September, 1863 he was promoted to
er.
Deputy Collector by Hon. Israel Washburn
and|reeeived continuous appointments by

YVilmot street.
were

on

public buildings and the shipyesterday, for Gen.

at half-mast

Hancock.
The Bowdoin Bugle, which will soon be
published, will contain a heliotype of the

college gymnasium.
The steamer Polynesian, of the Allan line,
left Halifax for this port yesterday forenoon
and is due here today.
There are 40 patients at the Greeley Hospinew

him

tal, and the institution is said to be in first-

meeting of the Women’s
Christian Temperance Union will occur on
Friday', at 2.30 p. m., at temperance headquarters, 51$ Exchange street.
The third entertainment in the course at
Woodford’s will be a lecture by Dr. Crandall on Friday evening, Feb.1 12, on the “Geputting

number of years, has found the business
of his office required his entire attention.
His many friends wish him long continued

a

years of usefulness and congratulate him on
his promotion.

There

good

con-

cles on Dale, beside excellent refreshments,
and a capital musical entertainment will be
provided nightly. The programme for tonight will consist of a vocal solo by Mrs.
Pratt, the well-known contralto, Mr. Watts,
baritone, and Mr. Houghton, tenor, with

]

I

Miss Willey for accompanist. A solo will
be given on the accordion by Master Harry
Pettengill, and readings by Mrs. Montgomery and Miss Susie May Merrill.

Chautauqa Circle.
The Willis Chautauqua Circle met on
Monday evening with Miss Helen C. Clark,
Carleton street. The exercises began with
the roll call, the responses consisting of old
saws and trite sayings.
Mr. George A.
Willis

Her early history has been overshadowed by her connection with Massachusetts. One would infer from the statement
made above that Maine was a part of Massachusetts from her earliest settlement until
1820. No notice is taken of the facts that
settlements were made on the coast of Maine
prior to that of the Pilgrims at Plymouth,

Cushman read an interesting paper on “Garibaldi.” Mr. W. II. Chapman received the
close attention of the circle while he talked
upon “Electricity,” and performed a large
number of experiments illustrative of the
topics discussed in the Chautauquan.
A carefully prepared character sketch of

century sne Had an independent existence under various charters,
and that while Massachusetts attempted to
extend her jurisdiction over the territory in
a

Robert

of the Maine His-

and must result in writing anew the history
of its settlement. Mr. James P. Baxter, who
has been appointed editor of the fourth volume of the documentary series of the Society, is now in London prosecuting 'liis researches in the Records office and the British Museum, and has collected from private

57 male and 17 female cabin passengers,
and 148 male and 78 female steerage passengers. There were 195 passengers other than
immigrants, of which number Canada furnished 67 males and 54 females; England 36
males and 9 females, and Scotland 21 males
and 8 females. There were 105
immigrants,
of which 81 were males and 24 females. Of
this number 51 were laborers, 41 had no occupation, and the other 13 were

clerks, bookbinders,
tinsmiths and tailors.

coopers,

quet in Washington, Wednesday next.
Among the guests the lollowing names appear: Rev. D. R. Goodwin, D. D., of Philadelphia, ex-Secretary McCulloch, Hon. Thos.
B. Reed, Gen. Johu Marshall Brown, Hon.
W. W. Rice, Hon. W. P. Frye, Col. J. H.
Gilman, U. S. A., Rev. Dr. Packard of Alexandria. Rev. Dr. Sewall of Bangor,
Rev. Dr. Southgate of Annapolis, Rev. S. M.
Newman.
Over twenty special sales will be made at
Owen, Moore & Co.'s to-day. Read what
they have advertised for their sales.

irom

Mr. Andrews formed a copartnership with
Mr. John T. Gilman, a machinist from New
Hampshire, and they continued in business
until 1834.
A cotton mill was erected in 1837, on the
present site of W. K. Dana & Co.’s bagging
nills, for the manufacture of thread. These
were the only mills in the village until about
1861.
Shortly after the dissolution between
Messrs. Andrews <fc Gilman,ithe litter went
;o Bath, and in 1861 he became editor of the
Portland Daily Pbess.
Mr. Andrews became a patron of the
M(ess at its starting, and has continued to
■eceive it regularly ever since, by advance
He exhibits with much
ninual payment.
iride and satisfaction copies of the first
the
ssue.
During
past twenty-five years he
^ las been engaged in the sale of clothing
nd dry goods, and has occupied the store on
j he corner of Maine and Bridge streets for
( wenty-two consecutive years.
Mr. L. VV. Edwards, another of our enterhas occupied the store ad1 rising citizens,
the same number of
^ xining° Mr. Andrewsif there
are any other
is
doubtful
It
ears
1 usiness men in the village, who have held
so many years without change.
t heir

j

quarters

fanners,
stationers,

Bowdoin Boys in Washington.
The Bowdoin men will have an annual ban-

selection

Saccarappa in Early Days.
Mr. J. R. Andrews, now nearly 75 years of
ige, came to this village in 1832, and engaged
At that
in the manufacture of machinery.
Lime there were a large number of saw mills
xn I’resumpscot river.
The name of Babb
was frequent among the inhabitants, and the
place became associated witli “Babbs and
Slabs.” The first cotton mill was put in operation shortly after Mr. Andrews located in
the village. Mr. Henry Smith was the agent.

A Survivor of the Isadore.
George L. Goodwin, of this city, says
that the recent casting ashore of the wreck
of the barque Isadore at Kennebunk reminds
him of the near chance he had of being in
that ill-fated vessel, which w-ent down with
all on board in November, 1842. ne was
then a lad, in whom a craze for the sea was

were

s

paintings of the French masters, felt only
too keenly their ignorance and must welcome this opportunity for acquiring through
Miss Crocker’s lectures something more of
icquaintance, if not of familiarity, witli the
school of today in which so many of our
countrymen, even our own citizens arc studvj
ing. These lectures will he given at halfTickpast four ou Thursdays in February.
ets may be obtained at Stubb’s art gallery
xr at the school rooms, 148 Spring street.

Mr.

The number of passengers w-hich arrived
at this port for the last quarter was 300, of
which 205 were males and 95 females. There

iicni's

Art” in Miss Wolliaupter’s school rooms.
Many who heard Mr. Dickinson’s recent
lecture in City Hall, seeing his copies of the

correspondence many interesting facts connected with our early history.
The papers
he is having copied will present a continuous documentary history of Maine such as
has never before been gathered. When this is
published we shall have the materials for a
popular history of our State which will
place it in its true relations to Massachusetts, and be a work of rare interest.”

Passenger Statement.

read by Miss Kincaid,

Modern French Painters.
This afternoon, Miss Sallie Crocker gives
the first of her three lectures on “French

in regard to the early history of Maine, and
the work is still prosecuted by its members,

vivors of the wreck.

ouwaru

was

Harriet Beecher Stowe, was thoroughly appreciated by all. The meeting adjourned at
the usual hour, hut the company remained
for a time to enjoy the Roman game.

torical Society have brought out many facts

the spot where she was launched, and Mr.
Goodwin feels himself to be one of the sur-

Browning

aim jar.

1661, and purchased a portion of it for £1,250 in 1677, it was not wholly merged in
Massachusetts until after the revolution of

just developing, and he had obtained a prom;
ise to be taken on hoard the Isadore, on this
first and last trip, if his parents were willing.
Fortunately for him they objected. -There
on
board the
were several shipmasters
barque w'hen she was lost, but not a single
life was saved. Now, after lying over fortythree years in the depths of the sea, the hull
of the vessel is thrown asfiore not far from

posi-

supper will be served both evenings. There
will be plenty of useful and ornamental arti-

of Maine.

investigations

vacancy in the

to-morrow, should be well patronized. It is unnecessary to set forth the claims of the society at length. They are well known in this
city where they have done such good w’ork.
Business men can get an excellent dinner today, from 12 m. to 2 p. m., at the hall, and

Transcript says: “In an article on
Maine, in Chambers’ Encyclopedia, we read
that “Maine was settled in 1G21, and was a
part of Massachusetts until 1820.” This is of
a piece with the general view of the history

The

a

Washington Fair.
Tlie fair at Reception Hall, given by the
Martha Washington Association, to-day and

The

1688.

remains

The Martha

Maine and Massachusetts.

tnat lor nan

now

tion of deputy collector.

finally

safe to presume the animal was in
ditiou when he was shipped.

by

a

thousand tons of ice into their ice house, i8
inches thick, cut from Forbes’ Pond, at Morrill’s Corner; this pond is fed by springs and
the water is very pure.
There was a pleasant red, white and blue
tea party in the vestry of the Pine street
church last evening, about one hundred being in attendance. The name is taken from
the colors of the costumes of the waiters.
Yesterday afternoon, as workmen were engaged in removing a big broken limb from
a tree in the yard next to the premises of
Mr. George R. Davis, the limb cracked and
fell against the house of Mr. Davis, occasioning considerable trouble before it was
removed.
In a car-load of cattle that arrived from
Canada for shipment to England, one of the
animals, a valuable bull, was found to have
his feet so badly frozen that he was ordered
killed.
The car in which he made the journey to this city was an open cattle car. It is

his terms of office as well as

all these years he has acted as assistant
cashier, Deputy Collector Moulton having
been the cashier, and the two deputies dividing the duties by mutual arrangement. Mr.
Smith is a Republican, wholormerly took active interest in political affairs, but who, for

nius

are

through

Hon. Lot M. Morrill, Hon. Fred N. Dow,
and now by Hon. S. J. Anderson.
During

class order.
The February

of Ancestry.”
Clark Brothers, Woodford’s,

April.

A Deserved Promotion.
Yesterday morning Collector Anderson appointed and commissioned Deputy Collector
Lewis B. Smith, as special deputy collector
of customs, and acting disbursing agent in
case»of the death, absence, or disability of
the collector. This is the position occupied
Colby the late Deputy Collector Moulton.

MUNICIPAL COURT.

The flags

the um-

Mr. B. M. Eastman of the firm of Eastman
Brothers and Bancroft, and Mr. Willis
Chenery, of the firm of Chenery & Co., sail
from New York for Liverpool Saturday on

BKFOKK .JUDGE WEBB.

ping

Tripp,

brella-mender, who was for years a local celebrity. The old man died at his daughter’s
house in Cape Elizabeth, yesterday morning,
of a bronchial difficulty, aged eighty years.
It is said that Tripp was of Indian descent.

If you are tired taking the large old-fashioned
griping pills, try Carter’s Little Liver Pills and
take some comfort. A man can’t stand everyFebbtl&wlw
thing. One pill a dose.
U. S

evening.

iast

The Cadets’

Trip.

The Portland Cadets, aware that they
;oing to visit one of the crack companies in
Iaverhill, are drilling every night, and are

are

i

to
] letermined
I
will

give one of their best drills.
take a number of invited guests
vitli them and will have a
very pleasant
1 ime.
The Haverhill Gazette
says of the
isit:
Tile concei t and ball of the Citv Guard to he
j eld in City Hall next Monday eVeuhm
comnlinentary to the Portland Cadets of
.ill be the greatest military event that has’beeii
witnessed m this city for years. The Portland
< ladet corps Is one of the finest in Maine, where It
olds a similar position to the First and Second
( orps of this State.
They are assigned to do all
lie escort duty on slate occasions, and are one of
t lie best drilled and uniformed companies In the
Both it and our local company will give
* ountrv.
xhibitions of their military ability next Monday

hey

Portland0 life

!

c

veniug.

AND

SWEDEN

THE SWEDES.

Lecture by Hon. W. W. Thomas, Jr.,
at City Hall.

During the course of his illustrious sorvices to the government as Minister to Norway
and Sweden, Hon. W. W. Thomas, Jr.,
brought into personal contact with all classes
of the people of that country and acquired
was

intimate knowledge of their character

an

and habits, and of the land in which they
live. Upon the earnest invitation of the
members of the Lutheran Church, Mr.
Thomas consented to deliver a lecture upon
“Sweden and the Swedes,” in aid of that
church, and City Hall was crowded last
with an audience.composed of many

evening

of the best people of Portland who listened
with pleasure to the ex-minister’s graphic
descriptions of the Swedes and
and

eloquent

their country.
Previous to the

lecture, Chandler’s orchesgave a concert, the programme being
rendered with the accustomed skill for
which the orchestra is noted. The speaker’s
desk was draped with the flags of Norway
and Sweden and the United States.
As Mr. Thomas ascended the platform,
accompanied by Rev. George Rygb, pastor of
the Lutheran church, he was greeted witli
applause which was frequently renewed during and at the close of his remarks. In introducing the lecturer, Mr. Rygh said that it

smith
James C. Dill of Hanover, to Jeremiah
land ; $111.
M. F. Lovell to J. E. Smith, land; $110.
Portland—Preble Tucker of New York, to
Augustus G. Sclilotterbeek, land; $1.
ffeien M. Johnson to Daniel Alien, land and
buildings; $1 and considerations.
Harpswell—David Orr to Alexander Totman,
one-half of part of house; $30.
,,
Stephen Orr to Alexander Totman, half offarrn.
*
$660.
Bridgton—Alexander Stephenson to Edward M.
Berry,land and other considerations.
Gorham—Augustus A. Fairbanks to Edwin G.
Cressey, land; $225.
Freeport—Clarissa Dunham et al. to Norman P.
Soule, land; $2,500.
Windham—Albert YV. Manchester of Casco, to
Jennie L. Smith, laud and buildings: $150.
Saecarappa—Joseph H. Collins of YVestbrook.
et al.. to Caroline Fortin of Westbrook, land and
buildings; *076.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

tra

hardly

was

necessary

to

introduce Mr.

Thomas to

a Portland audience.
Although
American, he is regarded as a fellowcountryman by the Scandinavians, and it
an

gave him pleasure to introduce that Scandlnavian-American, Hon. W. IV. Thomas, Jr.
Mr. Thomas then delivered his lecture, of

which tlie following is an abstract, retaining
his hearers’ closest attention until the close:
In the extreme North of Europe lies a
most interesting country—the Peninsula of
Scandinavia. It lies in a somewhat remote
and isolated position. Its eastern coast is
washed by the
Baltic and the Gulf of
Bothnia. To the west the billows of the
North Sea and the Atlantic beat upon its
rocky cliffs, while northward its rugged

headlands break the onset of the Polar Sea.
True! Scandinavia is joined to the mainland of Europe by Arctic Finland, but no
civilized man ever thinks of traveling by
that route.

Everybody

approaches

Scandinavia by

sea, and practically this country is a great
island in the northern waters.
But the
north land is not only isolated by the ocean,
its high northern latitude also renders it
remote. It lies far north of our own northern
State of Maine.
The extreme southern point of Scadinavia
is 800 miles north of the parallel of our good
city of Portland, and its north cape juts out
to within 19 degrees of the North Pole. The
Scandinavian peninsula contains nearly
300,000 square miles of territory, and in size
is
me largest country ot nurope, itussia

alone excepted.

barren west coast of Scandinavia
is
The lower and more fertile east,
Sweden. These two sister kingdoms form
the Scandinavian peninsula. They lie side
by side, running north and south together,
Sweden being the larger of the two ana occupying about three-fifths of the territory. So
lie the most northern civilized countries of

lofty
Norway.

The

globe.
It is only in the South of Sweden
finds level plains and a broad open
our

that one
expanse
The great central
of good farming land.
portion of Sweden is a broken country of hill
and dale interspersed with numerous rivers
and lakes, and covered for the most part
with a great black forest, where roams the
elk, and prpwls the bear To the north the
country rises into a vast elevated table-land
or field, treeles, rocky and barren, covered
with snow, clogged witli glaciers, swept by
the storm, uninhabitable save by scattered
bands of Lapp savages, who, with their
herds of reindeer roam these dreary wastes.
In traveling in Scandinavia the fact that
you are in the high north is ever present
with you. The snow covered fjelds, the chill
that comes over you whenever yoli step into
the shade, the sun running low by day and
the North Star
twinkling almost over
your head by night, all speak to you of the
far north.
The speaker gave a graphic aocount of n
journey through Sweden, portraying in vivid
colors the bold rocky scenery of the Northland, May poles on the village green, about
which the peasants, in their bright costumes,
dance and sing, through the short luminous
night of midsummer, the village market
with its quaint sights, and a bridal procession marching along the rose embowered
highway to the village church.
ltye, oats and barley are the principal
crops though in hard seasons straw and the
inner bark of trees are sometimes ground up
and mixed with the rye flour, that makes
the Norseman’s bread.
No race on the globe is more kind, courteous and hospitable than the Swedish.
You
are warmly welcomed to their homes and
firesides and made to forget that you are a
“stranger in a strange land.” The Swedes
religiously observe all their holidays but
their greatest festival is Christmas. Then
every family enjoys a pleasant feast and the
games of Yule-tide, and in every house in the
kingdom stands the Christmas tree, with
ribbons fluttering from its branches, and
wax tapers burning brightly from the tip of
every bough.
The specaker gave a glowing recital of
the great names which adorn the annals of
Swedish history.
He spoke of Gustavus
Vasa, the Washington of Sweden: of Gustavus Adolphus, the lion of the North, the
hero of the thirty years’ war: of Charles
XII., the madman of Europe, who, a stripling of 19, with a little band of 8,000 Swedes,

chill November morning, conquered
and captured 40,000 Russians, behind entrenchments at Narva.
The present monarch, Oscar II., the Christian gentleman, oocupies a worthy place
among the great and good kings'of the
on

a

Northland.
Mr. Thomas

made mention of hosts of
in Swedish history, commenting especially upon Swedenborg, Linnseus
and Berzelius, and closed with a brilliant

great

ENTERTAINMENT.
The entertainment given by Unity Lodge last
evening was a great success. There was a full
house, every number was well given and wrell received. Mr. Bichards proved himself au excellent
character reader, his selections wore in good
taste and not exaggerated.
For encores the
Schuberts sang “The Huntsman,” and the Quartet the song “When the leaves begin to turn,”
Mr. Stockbridge a delightful ballad, and Mr.
Bichards read “Home from Boarding School” and
"Jonathan, Joseph, Jeremiah.” The committee
of arrangements was Messrs. H. P. Ayer, P. K.
Aliff, G. H. Davis, E. A. Whitney, and M. A.
Holden. The following was the programme:
Concerto for Organ.Sink
5Ir. E. C. Farnsworth.
Quartet—“Hunter’s Song”.Smart
Mrs. Young, Miss Bice, Messrs. Stockbridge
and Duncan.
Humorous Character Delineation.
Prof. Bichards.
Quar tet—“The Tar's Song”.Hatton
Schubert Quartet.
UNITY LODGE

Song—"Open

the Lattice”.Gregli
Mr. Stockbridge.

Trio—“Break, Break, Break”.Anderton
Mrs. Young, Messrs. Stockbridge and Duncan.
"Josiab Allen’s Visit to his Boys in the City”.
a

j
Soug.-K
l

Prof. Bichards.
“When First X Heard Y'ou

SingJJ

J

^

„j jjave Something Sweet to
Tell Y'ou”.Fanning

Mrs. Young.
Quartet—“The Letter”.Hatton

Schubert Quartet.
Song—"Don’t Forget Me”.Pinsutl
Mr. Duncan.
Recitation—'“Courtship of John and Bailie”.
Prof. Richards.

Quartet—“Madrigal”.Sullivan
Mrs. Young, Miss Bice, Messrs. Stockbridge

and Duncan.
Duet—“Good-bye, Ye Flow’rets Fair,”.F. Abt
Mrs. Young and Miss Bice.
Quartet—“The Star of Love”.Buck
Schubert Quartet.
CHESTNUT STREET ENTERTAINMENT.

The following programme of the concert, to be
given at Chestnut street church tonight, was
handed to us Tuesday with the special request
that it should not be published until this morning:
V/UaALCL*—

UU*C UI

opuujj

A lillC

.TIUUJM.IIUII111

Duet—“Flow Gently Deva”.Parry
Messrs. Stockbridge and Coyle.
Song—"The Two Grenadiers”.Schumann
Mr. Coyle.
Quartet—“Jack and Jill”.Caldicot
Song—“The Love that Came Too Late”.Tosti

country, America.
josepn Ilsley.
To the Editor of the Press:
Your obituary notice of Mr. Joseph Ilsley
is mainly correct, except it does not go back
far enough. His first service after leaving
school was in the book store#f Isaac Adams,
to whom he was much indebted for his success in life. Mr. Adams was bom in Byfield,

Massachusetts, was a graduate of DartCollege in the class of 1790, came to
Portland, and took charge of a public school
mouth

Special Sales lor Thursday.
including desirable sizes, Ladies’ Linen Collars, 3 cents each.
Five hundred pieces Irish Crochet Trimming, twelve yards in each, at 12 cents piece, or
only one cent per yard.
King’s Skirt Trimming, six inches wide, with Lace Edging, 25 cents a yard.
Remnants Allover Embroidery, 1-8 yard pieces, for 25 cents.
Boys’ Colored Border Scotch Twilled Linen Finished Handkerchiefs, 4 cents each.
Ladles’ Wide Hemstitched Linen Handkerchiefs, 10 cents each.
Ladies’ All Wool Union Suits, small sizes, just half price.
Infants’ 3-4 Black Cashmere Hose, 25 cents, regular 50 cent quality.
Children’s sizes, 25 cents.
Hen’s finished Merino Hose 12 1-2 cents.
'Electric Gossamers, with re-inforced shoulders, entirely new thing, $1.35.
Children’s Lace Collars 10 cents.
Ladies’ Brown, Black and Navy Blue Jerseys 80 cents.
Infants’ Short Dresses marked down to 25, 50 and 75 cents, slightly soiled but really worth
double these prices.
Nainsooks 8 cents.
French Flannel 25 cents.
Cretonnes 12 1-2 cents.
Lockwood Cotton 7 cents.
Silesias 12 cents.
Cambrics 5 cents.
One Lot,

Felting

in 1797.

In 1802 he opened a book store in
Exchange street in a two-story wooden store
that stood on the east corner of Exchange
and Milk streets. In 1805 Mr. Adams bought
the Portland Gazette establishment, then the
leading newspaper of the Federal party in
the District of Maine, and conducted the
editorial department with vigor and intelligence, as the files show, through those exciting years of non-intercourse and embaigo,
until he sold out to Arthur Shirley in September, 1808.
Mr. Adams represented the town in the
General Court of Massachusetts eight consecutive years, from 1808 to 1815, and again
in 1817 and 1818. He also served the town
seven other years in the Legislature of

Tidies 25 cents.

Fancy

Maine—in all 17 years, making a longer term
of service than any citizen of the town ever
enjoyed. He was also one of the selectmen
of the town 13 years, during most of which
period he was chairman of the board, and
the principal executive officer and foremost
citizen of the town. Sir. Adams was chairman of the selectmen when Gen. Lafayette
visited the town in 1825, and with the others
rode out to the milepost to meet him in the
only public hack in town, the roof of which
was so low that Mr. Adams, who was a very
tall man, could not wear his hat. I stood on
the wheel of this carriage and heard Stephea
Longfellow’s welcoming speech, and the
General’s reply, which was delivered in good

English.

In 1825 Mr. Adams was chosen the first
bf the Merchants’ Bank, and continued in that office until his death in 1834,
at the age of 60 years. He had no superior
as a useful citizen.
Mr. Ilsley was several years with Mr.
Adams, and always had the confidence of
his employer, and when Mr. Adams died,
being a bachelor, he made Mr. Ilsley his heir
to a generous sum. Stephen Patten took
the book store in about 1825, and Mr. Adams
assisted Mr. Ilsley to obtain a clerkship
(there were no tellers in Portland banks
then) in the revived Maine Bank, of which
Albert Newhall was president, and Joseph
Swift cashier. Mr. Ilsley’s “pension agency”
was in paying the Revolutionary pensioners,
W. G.
which were the only ones then.
February 9.

president

Lodge of Perfection.
At the annual meeting of Yates Lodge of
Perfection, A. A. S. R., held at Masonic Hall
on Monday evening, the following officers
were elected for the ensuing year:
Yates

P. G. Grand Master—Albro E. Chase.
Deputy Grand Master—Geo. E. Raymond.
Senior Grand Warden—Samuel F. Bearce.
•Junior Grand Warden—John H. Russell.
Grand Orator—C. J. Farrington.
Treasurer—Wm: O. Fox.
Secretary—John S. Russell.
M. of C.—Wm. S. Corey.
C. of G.—Martin A. Dillingham.
Bank

Maine Savings
At the annual meeting of the Maine Savings Bank, held at their banking room at 3
o’clock p. m., yesterday, the following were
elected officers:
President—Samuel Rolfe.
Vice President—Charles Fobes.
Secretary aud Treasurer—Alphens G. Rogers.
Trustees—Samuel Rolfe. Charles Fobes, Wm. E.
Gould, Daniel W. True. Rufus Cushman. Mark r.
Emery, Wm. G. Davis, Eben Corey, Alphens 0.
First Clerk—Daniel Brazier.

SALE-Sleighs
bargain,
P. FULLER & CO’S- 432 Fore St.
FOR
at

FOR

Special Bargains!

FOR SAFE.

each day during their

TANNER A", in (li st-class order,
witli old established Belting and Supply
trade, a safe and profitable investment. Only reason for selling, to close an estate.

G R BAT

SAUK OR TO UKT—House No. 259

HOBBS.

STKAM

J. W. BEATTY & CO.,
novl4

UKT—A convenient lower rent of six
rooms, at No. C7 Hanover St. Apply to
9-1
WM. M. MARKS, 97% Exchange St.

To Fet.
No. 41 Free St., recently occupied by
W. A. Taylor, Free St. Market. Apply to
febOdtf
ANDREW MULNIX, 109 Centre St.
WANTED.

W

cents.

into a nice spring suit, overcoat
pants, at a reasonable price, to go to FRED W. GROSSTUCK,
266
Middle
St.10-1
Tailor,
or

I L K S.

I^S

D—Situation by an English servant
waitress in a private family; firstclass cook furnished, and girls for general housework. Apply toMRS. PALMER, 228>/a Middle St.,
A first-class employover M. G. Palmer's store.
ment office.
_9-1

M illett~& little.

_d3t

FIREMAN S FUND

Company,

Statement December 31, 1885.
Cash Capital, luUy paid
Funds Reserved to
meet all liabilities—

in.$750,000.00

ut

1886.

$23,000,089.53

Kink,

Guarantee Capital.. .$400,966,69

smilUBl OF ASSETS.

$620,402.09

..$

Income of the Company in 1885.
Net Fire Premiums..$662,864.30
Marine Premiums.... 188,781.79

Real Estate.$ 30,000.00
Bank Stock. 100,438.26
Mortgages and Deeds of Trust. 63,800.00
United States Bonds. 49,660.00
State, County, City, and other Bonds. 199,027.60
Railroad Bonds and Stock. 204,266.00
Notes Receivable.
3,000.00
Sundries. Interest Accrued, etc.
6,877.22
Cash on Hand.
6,068.30
Balance in Agents’ Hands, net.
642.62

$662,769.89

$842,646.09
64,871.70
Interest, Rents, etc.

AGENTS, THOMAS II. RILEY, Brunswick,

7.79

JOSEPH H. WEBSTER, Portland, Me.

$907,51

—AND—

dlaw3wTh

febll

Losses Paid.$442,211.70
Dividends.
90,000.00
All other Expenditures..
297,898.31

$830,1 10.01

A Few Sleighs Left
—

—

AWFUL CHEAP,
to

close them out.

Call and see them at

811,973

1,160,017.
1,239,916.

1880.
1881.
1882.
1883.
1884.

850,816
870,433
1,322,425.
944,650
1,473,026
«
974,617
1,620,894.
«
1886. 1,625,197. 1,004,795
Losses Paid Since Organization over $6,000,000
D. J. STAPLES, President.
ALPHEUS BULL, Vice President.
WILLIAM J. DUTTON. Secretary.
CHARLES W. KELLOGG.
Manager Eastern Department, Boston.

Z. THOMPSON, Jr’s,
,,,

febll

Union Street.

who wants his
or
or cleansed to
a
new,
price, to go to
0-1
FRED W. GROSSTUCK. 266 Middle St.
off

buy §1,000 cast
clothing
WANTED—To
furniture, &c., of all kinds. Highest cash
call
address
MR. S.
or
immediately,
price paid;
LEVY,.97 Middle St., Portland, Me.9-1

entertainment by
young people
Chnrch, Wednesday evening, Feb.
served at 6.30.

to work in a retail grocery
Address Y..
Tills Office.11-1

boy
WANTED.—A
store, age from 14 to 17 years.

weeks

SATE.—Two young bears,
be t aken at any
FOR
old, drink milk freely and
time. C. B,
27 Preble St.11-1

19 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET,

SPECIAL

two

can

DALTON,

M. C. M. ASSOCIATION.
of the

Building,

Library Room,

Nausea, DrowsiBad Taste in the
Mouth, Coated Tongne,
Pain in the Side, &c.

on

EVENING, Feb. 18th. at 7.30 o'clock, to
consider the question of making important
changes in the building. A full attendance is desired. Per order,
H. B. SWIFT, Secretary.
feblldtd
DAY

ness.

Maine Charita-

Adjourned Meeting
Mechanic Association will be held in the
AN ble
THURSMechanic

LADIES’ GLOVES!
We liave tried l’or many years to
offer Ladies of Portland better
and better Gloves each year for
the prices paid. The present week
we will sell so much better values
than last year every purchaser
will be astonished.

$2.00 Four Button Kids

$1.25

$1.50 Four and Five Button Kids 1.00
$1.00 Five Button Embroidered Kids 69e
70c
$1.25 7 Hook Lace Kids
$1.00 Long Wrist Mousquetaire Kids 59e
The qualities of these will surprise any good judge of Kid

feb9d3»_

SLEIGHS.
A perfect GYMNASIUM for Fingers, Hands and Wrists. Ail Piano
Students should use it. A great
in perfecting
aid to ARTISTS
their technique.
Herman Kot/schReferences:
mar, W. H. Sherwood, S. B. Mills,
Mason.
Win.

I

invite people wanting a first-class Sleigh to call
and

and

at Reasonable Prices
good

a

Business Sleigh for $65.00, That Can t Be Beat!
I will warrant all my sleighs to be made of good
stock and the best of work.

c. E.

WHITNEY,

91 Preble St.,
dec4dtf

cor.

Lincoln St.,

_ponri.Aivp.mE.

ICE FOLIAGE.
Some very Choice Subjects at

GEN. AGENT,

febO

dtf

Former

CYRUS
610
1,1)4

price.$4.50.

Ladies’Eug. Walking Boots (A. Garside) $4.50,

office;
honest, intelliWANTED—In
gent and active young man 14 to 16 years
4-1
Address
an

ol age.

Ladies’ Straight Goat Button (Fr.

$3.25,

Fly)

Regular price $3.75.

Ladies’ Pebble Goat Boots, tinned, very

stylish, $2.75,

Formerly $3.25.

Ladies’ Goat Boots, solid, substantial,

pretty,

$2.00,Theae

are

worth

$2.50.

THESE PRICES FOR 30 MVS 051,V.

THE GOODS
are fresh and clean, the sizes and widths
regular.
We can fit all who call upon us at 421
Congress St., Sign of Gold Boot.

GENTS’ GOODS.
Our assortment of Gents’ Goods is
large and varied, containing many

SPECIALTIES
to be found in no other store.
will please you.

room

with

O.,

Half- Bleached

board in a
Ad-

678._4-1

DAMASK!

male attendant for an aged

required.
2-1

Apply by

Munjoy
PRIVATE
Hill wishing to patronize a first class private
school for children, please address “E,” Press Of2-1
fice. Best of reference given.
SCHOOL—Anyone

on

MILLETT& LITTLE.

of pleasing adevenings or daytime for
article of good intrinsic worth, self recommending, and on which from ten to twelve dollars per
week can be made by evening work alone. Reference required. Address, CALCIUM LIGHT,
Press Office.
6-1
or two men
YJ|7'ANTED—One
dress to canvass
T T

an

We

one to know that the elegant STEEL LINED LEATHEROID TRUNKS,
maufnactured by the LEATHEROID MANUFACTURING CO., liennebunk. Me., are the lightest
strongest and bests trunks in the world. Ward-

WANTED—Every

stenographer and
WANTED—Position
typewriter by young lady of some experias

a

Address

WANTED—Ladles and young

“M,”

Press
6-1

to

deco-

men

rate Birthday and Easter Novelties.
Easily learned; good prospects of steady employment

THE SHOE DEALER.
Sign

of Gold Boot.

421 Congress Street,
febGeodtf

TELEPHONE 503.

“

64

“

rents
“

621-2
88

1

1.00 per

•

in

yard

We have Napkins to match.

clusive care
kept
inside, rendering
them less liable to become damaged by moth3.
J. D. CHENEY, Piano and Organ Tuner. P. O.
address, Deering. Me. Order slate at Horse K. R.
15-4
Station, Portland,

Office.

“

“

1“ 64 inch at
“
“
“
1
66

a

good references.

“

1

person owning
piano to
WANTED—Every
know that all lustrmnents under my exwill be
clean

ence;

offer Special Bargains
Barnsley Half Bleached
Damask for to-day.

1 lot Pure Linen 60 inek at 50

robe trunks for ladies and gentlemen; sample
trunks for commercial travellers, delivered anywhere in New England. Send for illustrated circular.
janl5d3m

(

MILLETT&LITTLE.
feblO

<!3t

You are

Cordially Invited to Visit

and fair wages. Material furnished, and all work
mailed post paid. For full information address
Decorative Art Works, 7 Exchange Place,
TuTli&S12t-feb4
Boston. Mass. P. O. Box 5148.

WAIVTED.
BOOT and shoe salesman for the State of
Maine. To a first class loan who lias an established route and an established trade that lie
can control, amounting from §60,000 to §100,000
per year; liberal arrangements will be offered.
A. J. STEAKNS,
None others need apply.
Wholesale Dealer in Boots aud Shoes, 185 Conjan27d3w*
gress St., Boston, Mass.

A

NEW BRANCH

LET.

LET-Single front room with board, 80
STATE STREET, Cor. Pray St.0-1

TO
LET—A furnished room, with hoard, in a
TO
private ianiily. Apply at No. 14 BROWN
STREET.5-1
LET-Rooms at 72

FEDERAL ST.; bath
22-4

LET-1The

chambers

Photograph Studio,
478 1-2

TO Farnsworth &spacious
Co. For full

ply

to

WOODMAN, TRUE & CO.

B.

over

Congress St.,

Opp. Preble House.

TO room, hot and cold water.

B.

particulars ap21-tf

This new and beautiful Studio has just been
fitted with all the new and Latest Improvements
the greater perfection of our art, and possesses probably the largest and finest
skylight north
of Boston. These rooms are under the personal
supervision of
for

AGENT8 WANTED.

A«*CIVTS

WANTED—To sell tha best sell-

ing household articles yet invented; large
profits and sure to sell. For particulars address

22-tf
R. M. GORDON, Lewiston, Maine.
Agents; money ill it; an article
very popular with ladies; enclose stamp.
22-4
J. C. BAHDWELL, Paxton, Mass.

AGENT*-

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS.

MR. J. M.

To the Harbor Commissioners of
the City oi' Portland.
milE proprietors of Custom House Wharf are
X desirous of filling with a pile structure all

portions of their dock between Custom House
Wharf and Maine Wharf not already filled, lying
between Commercial street and a line not exceeding one hundred and fifty (160) feet southerly
from Commercial street and parallel thereto, and
ask your permission so to do.
(Signed) Proprietors of Custom House Wharf,
by Pej.ei; Barker, its President.
Portland, Jan. 27,1880.
it is ordered: That a
for Thursday, Feb.
the head of Custom House Dock, where all parties interested
may be heard; and it is further ordered, that a
notice of the above petition together with this, our
order thereon, be given by publication in two of
the daily papers published in Portland for seven
days previous to the hearing.
JACOB McLELLAN, ) Harbor
CHARLES MERRILL, 5 Commit
C. H. FARLEY,
) sioners.
Portland, Jan. 30,1886.
feb3d7t
the foregoing petition
be appointed
ON hearing
at 3 o’clock
lltli, next,

p. m., at

NOTICE.
yer will be found

their

ofliee, No.
Federal Street.

PECK,

thoroughly capable and practical Photographer
of large experience,in all branches of the Art.
a

MOTTO:—Good Work at Moderate Cost.
dec2.11VI:

Deane Bros. & Saw-

BIOWN

_jan30feh5&ll

nurse.

Call and

we

To Plcn.r,eodtf

ASK FOR THE

W. L. DOUGLAS
Best material, perfect fit, equals any $5
every pair warranted. Take none unless
*‘W. L. Douglas’ *3.00
Shoe,warranted.” Con-

fixes*, Button and Lace.
If you cannot get these
shoes fVom dealers, send
address on postal card
to W. L. Douglas, Brockton, Mass.

i
janl4

___eod3ra

VALENTINES!
Our Stock of Valentines is now complete,
consisting of

Satin, Lace and Silk Fringed Cards
from 3 cents

upwards.

Whelesale and Betail.

at

C.

28S
Ieb2

DAY,

2(1 Middle Ml reel.

d2w

dtf

Jan30_

_

GRAFTING WAX,

Pruning Saws and Pruning Knives,
—

AT

—

THE HURON

Table and Dairy Salt
BEST.

IS THE
DAVIS’, THIS PAPER?S.weU
Ask
Your Grocer for it. Take No Other.
KENDALL&WHITNEY
Adverting Bureau (ID Spruce street), where advertl*
just above High St. eo<ltt
decs
d3m
feblO
ilTw
I Ing contracts tasty be made tor It IN SEW
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

F.

Congress St.,

an

Z., Post Office, City.

Regular price $5.00.

1 have some

Light Fancy Trotting Sleighs

$4.00.

Ladies’ Fr. Goat (Boyd) Boots

EXAMINE MY STOCK.

—

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

JT BROWN.

We shall offer five special lines
of goods at the follow ing NARK
DOWN prices:

Gloves.

he Bow-

“TECpON”

IRVING

1880.

BARNSLEY

G. H. YORK, Woodford’s.4-1

IIOOMN TO

Announcement.

■

■

F. A. KENNEDY.
January.

Immediately, pant makers;
WANTED
steady work and good pay. Apply at once.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
AGENTS.

Supper

10.

Admission 25c.feb8

—

dlw

Portland Office,

feblleod3w

for
and a

Me._

In addition to the large cash assets of the company, the stockholders are liable for all its liabilities over and beyond its assets.
Seven Years’ Record.
Policy Holdeks’ Surplus
assets.
Dec. 31,1879.$ 733,669.$ 426,176
<•

THAT WE SHALL SELL

new

gentleman
old overcoat
suit repaired
WANTED—Every
look like
at
reasonable

WANTED—A
gentleman. Best of references
letter to Box 830.

over

kets can produce.
The prices shall be as low as will warrant the employing of the very highest
skilled labor in every branch of the business.
The heads of all the departments, many
of whom have been with the house from
fifteen to forty-four years, have been reinstated.
Thanking the trade for all favors during the past, I solicit a continuance of
their patronage for the future, assnring
them that everything in my power shall
be done to merit the same.

canvassers

Surplus
regards Policy Holders 8600,966.69
Guarantee Capital (Cash). 100,000.00
Surplus

Net Surplus.. 254,705.15

as

WANTED—Furnished
private family, for invalid and
dress P.
BOX

as

12.063.83

girl

Cash Assets.$662,769.89
Reserve for Reinsurance $169,194.20
All other Liabilities.
2,600.00-8101,794.20

Re-Insuranee.$625,585.84
Losses (not due)...
81,852.42

Income from

1,

ANNUAL STATEMENT, JAN.
Amount

FRANCISCO.

OF SAN

HOLYOKE MUTUAL FIRE INS. CO.,
ULEH, MASS.

Insurance

ANTE

number of young people to
WANTED.—A
attend the Red, White and Blue party and
the
of Pine St.

Expenditures.

ness,

It is with great pleasure I announce
to all customers, and the trade iu general, that I have again assumed full control and management of every department of the business.
I re-enterthe work with redoubled energy, and propose that Kennedy’s Biscuit
shall at once take the place they hare
maintained for nearly lifty years.
The quality of stock used will be the
very best that our own and Foreign Mar-

over

first-class

febll

In

B W BaSN
ng | I
riAhWi

at No. 97

Address HEADmonopoly: liberal terms.
QUARTERS, Press Office.0-1

5 pieces Black Surah Silks, reduced to 89 cents.
5 pieces Black Surah Silks, reduced to $1.00.
5 pieces Black Surah Silks, reduced to $1.12 1-2
_A
We offer great bargains in Black Rhadames, from $1.00 to $1.50.
We have a few pieces left of Black Brocade Satin, at 54 cts. per yd.

DEATHS

SM

Enquire

WANTED—Two
local work. Something entirely

MILLETT & LITTLE.

Oakland, Feb. 7, Sumner Soule and Miss
Lucy .1. Furbish.
In Harpswell, Feb. 6, Wm.B. Gatchell and Miss
Nellie M. Estes, botli of Harpswell,
In Waterville, Feb. 1, Francois Greuier and
Miss Angelina Pepin.
In Augusta, Feu. 6, Edgar L. Dow aud Miss
Mary A. Hamilton.

TheyaisorelieveDisDyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too
Hearty Eating. A perfeet remedy for Dizzi-

CAMBRIDGEPORT.

cxpenenceu
of tbo
10-1

an

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE.-Parties wishing first class male or female help
can find employment by calling at MHS. BEASLEY’S Office, corner Myrtle and Congress Sts.,
None
No. 385. Booms 7 and 8 up oue flight.
but good help need apply. _9-1

<bf

1,625,1 97.24
Surplusfor PolicyHolders over
all liabilities.1,004,795.1 5

tress from

a

F. A. Kennedy Co.,

who has

or

Dy

Congress St.,dtt

OFFICE OF

apiece
Every gentleman
WANTKDof cloth,
intends to buy such, to be made

SURA

In

0
Lf\U

488 & 490

fel>2

ANT KD,—Ladies to know that Mrs. Dr.
Sherman still remains at 42 South street, in
treatment of corns, outgrowing joints and ingrowing nails. Outgrowing joints a specialty. Will
call at residence If desired without extra charge.
Corns removed for 25 cents.10-1

W

MARRIACES.

2L" **
SSsS
F
SSBP £“*
I \t P D

TURNER BROS.,

STORE

orders for

Total Assets

'.^Positively Cured by
P4 A ETC D
these Little Fills.

DESIRABLE DRESS GOODS.

__4tt

street.

ex1,000 pages;
complete
haustive summary of facts, useful, instructive,
&
Co.
D.
Published
by
entertaining.
Appleton
For full particulars, address J. E. MILLER, Supt.
offagencies for Maine and New Hampshire. 40
Exchange St.9-1

The Puritans, one of the Boston polo teams, are
booked for a game here with the Bijous some
time by the first of March.
ftcorgc
tioargo IX Zai<f «l
H. Fickett, goal tender of the Bijous, in a twoinileraceat the Biddeford rink last night; time,
8 min. 47 sec. The purse was $50 and two-thirds
of the gate receipts.

—

bench-

with three

volume,

NOTES.

—

no one fail to improve the opportunity of securing the greatest bargain ever offered in

to solicit
WANTED—Canvassers
The Cyclopedia of Practical Information,”
an
in one

ams, 1.

SICK HEADACHE!

Let

saw.

febll

Games played last night in the New England
pelo league resulted as follows;
At Woburn—Woburns, 3; Haverliills, 0.
At New Bedford—New Bedfords, 3;
Walth-

d&wlynra

Summer Silks at 25 cents, worth
50. Quantity to rachcustomer limited.

NEW

NEW ENGLAND POLO LEAGUE.

100 Doses One Dollar

FOR WEDNESDAY

UKT—Second floor ol building, Nos. 31 and

city.

skatingTabloh.
Tonight, at tne Bijou, the drill squad of the
Portland Wheel Club will give the drill in which
reputation for grace
they have won an enviable Include
and skill. The evolutions
many difficult
movements, and the wheelmen, gliding rapidly
in and out, while going through all sorts of graceful figures, present a handsome spectacle. Those
see them
who have seen them will desire to
again, and people who have not witnessed the
drill are offered a good opportunity to do so this
evening. The exhibition is at 9 o’clock; the sale
of reserved seats to commence at the rink at 10
o’clock this forenoon.

aprl

SALE.

TO

situation

IN THE RINKS.

Sarsaparilla

UKT.

TO

no

bijou

Hood’s

DRESS GOODS

d3m

.Tfiiiuc.

WAniE.u—a
nurse;
objections to going out
l1 LEAS A NT ST.

Allen.____

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Prepared
by C.T. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

Saeo,

UKT—Joiner’s

Linen Doylies, 5 cents.
Plate Doylies, 3 cents.
Trimmed Chemises, 25 cents.
Trimmed Chemises 75 cents.
Tucked Walking Skirts, 50 cents.

concert at High

“Last spring my whole family took Hood's
Sarsaparilla. The result is that all have been
cured of scrofula, my little boy being entirely
free from sores, and all four of my children look
I have
bright and healthy as possibly can be.
found Hood’s Sarsaparilla also very good for
catarrh, with which I have been troubled since
the war. I have not found anything do me so
Wm. B.
much good as Hood’s Sarsaparilla."
Atherton, Passaic City, N. J.

some

Brackett St., Cor. Carlton. Inquired JOHN
FOR
3 OMarket St.1-tf
P.

quire

Common Sense Hair Crimpers 20 cents dozen.

NOTES.

Purifies the Blood

NOTICE!

will add

good
shop
InTOes,of A.
mortise machine and circular
Commercial
K. P. LEIGHTON, 288

Pins 2 cents paper.
New Valentines, 2 cents to $1.00.
Tooth Brushes 9 cents each.
Colgate’s Toilet Soap 5 cents cake.

street church vestry on Friday night, for the benefit of the Aged Men’s Home.
The Haverly Minstrels drew another large
house and gave a second first class entertainment
at Portland Theatre last night.
Get tickets at Stockbridge’s now for Lester &

?laint,

4-1

SAUK—To hang in the window, Christian cards; moral and instructive: sent anyAddress the PORTLAND
where for 10 cents.
NOVELTY CO., P. O. Box 1539, Portland, Me.
18-4

TO

Nice Plated Pins 25 cents.
Rimmel’s Perfumery 10 cents.

tickets.

"I have taken Hood’s Sarsaparilla for dyspepsia,
which 1 have had for the last uinc or ten years,
suffering terribly. It has now entirely cured me.”
Mks. A. Norton, Chicopee, Mass.
"After suffering many years with kidney comI was recommended by my pastor, Rev. J.
'. Stone, to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla. It has done
me more good than anything else.”
Edwin C.
Currier, Dalton, N. II.

dtt

TURNER BROS

AUG.

at

a

33 Pearl street, 65x70, light on 3 sides, elevator and steam heat and power if desired; also
third floor, 65x50, will be ready March 1st.
7-tf
MEGQUIER & JONES, No. 320 Fore St.

Dusters 25 cents.

Splashers for working, 15
Linen Tidies, stamped, 19 cents.

C. W. ALLEN

SPECIAL

SAUK—I shall receive a lot of the celecanaries on SaturIt will be to the
February
day
beuefit of the purchaser to call soon, before the
best ones are picked out. Also a nice lot of male
and female canaries on hand for breeding; now is
the time to buy. Also parrots, goldfinches, Japanese robins, Virginia nightingales, etc., on hand.
4-1
PORTLAND BIRD STORE.

I.KT—Party Sleighs of all description on
the most favorable terms.
Also single and
double teams at short notice.
Hacking promptly
attended to. EASTMAN & GOODWIN, Robiuson’s stable, 35 Green street.28-4

Job Lot One Dollar Wallets 50 cents.
Gingham Umbrellas 01 cents.
Silk Umbrellas $2.00.
Japanese Decorating Fans 2 cents.
Ready Lights 5 cents.

Linen

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

TO

Tins MIKADO.

In other words, we do not claim that Hood’s
Sarsaparilla will do impossibilities. Wc tell you
plainly what it has done, and submit proofs from
sources of unquestioned reliability, and ask you
frankly if you are suffering from any disease or
affection caused or promoted by Impure blood or
low state of the system, to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Our experience warrants us in assuring you
that you will not be disappointed in the result.

E. O. BAILEY.
marl4

COOK —TO RKNT—Convenient tenement
for a small family, on May St., one
door from Spring St. M. O. PALMER.6-1

Best Cashmere Gloves ever sold for 25 cents.
Men’s Lined Kid Mittens $1.00.
Ladies’ Lined Kid Mittens $1.00, marked down from $2.00.
Three Hundred Ornaments for Fancy Work 3 cents each.
Box Stationery 10 cents.
Good Quality Playing Cards, full packs, 25 cents.
Good Feather Dusters 22 cents.

The public who have heard Gilbert & Sullivan’s
popular opera, as rendered by the Stetson and
Wilbur companies, will be all the more desirous
to hear the Gilbert company at City Hall next
Saturday afternoon and evening. Endorsed as
the troupe is by many exchanges, the entertainment cannot fail to please.
Stockbridge has the

It Won’t Bake Bread

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

Harris’ Gallery, 518 Congress St.,
the place to get 2 elegant cabinet photos for
in the art to pupils. Opposite
lessons
also
$1.00;
2-2
Mechanics’ Hail.

FOR
brated St. Andreasbtirg
6th.
at teraoon*

Mrs. Chase.
Anthem—“The Strain Upraise”.Wilson
(With organ accompaniment.)

tills city, Feb. 10, David Jolmson, aged 73
years.
[Prayers oil Friday forenoon at 10.30 o’clock,
at bis late residence, No. 1 Cumberland street.
Burial at Freeport.
In this city, Feb. 10, Nellie Brown, wife of Sam’l
F. Gridin, in the 36th year of her age.
In Bath, Feb. 8, Eliza, wife of Jas M. Houghton
aged 29 years.
In Biddeford, Feb. 3, Carrie A., wife of Geo. li.
Ricker, aged 28 years.
Iu Saco, Feb. 6, Daniel D. Barrows, aged G2
years 11 months.
In Waldoboro. Jan. 29, Mrs. Betsey Benner,
aged 51 years 2 months.
In North Waldoboro, Jan. 28, Mrs. Lillie D.
Eugley, aged 19 years 10 months.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

FOR SAUK.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

Goudy.
Trio—“O, Memory”.Leslie
Mrs. Chase, Mrs. Goudy and Mr. Stockbridge.
Quartet—“The Parting Kiss”.Pinsuti
Song—“Serenade”.Schubert
Mr. Stockbridge.
Duet—“Fly Away BlrcUleg”.Abt
Mrs. Chase aud Mrs. Goudy.
Madrigal—From the “Mikado”.Sullivan
Song—“Charlie Machree”.H. M. Dow

a

AUCTION MALES.

evening, between Mr. Chase's
store on Congress St., and J. A. Merrill’s
a
pocket book containing a
house, 19 Pine St.,
small sum of money. Finder will be rewarded by
tile PRESS OFFICE. 5-1
to
returning the same

FOUND—At

m

Mrs.

The Peak Family will give

I.©ST AND FOUND.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

LOST—Thursday

names

recital of the
brave
and
gallant deeds
Sweden and the Swedes have done for the
welfare and honor of our own beloved

Rogers.

NEW

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in
tills county have been recorded at tlie Registry of Deeds:
Wakefield—Frank 0. Pride to Sarah Wakefield,
land and buildings $660.
,,
_,,
Gray—Charles B. Herrick of North Yarmouth to
YVm.S. Douglass, land; $130.
E.

YORK,

